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HE FINISHED TWELFTH

THIS IS IMPORTANT

There will be a very important
meeting of the entire Disaster
Committee at the Community
Building at 7.30 tonight. The
disaster Committee consists of
food, shelter, clothing, transpor
tation, first aid and labor. Each
member of these squads is asked
to be present without fail in or
der that plans for the future
may be worked out as regards the
workings of this entire commit
tee. I am asking every man and
woman connected' with these
groups and others who might like
to join in to attend.
William J. Sullivan,
Chairman Disaster Com.

Bruno Mazzeo Made a Brilliant Run In Boston
Marathon
Bruno Mazzeo of Rcckland real
ized the ambition of several years
funday afternoon when he raced
into the finish of the Boston
marathon in 12th position after
a grueling grind of 26 miles, 385
yards, from the starting point far
out cf Boston.
He has been after just such lau
rels Tor the past four or five years
and has faithfully entered the race
and ran his heart out under the
most difficult conditions that can
face a runner; never finishing be
fore this year. Some years blisted
feet and ill1 fitting running shoes
have forced him to drop out, but
never before he had run the last
stride that was humanly possible

under the circumstances.

His fellow runners have recog
nized his grit and ability and have
predicted that he would make the•
grade in the next race or two.
Sunday, he led some of the best

marathoners in the country over
the finish line, among them being
; the star of them all, the brilliant
j Clarence DeMar who has repeat
edly w'on the event in years past;
i in fact has seven victories to his
i credit.
Bruno's time was 2 hours, 47
minutes, 19 seconds, or 21 minutes
' behind the winner, Joe Smith of
Medford, Mass. Well over 100
runners were behind him, some
finishing just inside the five-hour
mark.

Maine’s New Laws

Prize Speaking

Who Is the Best Schoolboy Fifteen In Number, They Be
Orator In New England—
come Effective the
Coming Saturday
Contest At Colby
A hundred schoolboy orators are
expected to compete for the $200
in prizes offered by Colby College
in the 33d annual Montgomery
Prize Speaking contest to be held
May 1. This will be held to deter
mine the best schoolboy orator in
New England.
The first prize will consist of
$100, with second and third awards
$75 and $26 respectively. They
are provided by the estate of the
late Hon. Job H. Montgomery.
Subject matter for the contest
must consist of an excerpt, not
more than six minutes in length,
from some recently delivered ad
dress on present-day national or
international problems. Prof. Libby,
head of the public speaking de
partment at Colby, has announced

RUMMAGE SALE
Congregational Church

Fifteen new Maine laws, enacted
with 26 emergency measures at
the two-weeks special legislative
session concluded Jan. 24, will be
come effective April 25 , 90 days
after adjournment of the law
makers.
Included in the emergency bills,
which became law immediately
after they were enacted and
signed by Gov. Sewall, were those
creating the Maine Civilian De
fense Corps, delegating extraor
dinary war powers to the Gover
nor, and establishing an emer
gency war fund for Civilian De
fense use.
One of the laws to become op
erative April 25 increases from 3
1-6 to 3% inches the legal size of
lobsters which may be taken from
Maine waters or sold.
Under another, female workers
in workshops, factories, manufac
turing or mechanical establish
ments on a shift period of more

SATURDAY. APRIL 25
M8 A. M.

that all entries must be received
45-46 by April 18.

than six and one-half hours
“shall be given not less than a
consecutive 30-minute rest period
on each shift."
Another will permit the State of
Maine to accept from former Gov
ernor Percival P. Baxter, a gift of
an additional 12,000 acres of land
in township 4 range 9, Piscataquis
county, in the Baxter State Park,
Mount Katahdin region. Previous
legislatures have accepted similar
gifts from Baxter.
Some of the other new laws
which will go Into the statute books
would—
Authorize the Secretary of State
to issue a suitable device as sub
stitute for new motor vehicle reg
istration plates, in view of the
steel shortage; make it illegal for
any one to have in his “actual or
constructive
possession’’
punch
boards, seal cards, slot gambling
machines, or similar devices; au
thorize the Governor to execute a
compact in behalf of Maine with
other Atlantic Seaboard States
with a view of promoting better
utilization and protection of fish
eries.
Prohibit non-residents from tak
ing for commercial purposes any
fish except herring within the ter
ritorial salt water of the State be
tween April 1 and Nov. 1 each
year; validate the acts of notaries
public who have become police
officers and whose commissions as
notaries were vacated by reason
of taking oaths as peace officers',
incorporate the Eliot Water dis
trict; change the name of the Nor
thern Finance and Investment
Corporation to “M-A-C plan of
Maine.”

Blackout Notice
•

The daylight blackout drill of Sunday, April 26, will

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, April 21,1942
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•

All Civilian Defense Services wlil be at their stations

and the Report Center and District Warning Center will be
manned as during a raid.

•

[EDITORIAL]
The weekly report of the Mhine State
Police, prepared by Chief Weaver and Ser
geant Shaw, has always contained1 much
valuable advice, but has not stressed quite
as much as we would like, the importance
of pedestrians using the left side of the highway. The cur
rent bulletin makes up for this deficiency, and advises pedes
trians, before meeting a vehicle to step off the traveled road
way. The careless observer brushes aside these precautions
by exclaiming that the pedestrian should not be found on
the highways, but the Maine State Police bulletin replies to
that by declaring that the absence of paths and walks in the
rural communities makes it necessary for pedestrians and
vehicles to use the same roadway. Hie Courier-Gazette has
long conducted a campaign in favor of the pedestrian walk
ing on the left, for the obvious reason that he faces an ap
proaching car, while the person who walks on the right hand
cannot see the car coming up behind him. In spite of
these obvious reasons there are many pedestrians who per
sistently defy danger or death by walking on the wrong side.
WALK
ON THE
LEFT SIDE

Bicycle tires will crush easilyt flex vio
lently and the cord fabric will become un
THE CARE
OF BICYCLE necessarily weakened. We are told this by
the United States Rubber Company, which
* TIRES
declares that their greatest enemy is under
inflation. and that the proper servicing ls as important to
the country’s rubber conservation program as the servicing
of automobile tires. Manager Brown listed these points to
follow in the proper servicing of bicycle tires:
1— Check air pressure on bicycle tires at least twice a
week for greatest possible mileage.
2— Use brakes carefully to avoid excessive tread wear.
3— Do not jump over curbs or ride over bumps that
might rupture the fabric.
4— Be on the alert to avoid objects that might puncture
or cut tires.
5— Keep wheels correctly trued-up and balanced to avoid
uneven tread wear.
6— Inspect tires and tubes regularly as a precaution
against future trouble and wasted rubber.

Reports concerning the American air
invasion of Japan’s four leading cities come
thus far from enemy sources and are chiefly
valuable as showing that the long hoped-for
raid has taken place. Our side of the story
will not be told until the Government is itself in full possession
of the facts, which is disappointing to impatient readers and
radio listeners, but which doubtless possesses strategical
merit—else the story would not have to await the passage
of many days and consequent loss of interest, it appears
even from German and Japanese advices that a large amount
of damage was inflicted by the American stir fleet, but .the
stories from tlie enemy territory follow the stereotyped style
—hospitals bombed and school children killed. That has ever
been the policy of the Axis crowd—guilty itself of treachery
and unspeakable outrages. There can be no question but that
the Japanese populace was panic stricken, and suddenly
brought to a realization of what the kind of war the Axis
forces have been pursuing is like. America’s act will most
likely bring reprisals on the Pacific Coast—handiest to Japan
—but that portion of the civilized world which has felt the
Axis might is delighted to know that we have struck, so far

OUR
RESPECTS
TO JAPAN

from home—and so hard.

White Symbol, prominently displayed.

•

Wardens and all services will remain at their posts

until the “All Clear’’ sounds.

•

All Persons and Vehicles Will Be Included.

COMPLETE BLACKOUT, APRIL 29
Strict Blackout Regulations WiU Be In Effect
At the Sounding of the Alarm Around

9 P. M., Wednesday, April 29
•

Cars, Pedestrians and All Buildings will be affected and

those not complying must take the consequences.

•

Women, it is said, admire courage above
most other masculine qualities. Yet it is
hardly likely, judging from the repercussions, that many of them will acclaim the
brave man who was responsible for certain
of the new restrictions in feminine wartime apparel. It must
have been a man, they reason; for any woman would have
known better than to assume that this half of the human

COURAGE
AND
CLOTHING

species is all one height and girth.

Every car connected with Civilian Defense will bear a

Emergency vehicles will proceed at blackout spfted of

ten miles an hour.
•

All street lights will be blacked out Wednesday night.

•

Blackout Regulations will continue in force until the

When it was a question of men’s clothing, the govern
ment authority was apparently aware that Mutt and Jeff
could not be expected to wear each other’s sizes in nether
garments. But obviously nobody told the well-meaning
gentleman in Washington that women’s skirts are measured
not by the length of the skirts themselves but by their distance
from the ground, on the wearer. And also, that a 25-inch
jacket which might be ample for one person, would not clothe
the same area on another.
So far, amusement at the terms of the flat is more notice
able than dismay, for it is quite likely that such misappre
hensions will be ironed out before too many pairs of scissors
bite into bolts of precious woolens. Women will make sacri
fices cheerfully; there will be a good deal of “snipping, stitch
ing, cutting and contriving,” and in the end few will notice
the difference. For in times of public or private scarcity, wo
men have their own methods for making ends meet, and they
can convert almost any flat into a fashion.—Christian Science
Monitor
With nine-inch shells from the heaviet
MORNING’S guns they have, the Japanese pounded beNEWS IN A leaguered Corregidor yesterday in a punNUTSHELL ish ing crossfire from fresh positions, inflict
ing “some casualties and some damage.”
Chinese infantry and British tanks teamed up in a bold
counterattack to score their first offemsive success in Burma
by driving the Japanese from Ye nangyaung in the center of
the ruined oil fields by a headlong assault.
Speaking last night amidst new stirrings otf unrest and
Nazi orders for the execution of 30 more Frenchmen, proAxis Pierre Laval branded France’s 1930 declaration of war a
“crime” and told the French people the ccndtion for peace in
Europep lay In friendship between France and Germany.
Russian warfront dispatches said yesterday Red Army
unts on the Leningrad front captured 17 strongholds in ad
ministering a shattering defeat to the 217th German division.

“All Clear” is sounded.

All Citizens Are Asked To Co-operate!

WANTED
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS

LOUIS B. COOK,
Chief Air Raid Warden.

Was The Wanted Man

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Boston Detectives View the
Associate Editor, MRS WILLIAM O. FULLER
Body of John Buckley,
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Bcston Police Department arrived

come shortly after 2 o’clock and all citizens are asked to
co-operate at the sounding of the alarm.
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ROCKLAND, SAVINGS BANK
pi-eortf

in Rockland Friday morning and
officially identified the body of the
boy found adrift in a tiny skiff off
Vinalhaven one week ago as that
of John Buckley of Dorchester who
was wanted by their department for
questioning in connection with the
accidental shooting of Mrs. Yetta
Azer in Roxbury April 8.
Mrs. Azer’s death was result of a
group of beys holding revolver target
practice near a heavily traveled
street. One shot went wild of the
target and Mrs. Azer, who was
walking with her husband, dropped
dead from a bullet wound.
Buckley’s companions claimed
| that it was he who had fired the
fatal shot, but he had fled and
could not be found in a search of
his known haunts.
Fingerprints taken by State Po
lice officers here at the time of the
autopsy Wednesday afternoon led
to identification through finger
prints which were on file at the
Augusta headquarters. The boy
had applied for lodging at Water
ville police station March 31 and
had been fingerprinted as a matter
of record.
Waterville records showed that he
had registered as John Buckley of
Dorchester and officials immedlbtelj’ got in touch with Bcston de
partment which reported that they
wanted the boy for the fatal shoot
ing and stated that they would
send officers Friday to identify the
youth.

Poppy Day May 9
American Legion and Auxili
ary To Dispose of the
Red________
Posies #
Poppies of patriotic remembrance
will bloom in Rockland Saturday,
May 9, Amelia Kenney, president
of Winslow-Holbrook Unit of the

American Legion Auxiliary, an
nounced today.
The poppies will be distributed
by volunteer workers from the
Auxiliary and the coins contribu
ted for them will be used in Legion
and Auxiliary work for the war
disabled, their famiies and the
families of the dead.
The poppies which will be dis
tributed here have been made by
disabled veterans at The Veteran’s
Facilities, Togus. Making the little
red flowers has given many vet
erans employment during the Win
ter and Spring months.
Contributions received for the
poppies on Poppy Day are a prin
cipal source of support for the
vast welfare work carried out by
the Legion and Auxiliary among
the disabled men and dependent
families. With the new war add
ing to America’s list of war vic
tims. there will be greatly increased
need for funds during the coming
year.
Poppy Day has been observed by
the Legion and Auxiliary annually
for the past 20 years.
More than 13,000.000 of the
flowers htfve been made by dis
abled veterans for the Auxiliary,
the largest number since the ob
servance of Poppy Day was begun
20 years ago.
Mary Dinsmore,
Poppy Chairman.
LINCOLN REPUBLICANS

The Lincoln County Republican
Committee has re-organized with
Frank B. Adams of Wiscasset as
chairman, succeeding Alfred B.
Chapputt of Nobleboro.
Mrs.
Dorothy Roberts of Damariscotta
was elected vice chairman; Clif
ford' Hanna of Bristol, treasurer,
and Madge D. Campbell of Edgecomb secretary. The newly-elec
ted State Committeeman, Harvey
R. Pease of Wiscasset, promised
an aggressive campaign.
A dress rehearsal of the one-act
contest play “The Last Curtain,"
will be given free of admission on
Wednesday evening at 7.30, in the
high school auditorium fcr the
benefit of all who have missed see
ing previous performances.
The
director and cast wish to take this
opportunity to thank their many
friends whose generosity has made
possible their attendance at the New
England Drama Festival, April 24
and 25.
The executive committee of the
Knox County Association for Rural
Religious Education met Friday
night at the home of Miss Alena
Young, 100 North Main street. Azcounts were made for the annual
meeting May 18. President Earl
Achorn presided.
The attention of every pedestrian,
motorist and householder of Rock
land is respectfully called to the
Blackout" advertisement on page
one of this issue, referring to AprU
26, drill, and full blackout the night
of April 39.—fttfv.
.. ..

Volume 97.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 45.

The Black Cat

(By The Roving Reporter)

If there was any doubt in the
reader’s mind as to the necessity
for the wartime changes which the
newspaper world is undergoing let
him read the Rochester, N. Y. des
patch in Saturday's papers an
nouncing that nine of the 19 asso
ciated newspapers of Gannett Com
pany, Inc., have increased their
daily and weekly circulation rates.
“Birds of many varieties are here
in large flocks,” writes Mrs. H. D.
Crie, a Criehaven subscriber. ‘Gol
den crowned kinglets in great num
bers are interesting to watch—so
small and friendly.”

The disconsolate cries of the sea
gulls these Spring mornings have
their origin no doubt in the birds'
distress over the loss of the nice cool
seats they have been occupying
alcng the waterfront the past Win
ter. But I like the racket. It is
simply the cutpouring of Nature.

week,” writes Mrs. Viola J. Stover of
North Weymouth, Mass., renewing
her subscription to this paper. “So
many interesting articles in it,” she
adds.
“T.R.P.” writes from Boston:
“At Iree’s request ‘easy memory’
suggests additions to his list of doc
tors of Charles R. Cole, who lived
at the corner of Union and Sum
mer streets, William A. Albee on
Middle street and Oliver L. Bartlett
also on Middle street in the house
afterward occupied by Dr. Sllsby.
The only correction might be that
Dr. Wheeler’s given name was Ern
est. He lived on School street. I
have in my possession a (receipted)
bill for services at the time of his
birth, signed by Dr. William A.
Banks. Has any other of your
readers whese advent antedated
1883 any similar evidence?”

Miltcn Lufkin of Rose Hill Farm,
Owl's Head, and “Baby Snooks,” the
The ice left Mirror Lake the last lamb which milks the cow called
of* the week, and barring a miracle upon The Black Cat yesterday.
the blue waves will ripple along un
hindered until another December Supt. Sumner Whitney of the F.
J. O’Hara fish plant has long made
rolls around. And that, if you ask
any elderly person, will be alto a practice of guessing the amount of
live catch of each boat bound for
gether too soon.
the O’Hara wharf while it is still
some
distance out in the harbor.
Unless it comes sneaking un
His
accuracy
comes from long assoawares in the night time any or
dinary kind of a fire is geing to ciaticn with the sea and a knowl
stand a slim chance in Union frcm edge of every boat in the fleet. Last
this date on. The town has Just week, he estimated that one boat
bought Rockport’s 400-gallon chem had a total of 42,000 pounds aboard
ical, a 500-gallon trailer pump, a and when final tally sheets were
small portable 60-gallon pump and checked, she had just 35 pounds
2000 feet of fire hose. The town over his estimate.
has only two hydrants, but keeps a
well stocked stream close at hand.
And all this is a good reason why
the Union folks are sleeping now
nights with both eyes closed.

Mrs. H. L. Banks who makes her
home with her daughter Mrs. Elmer
Trask on Grove street, has a testa
ment which belonged to her great
grandparents. It is believed to be
about 100 years old. She also has
a Bible which is 124 years old. Mrs.
Banks has a copy of a sermon
preached in Malden, Mass., in 1830
by Sylvanus Cobb.
I am enjoying it as much as ever,
even though it is coming twice a

One year ago: Granite opera
tions were resumed at Clark Island
and Wildcat.—Dave Mazzeo of
Rockland won the five-mile mara
thon of the Portland Boys’ Club.—
A bull moose was seen strolling
abcut the city.—Miss Mabel Spring
was elected president of the Rubin
stein Club—Alewives put in an ap
pearance at South Warren three
weeks ahead cf time—Among the
deaths: Togus. Nicholas L. Berry of
Camden. 94; Rockland, Frances E.
Taber, 74; Thomaston, Susie E.
Davis, 74; El Segundo, Calif., Harrisen C. Pease, formerly of Appleton; Rockland, Franklin D. Lamb,
89; Appleton, Mary E. Perry, 79.

DEMOCRATS FILE A TICKET
Partial List of Knox County Nominations—
Vacancies To Be Filled
Democratic workers met in the
Knights of Pythias Hall Sunday
night and listened to a stirring ad
dress by the Second District’s new
candidate for Representative to
Congress. Bradford G. Redonnet of
Wiscasset.
The county ticket was partly filled
during the evening, the nomination
papers being conveyed to the Sec
retary of State’s office in Augusta
yesterday afternoon by Philip How
ard and Richard W. Feyler.
The Democrats voted to endorse
County Attorney Stuart C Burgess
and Register of Deeds Albert Wins
low, and to fill in the other offices
in the usual manner. The list, so
far as completed, follows.

SAVE MONEY
|Ask for tha low uh hard coal —trade
marked with Red spots for your protection

Senator

Rcckland

Elisha W. Pike,
Sheriff

James M. Williamson.
South Thomaston
Treasurer

George M Snow

South Thomaston

County Commissioner (2)
William F. Packard,
Camden
Russell W. Staples.
Rockport
Representatives

Richard Whitney Feyler, Thomaston
St. George
William F Cock
Warren
Percy R. Bowley,
Camden
Charles E. King,

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

I

IT I had my life to live again
would have made a rule to read aome
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loea of these
tastes ls a loss of happiness.—ObariOO
Darwin

SELF-DENIAL THOUGHT

I sought from Socrates, the sage.
Whose thoughts will live through
every age.
A motto to direct my life.
A hero make me in the strife;
And Socrates said, “Know thyself.*

To know myself did not suffice
To make me useful, true, and wise
I sought Aurelius good and great.
Wise ruler at the Roman state:
Aurelius said, “Control thyself.“

A. P. Blaisdell
5 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL 255

45-46

► Nazarene, Thou who didst give
Thy life that man might fully live;
What message didst Thou leave for
me.
That I might truly follow Thee?—

The Saviour said. “Deny thyself,”
-Author Unknown
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He shall be as a tree planted by
the waters, and that spreadeth out
her roots.—Jer. 1*7:8.

The Memory Man

Park Theatre, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

He Tells Us the Story Of
Sailors’ Snug Harbor

(by Iree Member)
As I read the obituary notice of
Wesley Davis in The Courier-Ga
zette lt occurred to me that a sketch
dealing with the Sailors’ Snug
Parents and Teachers Will Harbor (where Mr. Dcvis spent his
years) might be of interest to
Find Interesting Program last
readers of the “Iree” Comer.
I know several former Rcckland
at Boothbay Harbor
boy3 who are now anchored safely
Splendid speakers plus numer in the calm quiet of "Snug Harbor”
and the fact that Rcckland boys
ous other attractions, are in store are
there should make this little
for the meeting of the Knox, Lin sketch doubly interesting.
To those who may not knew much
coln
and Sagadahoc
Parent
Teacher Association, which ia U, bej^
^^"hTn
held at Boothbay Harbor next Fri is beautifully located on Staten
day afternoon and evening.
Island cn tiie banks of ’he Kill ven
Kull,
a part cf hew Yoik Harbor.
The afternoon session will be
The
grounds
compose about 209
gin at 2.30 and will have as its
acres, seme PC of whi ’h are laid out
watchword "Discipline”. It will be in lawns, flower-beds and fine
in charge of two members each shade trees. All of the buildings
of Waldoboro High School, Lin (costing several millions of dollars)
coln Academy and Boothbay Har are located on this SO-acre tract.
The balance of the 200 acre tract
bor High School—a boy and a girl comprise the farm and a thickly
in each Instance.
wooded piece of ground, to which
The afternoon program will be the inmates have free access.
There are more than 30 buildings
directed by Dr. Oarry Cleveland
on the l:t and they are really the
Myers, editor-in-chief of the mag chief feature of the institution.
azine “Children’s Activities” and
The eight main buildings, used
is a distinguished educator having for dormitories and mess halls, are
bad a diversified experience as ocnnected with corridors of stone
brick as one building. The
writer, teacher and1 public speak and
rooms are all bright and cheerful,
er on subjects pertaining to child well heated and ventilated, lighted
well-being. He has won a na by electricity, furnished with every
tional reputation as psychological comfort and kept scrupulously clean.
The number of occupants to a
consultant, n ewspaper columnist
loom depends on the number of
and editor.
sailers cared for. Two persons to a
The evening meeting, at 7.30 will room is the rule but the rooms and
be favored by the presence of the equipment are so planned that as
High School Band from Boothbay many as five men can be properly
and comfortably cared for in each
Harbor and the speaker will be room. Iree was once told by an in
Mrs. Garry Cleveland Myers, co mate that the institution is a para
author with Dr. Myers of many dise for old, worn out sailors and
books and scientific publications. that every comfort the heart can
desire is at the disposal cf the
She specialized in child develop Inmates.
ment and parent education at
Doctors and nurses are available
Merrill-Palmer School, Detroit, at any thne, day or night and the
inmates receive the tenderest care
and at Columbia University.
at
times and the food served m
For many years she was lectur theallmess
halls is of the highest
At Park Theatre today, Wednesday and Thursday are “Juke Box
er in Parent Education, Western quality and the quantity unlimited.
Jenny” with Harriet Hilliard and Ken Murray. On the same prograam
Reserve University; for three Among the many officials who “Mississippi Gambler” with John Litel and Kent Taylor.
Summers to 1940 on the staff of serve in the work of making the
of the inmates happy, comfort
University of Washington, Seattle; lives
of cards. The chapter will observe
able and contented is a chaplain
TENANT’S HARBOR
and specialist in Parent Education who ministers to the spiritual needs
Ralph Wilson is home from guest officers’ and past matrons’
for Cleveland Welfare Federation, $f all and church services are held
and patrons' night May 1. Refresh
1930-1939. She has lectured widely regularly and these services are Whitinsville, Mass., for a visit ments will be served after the
with his parents Mr. and Mrs.
to teachers, parents and youth largely attended
meeting.
Prof. Howe is superintendent of Willis Wilson.
throughout the United States. The music and Miss Vroom is organist
Rev. and Mrs. P. E. Miller have
Myers have three children and and solos and congregational singinging is a pleasing feature of the returned from a 6 visit with friends
one grandchild.
in Pittsfield and w’ith Rev. and
The meetings will be held in the services.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy L. Webster oi
(It may be of interest to say that
High School gymnasium, where Bert Farnham, formerly of Rock Mrs. Newell J. Smith of Milo. Pre Fairfield were Sunday guests of Mr.
supper will also be served.
land, had a commission to com vious to this Mr. Miller spent a and Mrs. George E. Moody, Cedar
It is hoped that Knox Oounty pose and arrange a musical setting short time at the New England street.
will send a good sized delegation for a lyric written by one ol tiie Baptist Hospital, Boston, for ob
inmates and I am told that the song servation and treatment. Rev. Sid
to these important meetings.
Rubinstein Club is to hold its 50th
is still sung as one of the standard ney Packard of Camden occupied
and oft-repea ted numbers rendered
anniversary banquet m the private
the pulpit Sunday in the absence dining rocm cf Hctel Rcckland Fri
The attention of every pedestrian, by the choir).
None of the sailers who live in of the pastor.
day at 6.30 p. m. A program of
motorist and householder of Rock the Snug Harbor have to do any
Rehearsals
are
being
held
fre

music will follow the banquet. All
land. is respectfully called to the work of any kind, but, if any of
“Blackout” advertisement on page them so desire, they mav take over quently for the Senior class play members are eligible and are to no
one of this issue, referring to April certain light duties and earn a little which will be presented April 29 tify Miss Mabel Spring by Wednes
money. The pay is not large but,
day evening, if they intend to be
28, drill, and full blackout the night as about all an inmate can do with in I.O.OF. hall.
of April 29.—adv.
Miss Julia Nathorn is employed present. Her telephone number is
money is to jingle it in his pocket
I doubt if the incentive to earn at the home of William J. Hastings 8-M.
money is very urgent—every com who is in ill health.
fort cf life is theirs and rest in
Miss Virginia Rackliff returned to
Mrs. Rodney Wiley and son
their declining fears is about all
Portland
last night after spending
Bradley
recently
visited
her
any human can ask for. It is cer
daughter Mrs. Wilfred Hooper of the week-end and hcliday with her
tainly a great institution.
The institution was founded by Malden, Mass, for 10 days.
mother, Mrs.’Margaret Rackliff.
All Makes of Cars!
Robert Richard Randall, Esq., of
A class of 37 recently completed
New York city in 1881. June 1 of
Display Yonr
Mr and Mrs. Everett Rcbinson,
that year Mr. Randall executed his the standard first aid course. At
INSPECTION STICKER last will and testament. The will the close of the last meeting Mrs. who, after spending the Winter in
was drffwn by Alexander Hamilton Gertrude Hupper in behalf of the j this city, had returned to their
By May 1st
41T47 and bequeathed practically his en class presented a bond to the home at Isle au Haut for the Sum
tire estate to the establishment and
maintenance of a Home for aged, teacher Jane Miller of Thomas mer. were called back by the death
decrepit, worn out sailors to be ton. Refreshments w’ere served by of Mr. Robinson’s grandmother.
known as the “Sailor’s Snug Har the canteen members. A class of
bor
” and the number of inmates on 33 have enrolled for the advanced
Arthur Willey has returned from
C22EE3 April
ROCKLAND
1. 1901. was 903.
Portland
after attending the wed
To qualify for admission a man first aid course, but there will be
must be a sailor, physically unable no meetings until April 27 as the ding cf his sister.
U. S. BRANCH NORWICH UNION
to support himself and must have teacher is ill. Eighteen enrolled
FIRE INS. SOCIETY. LTD.
sailed at least five years under the in the Nutrition Class wrtich meets
75 Malden Lane. New York. N. Y.
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will ob
American Flag.
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1941
serve
visiting officers’ night tenight
Real Estate,
$175,000 00
Mr. Randall’s estate consisted every Tuesday at the Lillias Grace
with
the
officers of several lodges
Stocks and Bonds.
5.345.998 67 chieily of a farm of about 20 acres Institute.
The Home Economic
Cash ln Office and Bank,
662,171 42
in
the
district
expected to be pres
Agents’ Balances,
686,987 02 and which is now, roughly speak teacher. Christine Crockett teach
Bills Receivable,
418 74 ing, bounded by Fourth and Fifth es the class.
Those wishing to ent as well as several from Bath.
Interest and Rents,
49.013 39 Avenues and 6th and 10th streets.
AU other Assets,
48.772 20
take
the
warden'
course, and have Augusta, Brunswick and Belfast.
The first building was erected in
completed
either
the standard or Mrs. Luke Davis and Miss Doris
Oross Assets.
$6,987,981 44 1831-32 in the following year 50
Deduct Items not admitted,
87.729 17 sailers were admitted.
The staff 10 hour first aid course may re Hyler will be in> charge of the
the Governor, port at the High School building supper.
Admitted.
$6,900,232 27 officers comprise
resident physician and his staff. Friday at 7 o'clock.
LIABILITIES. DDC. 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses,
$902,884 29 Chaplain and steward but the list of
Mrs. Louis Ingraham and daugh
The Farm Bureau will meet at
Unearned Premiums,
3.393.976 47 helpers etc. who work under the or
ter,
Mrs. Miaude Gould of Portland,
All other Liabilities,
560.047 30 ders of the officials is a long one
the Community Rooms for an all
Deposit Capital.
500.000 00
are
guests
of Miss Margaret Stahl,
To the best cf my knowledge day meeting Friday 10.20 to 4. Miss
Surplus over all Liabilities, 1.543.324 21
there are seven Rockland boys now Lucinda Rich will teach the last Limerock street.
Total Liabilities and
in the Snug Harbor. There are,
Surplus,
$6,900,232 27
two lessons in the Nutrition course.
43-T-47 however, quite a number of beys
Mrs. Herbert Hawkins and Miss Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
there who registered as from Rock
land but who were really Camden. Carolyn McIntosh are visiting in
UNION FARMER’S MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Rockport and Thomaston residents. Portsmouth. N. H. during the
Union, Me
“Best regards” have been sent to
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1941
Iree by inmates several times in the school vacation.
HOUSE AND CAR
Cash ln office and bank.
$149 45 past.
Pvt. Ensio Matson has been pro
Hope
this
little
sketch
anent
Oross cash assets.
$149 45
moted to the rank cf corporal. He
RADIO SERVICE
“Snug Harbor” will be cf interest
Net cash assets.
$149 45 to readers in general and some in is stationed with the Military Po
Premium notes subject to
lice Detachment Main Post, Port
assessment,
$15,885 00 particular.
Deduct all assessments and
Bragg, N. C.
payments,
476 55
"Mars,” $2500,000 patrol bomb
After the stated meeting of
Call 590-W
Balance due on premium
ing plane is the largest Navy fly Naomi Chapter OFJS. Friday the
notes.
$15,408 45
ing
warship.
Its
wingspread
equals
refreshment committee Alvah Har
H. Iu GRINNELL Secretary
34 UNION ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
41-T-45 height of a 20-stcry building and it ris, Henry Paterson. Clayton Hun
Central Shell Station
would carry a bomb-load to Europe newell and Willis Wilson served
AMERICAN POLICYHOLDERS’
and
return,
non-stop.
INSURANCE COMPANY
fish stew. The table decorations
45*lt
142 Berkeley St., Boston, Mass.
were
original
and
provided
a
great
ASSETS, DBC. 31, 1941
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work deal of fun for the members. Mrs.
50.000 00
Collateral Loans.
Stocks and Bonds and
Wooderal
Rinna Andrews who was celebrat
2.065.956 55
FLOOR PROTECTION
notes.
282.572 65
Cash ln Office and Bank,
ing her birthday received a shower
Premiums ln Course ol

From Three Counties

IN SOCIETY

WE SERVICE

W. H. Emery

Collection.
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets,

Tuesday-Friday
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214.667 24
12 426 43
11.333 57

$2,636,956 44
Oross
67.191 72
Deduct Items not admitted

INDEMNITY INSURANCE COMPANY
OF NORTH AMERICA
1800 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
ASSETS, DBC. 31. 1941
Stocks and Bonds.
$32,637,987 19
Cash ln Office and. Bank,
2,770.057 87
2.393 752 27
Agents’ Balances.
97.513 87
Interest and Rents,
550297 44
All other Assets,

Admitted.
$2,569,764 72
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Claims and
$38,449,808
OroM Assets.
Claim Expense.
$1.189 753 10 Deduct
Items not admitted. 1,016,102
Unearned Premiums.
326.537 56
Dividends to Policyholders
Admitted.
37.433.505
Not Due.
218.82720
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1941
All other LlabUltles.
64.522SI
Accrued Taxes and
$14,119,196
Net Unpaid Lonses.
8.109.587
Sundry Accts. Payable,
70.124 35 Unearned Premlv
Cash Capital.
350.00000All other LlabUlitles,
3.906.738
2.500,600
■Surplus over all Liabilities, 360,000 80 Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities. 8.797.985
Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
$2,560,764 72
Total Liabilities and
$37,433,505
Surplus,
6 B. NORWOOD

41-T-45

64

85

79
00
00
43
00
36
79

43-T-47

more than skin deep

OPEN FOR BIDS
The
Building
Committee
in
charge of the construction of the
Burkettville School In the town of
Appleton wish to announce that
the project is open to bids. A set
of puns may he studied at Miner’s
Store, Burkettville, and a set of
construction regulations may he
obtained from Mr. Miller.
AU bids must be mailed to Supt.
Merle S. Jones not later than May

15.

The Building Committee reserves
the right to reject any or aU bids.

42-47

WOOD FINISH
Sinks deep into
wood. Seals out
dirt, moisture.
Stands wear and
foot-traffic-For new
and sanded
floors only.

J. A. Jameson Co.
TEL. 17.

ROCKLAND. ME.

Air Raid Observers

Quits The Field

Strand Theatre, Wed., Thur$., Fri., Sat.

Mayor Dundas Said He Was
Not Prepared To Enter
a Contest

Operating Under Chiefs Cur
tis and Brewer Have Im
portant Duties
Two groups of air raid observers
are now cn duty at two widely sepa
rated chservation pests located at
vantage prints near Rcckland.
These units are on 24 hour duty
with the watch never being relaxed
at any time.
Two chief observers. Ervin Curtis
and Austin P. Brewer, have as
sembled their squads, and there will
be a reserve nool frcm which c"n
be drawn extra men to man the
posts in case of illness of one or
more of the regulars.
Each raeriod of duty will be of two
hours’ duration, with two men on
duty at each of the two pests, which
are several miles apart and at van
tage points, with the chief observ
ers and their next ln authority
supervising the work and constantly
checking with the men on duty.
The location of the observation
posts cannot be published for obvi
ous reasons, and should anyone
learn of them, or have knowledge of
them at this time, they are asked to
co-eperate to the extent that they
Lewis Stone, as Judge Hardy, and Mickey Romey, as Andv, are havwill keep that knowledge to them
j
ing
one of their man-to-man talks in this scene from “The Courtship of
selves in the interest cf national
Andy Hardy.” And what do you suppose the subject ot this conversation
defense.
The men who are acting as ob is? You guessed it—it’s Love!
servers are giving their time, which
be obtained at the home of Mrs.
is a minimum of two ours each dav.
UNION
seven days a week. They are charged
Marguerite Payson, chairman of
The Motor Corps is planning a
with keeping a constant watch of
the Women’s Division.
the skies for enemy aircraft night ' public card party to be held at the
A new class in motcr corps will be
and day and are connected directly Masonic dining hall, Monday nt 8
with Army headquarters at all o’clock, the proceeds to be used for organized if there is sufficient numtimes.
[ ber interested, to w arrant it. These
Below is listed the names of the equipment. Refreshments will be ■ interested will get in touch either
men who have volunteered for a I served and prizes given. In charge
duty that is going to require a lot j of the party are Mrs. Minnie i with Mrs. Marguerite Payson of
of sacrifice of time and pleasure to Creamer of Washington, Mrs. Es i this town, or Mrs. Avis Nichols of
fulfill, in order that this section of
telle Hanncn, Mrs. Charlotte Clark Hope. Also a new class in home
the coast will be protected.
and Mis. Allene Brown. Tickets nursing will be organized if there is
Chief Observers
a sufficient number. Tliose inter
Austin Brewer, Joseph Soffayer. are on sale by the corps members. ested in home nursing are asked to
Standard first aid certificates are
Herbert Mullen.
get in touch with Mrs. Elhc-1
available
to these who have success
Observers
Creighton.
Blake Annis, Thomas Anastasio. fully passed their tests, and may
The fourth meeting cf the nutriSp.ro Adams. Austin Day, Howard
tion
class will be field Saturday at
Dunbar, Lloyd Daniels. Harry Fitz in two evenings, that is two succes
gerald, Ralph Glendenning, Lau sive Mondays. All members oi isu the home of Mrs. Florence Cal
rence Hamlin, Oliver Ingraham, Food, Transportation. Clothing and derwood.
Hugh Knowlton, Leo Lecroix, Sidney Shelter Committee have to take
Messer, Rodney Murphy, Spiro Chemical Warfare in order to re- j Oliver Athearn, who has been
Naum. Vasker Naum, Kelley Nel ceive identification cards, lt is with the U. S. Army in Alabama,
son, Ted Perry, Alfred. Prescott, very essential that those who are has been transferred to Camp Ed
Everett Philbrook, Kenneth Roes, on the Transportation Squad, that wards, Mass
Philip Sulides, S. Nilo Spear, Arthur have not yet had Chemical Warfare
Saunders, Frank Thompson, Sher take this course at once. All mem- j
wood Williams. Dana Newman, bers especially those in the Disas
Clarence Munsey, Nathan Berliaw ter set up are urged to be present
sky, Dck Economy, Michael Ris- Monday evening so that they may :
taino, Thomas Foley, Carl Davis, get this part of their training com- i
BUY'
Dieted without delav. Anvme in- ‘
L. E. Clark.
UNITED
• • • • •
terest in taking this instruction
STATES
will be welcome.
Chief Observer, E. L. Curtis.
The meat which was used in the
DEFENSE
Second Observer, William H.
demonstration cf meat cutting
Weed.
BONDS
Monday evening given before the
Third Observer, Walter Kaler.
Nutrition and Canteen classes by •
STAMPS
Observers
Alton
Higgins
was furnished
Thomas Anderson, Clifford Raye, through the courtesy cf Harold |
William Counce, Edward Moffit, Jackson of the Armour Co. This
Ralph Clark, Frank Brown, Percy demonstration proved of great in-! Blackout restrictions are garag
ing many automobiles in Panama.
Clark, Frank Emery. Fred Lewis, terest to the class members.
Elmer Keller, T. H. Steinburg. Ray
mond Stewart, Lewis Small. Ralph
Nutt, Everett Fernald, Keith Gold
smith, Nestor Brcwn. Harvey Bunden, Willis Heal, Albert Cassidy,
Everett Oney, John Burgess.
• • • •
The Disaster committee, First Aid
Squad, is in need of men and wom
en in the First Aid Squads. In or
der that the first aid groups may
be completed many new enroll
ments are needed. Harold White
hill is chairman cf this important
committee and can give full infor
mation regarding the courses neces
sary to qualify. If there are any
who have already taken first aid
and are not enrolled in any branch
of Civilian Defense they are asked
to sign up at once.
Members are needed at once in
the Disaster Labtr Squad. Mem
bers of this important committee in
order to qualify need First Aid and
Chemical Warfare. For informa
tion regarding classes call William
J. Sullivan at 487.
John Pomeroy will start a new
class in Chemical Warfare at the
Community Building, Mcnday eve
ning at 7.30. All who have not
taken this course are invited to at
tend. The course will be completed

For VICTORY

Mayor Paul A. Dundas of Water
ville has withdrawn from the
Democratic gubernatorial contest
leaving the field open to George
W. Lane, Jr., the Auburn banker,
who was the manifest choice of
the party. Mayor Dundas in rej linquishing his chance for the
I nomination, said.
"A few weeks ago I was asked to
enter the Democratic primaries as
a candidate for the office of gov
ernor.
At
that
particular
time it seemed certain that no
other candidate would enter the
field. My nomination papers weie
circulated and I have in hand a
sufficient number of signatures
properly qualified.
”Recently Mr. Lane of Auburn
has expressed' a willingness to en
ter the field. There arise therefore
the responsibilities of a campaign
which were not in consideration
when I announced my candidacy.
"I feel that my many duties re
quiring hourly and daily atten
tion as mayor and co-ordinator
of civilian defense in my City of
Waterville should receive my un
divided attention in these trying
days of national emergency. The
general welfare and cur individual
and cfficial contributions thereto
weigh heavier in the balance
against preferment for a state
elective office.
“I extend my sincere thanks to
the several thousand members of
my party who signed my nomina
tion papers, and I trust they will
understand my motives in not fil
ing them.”

TALK OF THE TOWN
Miss Dorothy Richardson has
broken tiie latest alley record at
Community Building with a high
string of 138. The former record
was held by Miss Jcsie Farrington.
Week-end arrivals at the Feyler
fish plant, at the Thorndike &
Hix wharf were: Islander, 3,000;
A. I. & M„ 5,003; Capt. Thomas
Polk, 2,000; Helen B„ 17,000.
Mrs. Shirley Barbour has re
signed her position as teacher in
Cushing and will teach in Eastport
where her husband is now em
ployed.
Almost 30,000 303 young necplc
attend public schools in the United
States.

Your Esso Dealer will help you
get that extra mileage

ires you are now driving would last about

STATE OF MAINE
SUPREME JUDICIAL
COURT IN EQUITY
BAY STATE FISHING COMPANY,
PETITIONER
To any Justice of the Supreme Judi
cial Court ln Equity:
Respectfully
represents
the
Bay
State Fishing Company, a corporation
organized and existing under the laws
of the Commonwealth of Massachu
setts and having a principal office ln
Boston in said Commonwealth:
1 That by a decree of this Court
dated April 29. 1936, it was ordered
to deposit with the Cleric of the Knox
County Supreme Judicial Court the
sum of One Hundred Ninety 6even
Dollars and Fifty Cents ($197.50) for
the purpose of paying the missing
bjnd No. 201 of the Llbby-Burchell
Fisheries Company.
2 That the plaintiff in accordance
with said order did on the thirtieth
day of April. 1936. deposit said sum.
a copy of the reoeipt for which ls
hereby attached and marked Exhibit

KNOX SS

^3 That ln accordance with said
decree and said receipt the sum with
accrued Interest was ta be repaid to
the said Bay State Fishing Company
after maturity of said bond.
4 That said bond matured on May
1. 1941, and that said bond has never
been presented for payment.
WHEREFORE, your petitioner prays
that the Clerk cf this Court may be
ordered to pay to tne Bay State Fish
ing Company the aforesaid sum of
One Hundred Ninety Seven Dollars
and Fifty Cents ($197 50) together
with interest to date.
BAY STATE FISHING COMPANY
By D. Devereux Barker,
President.
April 15, 1942
On the f-regolng petition. It Is hereby
ORDERED
That a heirlng on the same be held I
at the Courthouse in Augusta ln Ken
nebec County ln said State of Maine
on Wednesday, the thirteenth day of
May. 1942. at eleven o'clock ln the
forenoon, and that at least fourteen
(14) days before the said 13th day of
May. 1942. a copy of this petition and
thl6 order of Court thereon be served
upon Milton M
Griffin. Clerk of
Courts fn the said County cf Knox,
and that an abstract of this petition,
together with this order of Court
thereon, be published twice ln The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
lished at Rcckland ln said Knox
County, the last publication to be at
le: st seven (7) days before the said
13th day of May. 1942
Dated April 17. 1942
JAMES H HUDSON. Justice.
Supreme Judicial Court in Equity
45 T-47

Then follow these simple rules to add an extra 24 months of tire
life, so that «$ie rubber may serve both you and your country.

By setting 40 miles per hour as your maximum and not
more than 30 miles per hour as your usual speed, you can
get up to 12 months’ extra wear. Remember—tires wear
out TWICE as fast at 50 as they do at 30!

A tire that is 30% below proper pressure will last only
three-fourths as long as it should. Your Esso Dealer's air
pumps have been checked for accuracy. Proper inflation
can increase tire life by as much tis............................................

These waste rubber and cut tire life. By taking it easy, you
can prolong tire use up to...............................................................

At least every six months, have tires scientifically crossswitched by your Esso Dealer. Use all five of your tires!
This, with regular attention to wheel alignment, wheel and
tire balance, quick repair of small cuts and bruises, re
moval of oil and grease from tires, and avoidance of scuff
ing, can add extra service up to...................................................

Care Saves Wear
DEALER

12 months

Tuesday-Friday
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Quits The Field

TALK OF THE TOWN

layor Dundas Said He Was
Not Prepared To Enter
a Contest
Mayor Paul A Dundas of Wa ter lie has withdrawn from the
emocratic gubernatorial contest
ving the field open to Oeorge
Lane, Jr., the Auburn banker,
ho was the manifest choice of
ne party. Mayor Dundas in renquishing his chance for the
omination, said.
A few weeks ago I was asked to
nter the Democratic primaries as
candidate for the office of govrnor.
At
that
particular
ime it seemed certain that no
ther candidate would enter the
ield. My nomination papers were
irculated and I have in hand a
ufficient number of signatures
aroperly qualified.
•Recently Mr. Lane of Auburn
las expressed a willingness to ener the field. There arise therefore
he responsibilities of a campaign
which were not in consideration
when I announced my candidacy.
“I feel that my many duties re
quiring hourly and daily atten
tion as mayor and co-ordinator
jf civilian defense in my City of
Waterville should receive my uniivided attention in these trying
Jays of national emergency. The
eneral welfare and cur individual
nd official contributions thereto
veigh heavier in the balance
gainst preferment for a state
lective office.
"I extend my sincere thanks to
ie several thousand members of
ry party who signed my nominaion papers, and I trust they will
nderstand tny motives in not filrg them.”

|TALK OF THE TOWN
Miss Dorothy Richardson has
roken tlie latest alley record at
immunity Building with a high
trinj of 138. The former record
as held by Miss Jcsie Farrington.

Week-end arrivals at the Feyler
ish plant, at the Thorndike &
lix wharf were: Islander, 3.C00;
1. I. & M.. 5.003; Capt. Thomas
’oik, 2,000; Helen B, 17,000.
Mrs. £hlrley Barbour has re
igned her position as teacher in
Hushing and will teach in Eastport
vhere her husband is now etniloyed.

Almost 30.009 303 young necple
ttend public schools in the United
States.

J

April 23 —Warren— “Victory Caval
cade.” by Junior High School at Town
hall.
April 24 — Parent-Teacher Associa
tions from Knox Lincoln and Saga
dahoc Counties meet at Boothbay
Harbor.
April 26— “Dress rehearsal” blackout
la the city of Rockland.
Anrll 19—Patriots Day.
April 20-Union- Special town meet
ing
April 22—Camden—Muslc&l Tea at
Elm Street Pariah House.
April 29 Rockland's official black
out.
April 29 —Tenants Harbor— Senior
class play at Odd Fellows hall.
April 30 Dr. Mary F. Cushman, mis
sionary speaker, at Congregational
Church.
May 1—Woman’s Educational Club
annual meeting at O A. R hall.
May 1—Warren—Senior class play,
"Adorable”.
May 1—Montgomery prize speaking
contest at Colby College.
May 9--Amerlcan Legion Auxiliary’s
annual Popny Day sale.
May 11—U.8.O. campaign begins In
Maine.
May 21-22 League of Women Voters
fitate Convention at Hotel Rockland.
June 20—Opening of Camp Tanglewood (YWCA.) at Lincolnville Beach.

The United States Employment
Service has openings for elec
tricians at $1,500 per year with cer
tain allowances for expenses when
traveling on the job. Applicants
must have six or more months
experience and may be either men
or women. Also there is a demand
lor cooks, housekeepers, maids and
waitresses with pay rates as high
as $22 per week.

Pleasant Valley Grange will’ hold
a Spring fair at the V.F.W. hall,
Water street,
this afternoon,
starting at 2.30. A covered dish
supper will be served at 6.30 to
night.

The annual meeting and) par
ish supper of the First Baptist
Church will be held Wednesday
April 29.
A Ford coupe owned by James
Hanagan, director of activities at
the Community Building, was stol
en from a position, on School
street some time Saturday night.
The theft was reported to local po
lice Sunday and a check with the
State Police showed that the car
had been found abandoned in
Nobleboro early Sunday afternoon
by Officer Harold Mitchell.

Capt. Arthur Bain of Owls Head
is fitting out dragger, MUJskegon,
which was formerly a scallop drag
ger, to start redflshing within a
week or 10 days. He is to fish for
the Feyler fish plant.

Lawn
mowers cleaned and
sharpened, called for and delivered.
John L. Beaton. Tel. 421-W. 44-45
For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844—517
Main street. Complete Philco line.
—adv.
00-tf

MASSAGE
For rheumatism, joints and stom
ach trouble, with money back guar
antee if not satisfactory. Also arti
ficial supports made and repaired.

J. N. MAILHOTTE, Massagist

12 months

P. O. Box 103,

Union, Me.
45*48

■lire
|tr>.

if You Are Open For a Job
WE NEED

months

BOSS CARDER, BOSS SPINNER
BOSS DYER, SPINNERS
AND WEAVERS -

CAMDEN TEXTILE CORP.
TEL. 454,
CAMDEN, ME.

Applicants Are At Liberty To
Reverse Charges

44-45

months
DANCE
South Cushing Grange Hall

months

FRIDAY. APRIL 24
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
44-45

H. W. ANDREWS, owner
44-45

BURPEE’S
par
Cepr. 1M1

Liberty Farmer Perishes In
His Burning Farm
Buildings

The speaker at Rotary last Fri
day was Herbert J. Payson, Jr. of
Portland, State Director of Pro
duction,
Contract
Distribution
Branch of the War Production
Board in the State of Maine.
He emphasized the major job
of the American people as being
that of producing huge quantities
all the weapons, supplies and
commodities used by our army and
navy. He outlined the prodigious
obstacles and difficulties to be
overcome in a short space of time
as we endeavor to convert industry
from peace time production to war
production over night.
Naturally there is confusion, but
every effort is being, made to
straighten things out and aston
ishing progres is manifest on every
front.
The War Production Board is
breaking down its organisation
with a view to creating one office
for each commodity to be produced
The first task is to find out what
people and manufacturing plants
can produce and to convince them
they can do something. The idea
is to find out what you can do
and then do it. Do something.
Small business concerns will be
helped as much as possible. Most
of the concerns in the State have
now been surveyed and listed as
to ability and capacity.
Work will be given out as fast
as possible. The army and1 2navy
34
must first supply estimates of
what is needed, give out plans,
blue prints, time schedules and
materials.
Our plan of course is to secure
volume production by voluntary
co-operation. This means not only
action by the government but iniative on the part of workers and
employers. Our enemies are us
ing farce to promote production
and they are getting results that
are staggering. To win the war we
must not only match, but sur
pass their volume by the American
method of voluntary effort.
Visiting Rotarlans: Gilbert Har
mon, and A. Burt Stevenson of
Camden. Guests, Ralph L. Wig
gin and R. O. Jones of Rockland.
Rotarian Carl Sonntag was pres
ent and Walter Conley made his
first appearance since his hospital
experience.

BickneU—At Manchester. N. H., April
17. to Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Bick
nell. a daughter—Carol Ann.
Thorndike—At West Rockport, April
16, to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thorndike,
a son—Linwood Wayne. Laine—At North Cushing, April 15,
to Mr. a’nd Mrs. Arnold Laine, a
daughter—Bette.

MARRIED
Burridge-Richards — At Camden,
April 16, Otis H. Burrldge of Camden
and Dorothy Mae Richards of Thom
aston.—By Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr.
Kennedy-Packard—At Camden, April
18. Frank Emerson Kennedy and Ruth
Elizabeth Packard, both of Camden.
—By Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr.
Stanley-Tatham—At Rockland, April
17. Winfred K. Stanley of Rockland
and Pauline M. Tatham of Olen Cove.
— By Rev. J. Charles MacDonald.

DIED
Rich—At New York City, April 20.
Walter J. Rich, aged 63 years.
Miller—At Waldoboro, AprU 19, Red>lngton R. Miller, aged 77 years. 1
month, 23 days. Funeral Wednesday
at 2 o'clock from residence. Interment
In Comery cemetery.
Hussey — At Friendship. April 19.
Francis R. Russey, aged 83 years. 4
months. 23 days. Funeral Tuesday at
2 o'clock from residence.
Stewart — At Rockland. AprU 20,
Leslie L. Stewart, aged 34 years. 4
months. 12 days.
Funeral will be
announced.
Perry—At Owls Head. April 17. An
nie Frances, wife of Vinal B. Perry,
aged 68 years, 6 months. 1 day.
ThurAcn — At Rockland, April 18,
Emma E.. widow of David Thurston,
aged 81 years. 1 month. Private fu
neral at 468 Old County road. Tues
day at 11 a. m. Committal and In
terment In North Haven Tuesday aft
ernoon.
Friends are asked to omit
flowers.
Gilman—At Liberty, April 18, Leroy
L Oilman, aged 60 years.
Clark—At Ellsworth, April 17, County
Treasurer Walter J. Clark, Jr., aged
59 years.
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
WHEREAS the Divine Creator has
In His Infinite wisdom decreed that
Frederick B. Adams be called to his
heavenly abode, and
WHEREAS Frederick B. Adams was
one of the founders of Knox County
General Hospital and for many years
a member of the Active Staff, and
WHEREAS the Board of Directors
of the Knox County General Hospital
fee| very deeply the passing of Fred
erick B. Adams.
Be lt hereby resolved that a copy
of these resolutions be published m
The
Courier-Gazette
and
a copy
spread upon our records.
Rockland. Me.. April 16. 1942.
WUUam T. White, President

After having ran right up hi the
king row in the long Boston jaunt
Bunday, Bruno returned to Port
land,, did a trick at his regular job,
and then ran yesterday in the Port
land Boy’s Club five mile marathon
which he won easily from a strong
field in 26 minutes, 40 seconds. He
was never once headed after he
tock the lead at the one mile mark
er and started to step up the pace
of the race. The nearest man to him
at the finish line was only a few
feet behind, but never threatened
Bruno’s chances as he apparently
had plenty of reserve to call on if a
dark horse challenged him.

Warren.

Ambulance Service
.

119-112 UMEROCK STREET
«i» ROCKLAND, ME.
119-tf

9 CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

COMMERCIAL SUGAR USERS
Registration for sugar rationing for Knox County conunorcial
consumers will be carried on in the High Schools of the county
by the teachers of the schools April !8 and 29.
Included in commercial consumers are wholesale and retail
grocers, restaurants, cafeterias, boarding houses, Grange halls,
Churches, confectionery manufacturers, in other words, all persons
who deal in sugar commercially.
It Ls the responsibility of the commercial consumers to apply
for an application blank which will be made available immediately
upon being received by the rationing board. It is essential that
the. application blank be filled in before applying for registration
as information is called for that will make it necessary for the
applicant to study his records in order to answer questions asked
in the application. Further information will be found in the
Friday issue of this paper.

Buy Your Monument

HOUSE for sale at 172 North Main
St. Price reasonable. Inquire at 168
NORTH MAIN ST.
45-47

TUESD’Y NITE, SPEAR HALL, 7.45
Given Away, Dinner, $2—1 each,
and Three Extra Good Prizes
24 Evening Games

Ralph A. Olendenning, Prop.

20 Lindsey St., Rockland
Tel. 1216-W
A Card sr a Call Win Bring
a Representative
43-tf

PANT SALE

I BROWNS

.

41Ttf

Beano G.A.R. hall Thursday, 2.15
p. m., April 23.—adv.
lt

PLEASANT VALLEY GRANGE
SPRING SALE
TODAY—ARTERNOON AND
EVENING, APRIL 21
V. F. W. HaU, Water St., at 2.30

Visitors in Washington, D. C.,
can get copies of The Courier-Ga
zette at the Metropolitan News
Agency, 603 15th street, North
West.—adv.
58* tf

Buy Defense Bonds and Ataman

Fancy Goods-Candy-Rummage
Public Supper 6 o’clock
Followed by Penny Beano
General Public Cordially Invited

GET READY FOR SUMMER

46*lt

services
WALDO THEATRE

at a Apeciatprice

MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 199
SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8

jV :■ ■ ■ ; .■ ■■.-

Matinees Saturday at 939
Sunday at 3

LAST TIME TONIGHT
1 GREAT SCREEN ADVENTURE

1 IIVIER

Leslie

Katjmona

HOWARD MASSE

APRIL 12

With

$9.00 TO $10.00 VALUES
100% VIRGIN WOOL
I TANS
► BLUE
> GREEN

Miss Ruth Regers of 31 Amesbury
street, Rockland librarian, has been
appointed to head the annual
Spring campaign for cancer control
in Rockland, is announced t.day by
Mrs. Harold Cooper. Stale Com
mander of tlie Women's Field Army.
Miss Rogers’ captains and team
workers will be shortly announced.
It is interesting to ncte that 21
patients from Knox County have
received financial aid from the
Maine Women’s Field Army, large
ly through the weekly cancer clinics
conducted by the six leading hospi
tals in the State. Last year $23,898.
was raised through the county units.
Knox, well up in the lists, contrib
uted $832 to the cause.
Urging public support of the sixth
annual enlistment campaign this
month, Mrs. Cooper emphasizes the
importance to national defense of
the 100,000 lives that health au
thorities say could be saved from
cancer if everyone knew the import
ance of early treatment.
“The maintenance of family
health is one of the most valuable
services women can perform." said
Mrs. Cooper recently in a talk to
Women’s Field Army team workers.
“One cf the greatest enemies of
family health and welfare and
therefore a menace to our national
strength—is cancer, which exacts a
toll of 158,000 human lives annually.
Today, in time of total war, the
preservation of our national health
is of vital importance. We must not
lose the ground we have gained in
this nation-wide fight against
Cancer.”

... a combination of

BINGO

OBLIGING YOUNG
LADY”

GABARDINE

History is repeating itself in The
Salvation Army, according to Ad
jutant Abraham Thompson of the
local Corps. He stated today that
“like as in 1917 when Salvation
Army war workers went across the
seas to “fill the need of the home
touch” the first officers are now
aboard United States Transports
or have even landed on foreign
shores where American doughboys
will see the familiar uniform of The
Salvation Army but the great dif
ference will be that he will be a
Salvationist from “back home.”
“Wherever our boys have landed,”
continued the Adjutant “the Army
has been there. General Mac
Arthur’s men who are now in Aus
tralia found a fine well organized
Salvation Army to meet them. The
Salvation Army has over 1400 cen
ters of work and over 2100 officers
in that continent down under.”
There are more than 100 Austral
ian Salvation Army officers serv
ing as chaplains or welfare officers
in the Australian Imperial Forces
at home and also overseas. Some
have been decorated for bravery
while in action in Libya and
Greece.
The American Doughboy will find
a good friend in his Australian
buddy, but there's nothing like
meeting a friend from the old
homeland. The Salvation Army
realizes this and, although The Sal
vation Army believes in the new
slogan of the day “Keep mum
chum” it also wants “Mum” to
know her boy has a good) “chum”
in The Salvation Army Officer
wherever he is fighting for Uncle
Sam.

Edward C. Merrill, formerly of
Rockland, has enlisted in the U.
S. Army Engineers Corps and is
at the Officers Training School,
Fort Belvoir, Va.

WEDNESDAY,

• GREEN
• BROWN

Wil, Lead Cancer Control
Campaign This Spring
In Rockland

J. Russell Campbell, U. S. Army,
was given the rank of Sergeant
April 1.

PANT SALE
• BLUE

But “Mum” Should Know
Son Has Good “Chum”
In Salvation Army

The Maine *Christian Associa
tion at University of Maine has re
cently held! its annual meeting.
Arthur Beverage of North Haven
was elected) chairman of the Em
bassy committee.

GABARDINE

• TAN

Ruth Rogers Is Head

Mrs. Olevia Merrill, R. N., a
former Rockland nurse, has joined
the staff at the Copley Hospital,
Morrisville, Vt.

ROCKLAND. ME.

ONE LOT

“Keep Mum Chum”

Examinations for typists and
stenographers seeking employ
ment in the Department of Per
sonnel, at Augusta, wilt be held
in Augusta May 23. The weekly
salary ranges are from $16 to $26.

laurence

ECONOMY
CLOTHES SHOP

Rockland Marble &
Granite Works

Week-end arrivals at the F. J.
O’Hara fish plant were Iva M. with
40,000; Fordham, 26.000; Bernice,
6000; Carlannsul, 16,000; Helen Mae
2nd, 16,000; Notre Dame, 65,000;
Helen Mae 1st, 13,000 and the Doro
thy M. with 5.000.

Clam Chowder Supper

THROUGH THE NEW
METHOD
AT A NEW LOW PRICE!

Under a new system we now
can boy monuments finished and
ready for lettering and setting.
Save on Freight.
Save on
Labor. Save on Time.
Aik as for details of this
Money-Savina Plan*
All Work Absolutely Guar
anteed.

There will be a meeting of the
entire disaster committee at the
Community Building tonight at
7.30. The committee takes in food,
clothing, shelter, transportation,
first aid and labor. Every man and
woman connected with the group is
urged to be present as this will be
a very important meeting.

Anderson Camp Auxiliary served
supper Wednesday with Mrs. Carrie
Winchebaugh as chairman. Tlie
defense picture was shown to a large
attendance. It proved most inter
esting to all the members as well as
the invited' guests. The degrees
were conferrd on two candidates.
The Auxiliary is invited to the home
of Mrs. Harriette Thomas, Masonic
street Wednesday at 7.30. Members
A clam chowder supper will be i The perversity of the April may take their own work.
served at 6.30 April 29 at South weather is furnishing annoying
Cushing Grange hall. Eli Maloney j interference with the Main street
will be chef. Dancing will follow paving job, in spite of which re
with music by Woodcock’s Orches markable progress was made by SO. CUSHING GRANGE HALL
the Meehan crew yesterday. As 6.30 P. M„ WEDNESDAY, APRIL 29
tra.
soon as the paving is laid to the
20c and 35c
foot
of
Grove
street
the
scene
will
Dancing,
Woodcock
’s Orchostra
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
’45-46
i
shift
to
Rankin
block
where
a
bad
UJS.W.V. will meet Wednesday
night with supper at 6 followed by stretch will be relaid, then work
beano. The men are in charge of ing southward.
the supper. Take beano prizes.
Herman Gross of Isle au Haut
who
has been employed at Snow
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
Shipyards
the past Winter and
meet Thursday with a beano at 2.15;
more
recently
at the Gray Boats
Mrs. Ada Payson as hostess. Sup
in
Thomaston
is
now with the 54th
per at 6, with Mrs. Margaret RackAir
Base
Group
in Greenville,
liff as tlie chairman. Tlie business
Miss.
session will be at 7.30.

The first aid classes taught by
Raymond Bowden, Dana Cummings,
Joseph Blaisdell and Clifton Cross
will not be held this evening. All
members of these or any other
classes who are on the disaster
first aid or labor squads or medical
units are requested to attend a
meeting at the Communiy Building
at 7.30 to receive final instructions
The steamer North Haven of the
for the air raid precaution test to
Vinalhaven
& Rockland Steamboat
be held Sunday.
Company is at Snow Shipyards for
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S. will furnace repairs. Her place is •'being
meet Friday at 7.30, Harbor Light taken on the island route by the
Chapter of Rcckport and Seaside Mary A.. Capt. Stuart Ames. It is
Chapter of Camden to be guests. expected that the North Haven will
There will be no supper but refresh be back on schedule the last of the
ments will be served after the meet week.
ing with Mrs. Winifred Keller, Mrs.
Edward P. Layte of Portland was
Alice Kaler and Mrs. Ruth Pendle
arrested
Saturday night by Patrol
ton as committee.
man Frank Bridges, charged with
A get-together for the home nurs driving while under the influence.
ing classes who have completed He pleaded not guilty, was found
their course will be held Wednesday guilty and fined $100 and cost of
at 7.30 at Temple Hall. Capt. Rice court, or 30 days in jail. Mrs.
Florence Day of Rockland was ar
will award the certificates.
rested Tuesday morning on a
similar
charge by Patrolman
The air raid wardens of Ward
Bridges.
She pleaded guilty, was
1 are to show the London air raid
fined
$100
and
costs of court or 30*
picture at the Van Baalen factory
days
in
jail.
building Thursday night at 7.30.
All persons living ini Ward 1 are
In the annual Colby College play
invited to attend this showing as
to be presented Thursday night at
it gives one a picture of what may
Waterville, “The Merchant of
be expected from incendiaries and
Venice,” Ruth Thomas is cast as
how to combat them.
Portia and Gordon Richardson as
Shylock,
both products of Bockland
King Solomon’s Temple Chapter
High
School.
will work the Master Masons de
gree Thursday night.
We would all feel better prob
The men’s bowling banquet will ably if sabotage instead) cf careless
be held tomorrow night at 7 ness had wrecked the Normandie,
but we would all feel better if she
o’clock at the Elks.
were afloat and in service again.
More Talk of The Town on Page 2. A Rcckland man has a plan for
floating the huge ship in a matter
The attention of every pedestrian, of weeks instead of a year.—adv.
motorist and householder of Rock
land is respectfully called to the
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
Blackout” advertisement on page
one of this issue, referring to April
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
26, drill, and full blackout the night
3-ROOM furnished apt to let. adults.
of April 28.—adv.
Inquire 12 WARREN ST.. or 11 JAMES
45-47
I SIT

I wish to express sincere apprecia
te the members of the Warren Con
gregational Church, neighbors and
Friends for their many acts of kind
ness during my recent bereavement,
and to thank all who sent flowers.

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
til. ees _

FUNERAL HOME
TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11

the Eastern Maine General Hos
pital, Bangor, after an illness of
several weeks.
He had been interested in the
printing business since he was a
young man. He served as alder
man in 1912, as assessor in 1913-15
and was a member of the school
board for 12 years.. He had been
chairman of the Republican County
Committee. He was a Mason, Odd
Fellow and Knight of Pythias.

The Courier-Gazette received a
fraternal call yesterday from Oliver
L. Hail who has resumed his for
mer position as managing editor cf
the Bangor Commercial. There was
an exchange of compliments be
tween Mr. Hall, who has recently
published for private circulation, a
book called “The Man From East
Corinth;” and John M. Richardson,
this paper’s business manager, and
author of “Steamboat Lore of the
Penobscot.”

In the Boston newspapers recent
ly appeared an obituary cf Mrs.
Russell B. Miller, who had died at
an advanced age. Mrs. Miller was
the widow cf a former Rockland
dentist, who was also at one time a
member of the Rockland school
board.

—By Staff Photographer.
The group of clergymen of the Roman Catholic Church who offici
ated at the Sacrament cf Confirmation administered at St. Bernard’s
Church Sunday afternoon. Left to right: Rev. Fr. James F. Savage, pastor
HANCOCK TREASURER DIES
of St. Bernard’s Church; Rev. Fr. James Burke, secretary to the Bishop,
/ Walter J. Clark, Jr., 50, for the of Portland; Most Reverend Joseph E. McCarthy, D. D., Bishop of the
last 16 years treasurer of Han Roman Catholic Diocese of Maine, who administered the Sacrament;
cock County, died this morning at and Rev. Fr. John A. Cummings, assistant to Fr. Savage.

Milton M. Griffin, Secretary

Mrs. Henry V. Starrett

SACRAMENT OF CONFIRMATION

Leroy L. Oilman, 60. died' of suf
focation Saturday night as he at
tempted to extinguish a fire which
destroyed his home and farm
buildings.
The fire started about the chftnney and Mr. Gilman attempted to
extinguish it while his wife ran
to get help. His body was found
in the ruins.
Gilman had conducted a farm
In Liberty for several years and
besides his widow, is survived by
a son in the Army.
Sheriff (Roland L. Woodbury and
Dr. Orris S. Vickery, medical ex
aminer, of Belfast and State Pa
trolman Ronald Faulkingham in
vestigated.

CARD OF THANKS

All persons are forbidden to trespass
on Norton’s Island (except U.S.C.G.)
under penalty of the law.

YEARS

Hears An Important Mes
sage From Headquar
ters of War
Production

Attest:

WARNING!

months

Tried To Save Hone

BORN

The fire department was called
to Owls Head Friday afternoon to
extinguish a brisk fire in the roof
of Owls Head Inn. The damage to
the building was very small. In the
evening, they answered a call to
the residence of'Mrs. Ruth EHingwood, Talbot avenue caused by a
furnace flareback which did prac
tically no damage.

r
tut

The Rotary Club

Page Three

JOAN CARROLL
EDMOND O'BRIEN

THURS.-FRL,

APRIL 23-24

“YOU’RE IN THE ARMY
NOW”

HERE IS WHAT YOU GET
1 WHIRLFOAM YOUR MOTOR
... as described above.
2 CHANGE TO SUMMER OIL
Drain out old oil—refill with 5
qts.* Reinforced Sunoco Motor
Oil—now made to make motors
run better longer.
3 CHANGE TO SUMMER TYPE
GEAR LUBRICANTS
Dram transmission and rear —
refill using 5 lb6 * Summer type
Sunoco Transep or All-Purpose
Gear Lubricant — for safe pro
tection against highest pressures
encountered between gear teeth.
4 CHASSIS LUBRICATION
6 special lubricants applied to
help keep out squeaks and as
sure minimum friction, maxi
mum gas mileage. Clean the In
side of your car.

Freeze mixture for next Winter,
bring your oWn container. We
also Inspect hose connections
for leaks.
9 ADJUST FAN BELT
Correct tension prevents radiator
and motor from over-heating.
10 CHECK ALL LIGHTS
ALSO WINDSHIELD WIPER
11 GENERAL CHECK-UP OF
TIRES
Check for leaks. Inflate to proper
pressure.
OPTIONAL EXTRA SERVICES
at Special Rates
Other car saving, tlre-savlng
services available in combina
tion with above work at special
rates.

Rockland Sunoco Station
MARITIME OIL CO.

With
JIMMY DURANTE
JANE WYMAN

5 (a) CHECK OIL FILTER AND
CONNECTIONS
Check filter cartridge — Inspect
for leaks.
(b) OLEAN AIR FILTER
To Insure cleaner air-gas mix
ture. less dirt.
6 BATTERY TESTED AND
SERVICED
Check battery strength — clean
terminals — add distilled water.
Helps prolong battery life.
»
7 CLEAN AND ADJUST
SPARK PLUGS
Accurate Instruments used for
correct setting of points. This
helps gas mileage—Insures better
power and pick-up.
8 DRAIN ANTI-FREEZE
INSPECT HOSE CONNECTIONS
If you desire to save your Anti-

532 MAIN STREET,

AT SCHOFIELD-WHITE PARK

Tuesday-Friday
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Several other games have

been tentatively planned.

Rehearsals are underway for the
Senior
Class play, “Adorable”, to
RRRR
XX XX
be given, May 1.
LOCTD3E
ALENA L. STARRETT
The staff of the year book, has
Oorrecpoodaufc
orr*
been announced and plans are pro
RR RR
gressing for “The Alewife”. which
BRING IN YOUR FURS FOR SAFE STORAGE
Tai. 49
Tet arr
will be published the last of May.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Benner of
MY. and Mrs. Sidney Copeland, The staff consists of: Editor-inBelmont, Mass., have been spend who spent the Winter at 2 Pine chief, Lowell Moody; assistant
ing a few days in town.
street, Rockland, have returned chief, Leona Sidelinger; business
managers, Ruth Starrtt, Edward
William H. Brooks, Jr., has been home for the Summer.
WM-U-I
Cbeu.
Barrett;
art editor, Paul Oxton;
a recent Portland visitor. .
Ivy Chapter, OZB., has been in
literary
editor,
Sherman Simmons
Mary Miller and Maynard Wal vited to a supper to be served
and
assistants,
Joan
Smith, Natalie
lace, seniors at Waldoboro High Wednesday at 6.30 by Grace Chap
THE STORY SO FAR: IB love wltl
Spear;
advertising
manager,
How
her employer, Karl Miller, night elul
School, will take part Friday in a ter, O-E-S., in Thomaston.
owner, Joan Leland, secretary, is horri
ard
Borneman,
and
assistants,
panel discussion on ‘'Discipline’’ at
At the meeting Thursday of
iJM
fled and disillusioned when he shoots hi!
Boothbay Harbor. This is part of Happy-Go-Luctoies 4-H Club, notes Edward Wilson, and Evelyn Smith;
partner, Eric Strom, and threatens t«
Implicate her unless she remains silen
the program at the district meeting were taken on vitamins and their news editor, and assistants, Cath
and continues her work. He confesses hi
of the Parent-Teacher’s Association value. Chocolate milk and cookies erine Wren, Glenice French, and
i has a wife in Germany and is a membei
Each high school in the district wil were served. Plans toe a public Elizabeth Kenniston.
of a Nazi spy ring. Paul Sherman, hit
The honor roll for the third
manager, reveals to Joan, he is reallj
send a girl and boy to -participate demonstration and the scoring of
Paul O’Malley, FBI agent. Joan’s sister
quarter
is: Seniors, nothing below
FAVORITE of Thousands
in the discussion.
V
food and health habits will be ta
Sybil, is missing, and she agrees to heli
B.,
Glenice
French,
Lowell
Moody,
Friday night at 8 o’clock in the ken up at the next meeting April 30.
Paul secretly. Paul’s sister, Patricia, In
nocently betrays his Identity and Joas
High School auditorium pictures Beatrice Elwell was admitted to Evelyn Smith, Edward Wilson and
.. This Front-Lacing Corset
and Paul are imprisoned on a boat ai
Catherine Wren; juniors, 4 A’s, Ann
will be shown regarding the hand membership.
they discover Karl’s stolen bomber plans.
ling of bombs and fires caused by air
Recent visitors at the home of Norwood; 3 A’s, Elizabeth Kennis
They And love in each other as a sub
Thousands of women, everywhere
marine appears. Karl tries to murdei
raids. Everyone in the community Mrs. Ada ©pear, South Warren, were ton, Leona Sidelinger; nothing be
order Gossard's , famous 576 again
Paul and Joan shoots him.
They es
should see these films. No admis Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rowe of this low B., Joan Smith, Dorothy Sim
and again! Superior figure correc
cape with Thomas, another victim el
tion
features and
exceptional
mons;
sophomores,
3
A
’
s,
Frank
sion
fee.
town,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Morris
Gross
Karl's, to Mexico, where Jean meets Ar
comfort are responsible for Its
thur Mulford, a previous employer, whe
Barrett;
freshmen,
all
A
’
s,
Merrill
and
Maurice
Gross
of
Portland.
George Genthner had charge of
widespread popularity. The heavi
offers to fly them to the U. 8. and safety.
Rainville
’s market several days the Mbs. Spear, who has been ill several Fisk, Betty Moore, Lois Norwood;
er women find new youth and
J He is recognized by Paul as the real
nothing below B, Martha Griffin,
head of the espionage system but re
slenderizing grace in thlsi firm
past week while Mr. Rainville was months, is gaining slowly.
/n
mains silent, hoping to be led to the
brocade corset.
At the annual meeting of the Natalie Tolman, Ethel Wiley,
out
of
town.
' main hideout of the gang. Mulford fliei
ft
Mrs. Annie Hinokley is spending trustees of the Warren Academy Evelyn Wotton.
I them to a ranch. The wounded Miller it
there. Karl wants Paul to Join the spy
Students neither late nor absent
the school vacation wth her mother held at the library rooms April 15,
’ ring.
officers and committees were re the last three quarters are Richard
in Waterville.
Now continue with the story.
Ludger Rainville was in Togus elected.
Butler, Elizabeth Kenniston. Wil
Gleason Cogan has been in Boston. liam Chapman, Eugene Peabody,
Saturday to attend the funeral of
Other Gossard Foundations up to $10.00
Pfc. Lloyd Wellington, who has Evelyn Wottcn, Dcrothy Simmons,
CHAPTER XVIII
his brother, Joseph D. Rainville
who died Thursday at the Veterans been home on a furlough, during Mary Drewett, Gloria Haskell,
“I can't bear having anything hap
Hospital, where he had been ill for which he vsiited his parents, Mr. Merrill Fisk. Lois Norwood, Natalie
pen to Sybil,” said Joan.
and Mrs. Emery Simmons, in this Spear.
two years.
“How do you think I feel?” Paul
town, and relatives in Bath and
James
L.
Bryne
and
Clyde
Strong
Heard at a recent assembly was
answered. His face was grim.
STORE HOURS—9.00 TO 5.30
Portland,
will report again for duty Rev. L. Clark, French, who spoke
of
Damariscotta
were
business
visi

”Oh, darling, don’t blame your
Z
today.
tors here Friday.
self.” Joan comforted, taking his
on, “The Life of the Master”. Perry
An examination for the home Greene, accompanied by his lead
hand. ‘‘We ll think of some way
Miss Sara Ashworth and Charles
out.”
Ashworth who attend school in St nursing class will be held Wed dog, Riki, told of the dog sled trip
—18—
“Karl’s clever,” Thomas remind
nesday.
Paul was staring out at the other house. “I’d like to know what’s going Johnsbury, Vt., are visiting their
across Maine, and of guiding in
ed them. “He always wins in the
Enrolled in the motor corps are:
parents,
Dr.
and
Mrs.
T.
C.
Ash
on
over
there,
”
he
said.
Maine. Both were very interesting.
end.”
Mrs. Flora Chapman, Mrs. MJadolyn
“But he can’t go on like this,” erator on tne ship?”
O’Malley, ana sense enough to know worth.
Disaster Workers
The Homemakers held a table Hall, Mrs. Marion lives, secretary“Sure. He didn’t speak a word when you are beaten.”
Joan insisted. “As Paul has told
treasurer;
Mrs.
Marjorie
Gephart,
of
English.
”
Harold
Drewett, transportation
us, even Karl must make a mistake
Paul’s face was expressionless as social Thursday at the home of Mr.
Paul
smiled.
“
He
’
s
played
his
Mirs.
Emma
Sheldon,
Mrs.
Dorothy
sooner or later.”
chairman under the disaster de
he said, “One thing I must be sure and Mrs Ernest Boggs.
Overlock, Miss Dorothy Simmons partment, has these cars, panels,
“Why don’t you do it Karl’s way, part well. But, he is a government i of and that is Sybil’s immediate
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Reed
of
Mr. O’Malley?” Thomas urged agent just as I am.”
release.”
New York are spending a few days and Miss Evelyn Sawyer. Chairman and trucks, lined up for that de
Juan was as surprised as Thomas. '
“After all, what else can you do?”
Karl laughed. “That is quite sim at their Jefferson street home.
is Mrs. Annie Rogers. Drills have partment: passenger cars, Harold
For a moment Paul looked as She remembered the night Pau) i ple. She is waiting on the porch
Mr and Mrs. Edward Connor and been given by Barbara Batchelder Drewett, Leland Chapman, Mrs.
though he would strike him and went to the radio room, not heeding now. You see, 1 anticipated your
son Richard of Winchester, Mass., of Thomaston, first lieutenant com Marjorie Gephart, Fred Kennis
then, sinking into a chair, he a warning from Thomas, but she i decision.
| groaned. “There are some things had not thought about the incident
“Syb!” Joan cried as the door were week-end guests of relatives manding, and Harold Drewett the ton, Willis Moody, Earle Moore, Sr.,
you don’t understand.”
since.
instructor in mechanics.
opened to admit her sister.
here.
Alvah Simmons. Mrs. Carrie Smith,
“From the papers I obtained on
“I understand!” Joan cried. “You)
Laughing and crying, they were
Mrs. Mildred Starrett will be Ernest G. Starrett, Oscar E. Star
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rowe of Au
mustn't consider me, Paul. You the ship,” Paul continued, “I in each other’s arms. Joan did burn, Miss Dorothy Rowe, Miss Le chairman of the supper Friday at
rett, Walter Starrett; one-half ton
must do what you feel is right. I guessed where this hideout was. I not even see Karl and Paul leave.
Crescent
Temple, P. S.
ona
Hodge
of
Framingham.,
Mass,
pick-up trucks, Charles Foster,
Thomas was listening as intently
became involved with Karl through told Jim—that’s the radio man’s
my own volition. It was no fault of name—to send a message for help as if it were his personal concern, and Charles Rowe, Jr., of Boston,
American Music
Harold Drewett, Leland Peabody,
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
yours. And I don’t want you to feel stating our location here. I had to and Joan felt sorry for him. He passed the week-end at the home
The Junior Symphony Club ob Herbert Emmons, William Anttila;
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
responsible.”
guess the time element—how long had nothing, nobody, to care about. of M3r. and Mrs. Charles Rowe.
served guest night Wednesday at ton and a half trucks, Lloyd Sim
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
“But I love you,” Paul said quiet we would be in Mazatlan and when So the three of them sat before the
Miss Elizabeth Jameson is a pa the home of Mrs. Herbert Emmons. mons, Merrill Payson, Allen Cogan,
small words to a line.
ly. “You do believe that, don’t we would arrive here. So the mes fire smoking and talking, explaining tient at Maine General Hospital in
the chain of events that had taken
A program was given with several of Wendall Studley, George Martin,
sage didn’t go out until today.”
you?”
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called I. e. advertise
‘‘Then they’ll send someone after place since the sisters were sepa Portland.
the guests participating. Mistress Ira Perry, Charles Kigel, Charles
“Of course I do, darling.”
ments
which require the answers to be sent to The CourierMrs.
George
Brown
and
daughter
rated.
Thomas retired to one of the bed us?” Thomas asked eagerly.
of ceremonies was Miss Martha Starrett; panels, Maurice Davis,
Gazette
office for handling, coat 25 eenta additional.
Isobel
of
Bcston,
who
spent
the
Thomas
told
how
he
had
come
“Yes. But help can't possibly
rooms so that they were alone now.
Walter Bucklin, Virgil Hills, Vernal
from Germany and obtained a job, Winter in (Florida, are now guests Griffin.
“I didn't expect Karl to arrive come before tomorrow.”
Numbers were: Chorus, with Wallace, Clifford Overlock. Andrew
“Why did you tell him not to I hoping to save enough to send for of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Os
so soon,” Paul said. “Ive got to
piano
and violin accompaniment. Juura.
play for more time. If I can do send the message until today?” his wife. How Karl had put an end borne Welt.
Also under the disaster depart
to
his
hopes
by
telling
him
that
she
‘
America,
The Beautiful;” violins
that without making Mulford suspi Joan inquired.
John Stand;sh of Winthrop.
PARTIES who found articles In
unfurnished apartment to
would
be
put
into
a
concentration
ment,
Byron Robinson, chairman let.5 ROOM
played by Leis Norwood, Alice Grif
cious, my plans may come out all
“There was no use of their arriv
cor. Main and Warren Sts. Hot their car by mistake please re’.uni
Mass.,
has
recently
visited
her
sister,
camp.
Thomas
was
sure
now
that
Dept. J. N. SOUTHARD
right.”
ing before we did. In that case Karl
fin, Faye Martin, Lillian Durrell, of the demolition and rescue work, water heat and bath. C. A. HAM to Welfarei_________________________
45 47
ILTON, Tel. 986-J. 29 Chestnut St
“All right? Oh, Paul, then you do and Mulford would not have been his wife had died. As he talked, Mrs. Nellie Reever.
and Willis Berry, with Mrs. Roland has on his committee, Robert Pack
45-tf
Joan
was
surprised
to
note
that
he
WRIST
watch
lost
Monday
(an
El
Mt.
and
Mrs.
Edwin
Merry
of
have a plan?”
here either.”
Berry, the counselor, the accompan ard, Edwin Gammon, Boynton
UNFURNISHED apartment to let. 5 gin with gray strap) probably be
was
a
man
of
more
intelligence
and
Torrington,
Conn.,
are
guests
of
“But we’re safe,” Thomas1 insist education than she had thought. Be
“Of course I have, honey. You
St.
and
Tyler
rooms and toilet. Inquire 12 Knox St.. tween Washington
ist; an Edward MacDcweli paper by Maxey, William Cunningham Ev TEL
Finder please notify RUTH
156-W.
45-Cf School.
don’t think I’d walk into attrap like ed. “If help is coming, there's fore
Mrs.
Geneva
Welt
ai^p
Miss
Gert

Karl Miller had broken his
STRONG, R N.. at Rockland District
Mrs. Berry; greeting to Mrs. Em- erett Cunningham, Dana Smith,
this without planning some way out nothing more to worry about.”
SUNNY furnished apt. to let. 3 rooms Nursing As6’n office, 1325 or Thomspirit, Thomas undoubtedly was a rude Newbert.
Jr.,
Harry
Gordon,
Arthur
tnons,
hostess;
response;
questions
and
bath;
garage,
porch.
Inquire
192
aston 44.____________________________ 45*47
of it, do you?”
“It isn’t as simple as that,” Paul different person. He was an exam
George Mank of West Medford,
Llmerock St., City. TEL. 626._____ 45*47
BLACK and white hound found.
“Then what are you worrying said. “Karl may have been suspi ple of the havoc Karl had wrought Mass., has bought from Alfred on early American music by Mrs. Sidelinger.
SUNNY 4-room unfurnished apart Owner apply to FLOYD GUSHEE.
•bout?”
cious of Jim, in which case that in the human soul. Could he con
Berry; two MacDowell composi
Frank D. Rowe, first aid chair ment
43*45
to let. second floor, at 154 North Appleton. Me.
Storer the Grant house on Jefferson
"It's the time element,” Paul ex message did not get through. Even tinue to dominate and destroy the
tions, “To a Wild Rose,” and “Joy man of the men's classes, has Main St. Lights, flush and large shed.
street.
TEL. 1181-W.
44-46
if it did, we must stall until tomor lives of others? Tomorrow that ques
plained.
Edwin Black, a student at Gor of Autumn” played by Mrs. Em named to the first aid squad, Wil
FURNISHED house to let, 5 rooms,
“By the way, how did Karl get row. There is still time for Mulford tion might be answered.
flush, portable bath, cellar, shed, and
ham Normal School, is spending a mons on the piano; violin selec bur Connon, Harry Boothby and garage.
here anyway?” Joan asked curious and Karl to close up this place and
• • •
Very nice and sunny; $5 50
tions
“
•Melody
in
F
”
and
“
Carry
Me
Russell
Smith.
escape, or worse than that, take us
per week. Available about April 27
DAY-old cockerels, for sale $5 per
few days with his parents, Mr. and
ly.
DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant St
44-tf hundred. Tel. 532. H W. LITTLE. 360
Joan and Sybil continued talking
Back To Old Virginny" by Faye
“Probably landed up the coast and with them.”
Mrs. Ernest Black.
Victory Cavalcade
27-tf
LARGE stable for clean, dry storage, Broadway.
“So now we must wait again,” long after they had gone to bed.
Martin, Lois Norwood, Alice Marie
flew.”
central location, available at once.
They
could
hear
Thomas
’
shuffling
CLEMENT
Chicks
Are
“
tops"
for
The
Young
America
Club
of
MRS FRANZ SIMMONS, 98 Pleasant heavy egg production and meat. Reds.
Griffin. Lillian Durrell, Willis
“I have a hunch everything’s go Joan said.
about
the
living
room,
apparently
St..
C
ity.
____________________________
43-47
“If things look too bad.” Paul
NORTHPORT
Rocks. Clem-Cross baby pullets, cock
ing to be all right,” Joan comfort
Berry; sopranos solos, “I Love a Junior High School, grades 7 and* 8
ONE room to let at 31 Elm St. MRS. erels, Malne-U. S. Pullorum Clean
The classes in home nursing are Summer Day,” and “Bit o’ Honey” is sponsoring a concert entitled, CHARLES
ed, and Paul, kissing her tenderly, told them seriously, “I’ll have to too restless to sleep.
M.
RICHARDSON.
Tel. Based on years of finest breeding.
“He’s really pathetic," Sybil said.
wondered at the supreme confidence make Karl think I am accepting his
43-45 Pullet chicks In all breeds. Free cata
being conducted twice a week at tlie sung by Mrs. Sidney Wyllie; two “Victory Cavalcade”, to be given 519-R. 31 Elm St.
“
Karl
has
made
him
that
way.
proposition
to
turn
traitor.
That
log tells all. White today. CLEMENTS
of a woman in love. It was true
FURNISHED 3-room apt. to let. BROTHERS FARMS. Rt 33. WinterTown Hall with Mrs. Harry Mur piano solos, “Spin, Spin,” and Gorn- at the Town Hall, April 23, at 7.30.
Oh,
Syb,
when
I
think
what
a
fool
will
hold
him
for
awhile.
”
with
bath.
57
PACIFIC
ST.
43*45
he had made arrangements before
port. Me
“But if help didn't come, how I made of myself over Karl Miller! ray, R N. as instructor. As scon as dellied,” played by Richard Butler; Proceeds will go for ambulances to
FURNISHED apartment of three
he left the ship for a message to
How could I have been so dumb?” this course is completed the classes piano solo and vocal solo, “‘White General Douglas MacArthur. Grades rooms and bath to let Available Mav
get through to his superiors, but would you get out of it?”
755 M. MRS R B MAGUNE.
“You were just inexperienced,” in first aid will start with an in Cliffs of Dover,” by Robert Wyllie; 5, 6 7, and 8 are participating in 1.186 Tel.
“That’s something I’d rather not
Joan knew nothing about that. The
North Main St.
43-45
Sybil
said.
“
And
now
that
you
message would not be received think about! The important thing is
structor from Belfast.
the Cavalcade under the direction
POUR. 5 and 6-room apts. to let.
and
in
conclusion.
“
The
Star
love Paul, you mustn’t think about
all modem.
DAVID RUBENSTEIN.
until tomorrow, which meant that to get through this day.”
AT once. 2 painters wanted. WIL
Sugar rationing cards will be Spangled Banner.”
of Mrs. Willis Vinal, with Miss Tel.
1285 .
44-46 DER E MOORE, Tel Warren. 14-3
But the day passed peacefully the past.”
help could not come until the fol
issued
May
4-7
at
all
the
school45 47
FURNISHED apartment to let at
Mrs. Emmons, gracious hostess, Verna Robinson at the piano.
Joan wondered what Karl and
lowing day. How long could he stall enough. Lunch and dinner had been
44*46
Ticket committee includes Earle 14 MASONIC ST.
MAN wanted to work to care lor
Karl and Mulford? If they suspected brought, and now fresh logs were Paul were doing. What was happen houses. Each teacher will have an was presented a corsage of pink
TWO modem tenements to let;
and poultry; also be able to
anything, they would make him heaped upon the fire as the long ing In that other house? “I wonder assistant with Mrs. Harriett Hills, roses and sweet peas. At the meet Moore, Jr., as chairman, Edward adults only. Tel. 1061, BLAKE'S WALL cattle
drive truck. Call after 6 p. m. Tel.
PAPER
STORE.
40
45
if
he's
all
right
now,
”
she
said
un

806-J,
PETER
W
EDWARDS. 271
Mrs. Thelma Wood' and Mrs. Isa ing next week at the counselor’s Maxey; candy, Adelbert Norwood
pay through Joan, his only vulnera shadows of night fell.
Llmerock St.
45-47
HEATED
apt.
to
let
partly
furnished.
ble point.
easily.
belle Hills as assistants in the dif home, a rehearsal will be held.
“If this goes on until tomorrow,
and Herbert Moon. Preparation 4 rooms, bath, at 37 Knox St.. Thom
INFORMATION wanted as to where
“He can tell Karl almost anything ferent schools. Each individual in
“She's so brave,” he thought, we’ll be safe,” Paul commented.
of tickets will be by Robert Wyllie aston. Apply 7 Elliot St.. TEL. 24 or 5 the paper bags used In Air Way
holding her close. But she didn't
41-tf vacuum cleaners may be purchased
High School Activities
But Karl Miller had no intention tonight. Karl won’t have a chance a family must have a separate card
and Louie Cogan. Every ambu
Write "S MP. O Box 356. City.
realize the horrors that might be in of letting it go on until tomorrow. to find out before help comes wheth
(By Gloria Haskell)
and
it
is
expected
that
about
40
45*47
lance
sent to General MacArthur
store for her. She had a childish It was shortly after eight o’clock er it’s true or not. And tomorrow
The
prize
speaking
contest
and
cards
can
be
made
out
in
a
day
by
BRIGHT
boy
wanted
as
bell
bov
by
Victory
Clubs
over
the
United
faith in him that wrung his heart. when he arrived for his answer.
we should be out of here.” _
Apply at THORNDIKE HOTEL. 45-47
social
held
April
10. was a success
each
registrar.
One-half
pound
of
What if he should fail her after all?
States will be marked' with, “Given
But Joan’s uneasy feeling pre
WOMAN wanted to help with house
“You have been thinking ovejr my
PLYMOUTH, 1936, 4-door sedan with work. Apply In person at ICO PLEAS
What if the message didn’t get
vailed long after she heard Sybil’s sugar will be the allowance for the and the Student Council netted $7.50 by the Young America Victory heater
proposal?
”
he
asked
Paul.
and radio, for sale.
Price ANT 8T.
45 47
through? If flying conditions were
from the latter.
right. Apply L. B. COOK, 22-J, Rock
•‘I've been thinking about it, yes.” regular breathing at her side. Mov first eight weeks.
Club.”
land.
_________________________________
45-47
bad, that would mean another de
HELP wanted at Park Street Lunch
A musical assembly was held Fri
Charles E. Drinkwater is a patient
Karl rubbed his hands together. ing cautiously so as not to disturb
Every Chapter taking part in the
45-47
lay. And each moment she was in
SEDAN for sale, low mileage, excel TEL 838-R.
her sister, she slipped into her coat at the Bradbury Memorial Hospital, day, with Chester Wyllie leading the
“
Good.
Then
I
suppose
you
are
lent tires, good condition, bargain
danger—she and Sybil. Even Thom
drive
will
receive
a
red,
white
and
WANT to hear from anyone having
and went into the living room.
prloe.
Write “W. R. N..“ Camden.
chorus, and with Miss Verna Robin-1
Belfast.
a farm to let in Rockland IDA COPE
as would pay if his plan went wrong. willing to come in with us.”
blue achievement certificate, on ,________
45-t7 LAND. Tel. 387-21. South Thomaston
“
So
you
can
’
t
sleep
either,
”
Thom

“I haven’t decided yet.”
Three lives depended upon his judg
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Wood of son at the piano. Elizabeth Ken- which the words, ‘We helped Gen
BULK hay for sale; also electrifc
45*47
Joan and Thomas watched him, as said.
ment.
cooler. Apply MRS A. T. LOW.
Houlton
were recent guests of Mr. niston, Ann Norwood, Mary Drewett eral MacArthur’ will be printed. mUk
“
No.
I
wish
I
knew
what
was
HOME care wanted for girl 7 years
Tel. 524-J. 219 Talbot Ave.
45-47
“What are you thinking about, knowing that upon this interview
old Must be nice clean home, near
going on. I’m so worried about and Mrs. Norman E. Wood called by and Gloria Haskell sang “Rose There are more than 75.000 Vic
PUPPIES for sale. 4 weeks old. Apply Rockland.
depended their safety.
darling?” Joan asked.
MRS.
C.
GRIMES.
13
O’Day,” Mr. Wyllie and Principal
at 12 EDWARDS ST., City.
44*46 Holmes St.. City
44*46
Karl's attitude changed immedi Paul. Karl might do anything if the death of Charles F. Wood.
tory
Clubbers
in
the
United)
States
Holding her closer, as though she
ROLLED top desk and good roomy
his suspicions are aroused.
Richard Sheldon is at Port Dev Connon harmonized with “Caroline
HOUSEKEEPER wanted C O LAR
today. The British and American safe for sale cheap. TEL. 655.
were something very precious, Paul ately, "I’ve had enough of this!
44-46
Moon"
and
“
Perfect
Day.
”
Suddenly there was a sound.
RABEE. 91 Cjpstnut St.. Camden. Me
ens having entered the Army.
replied, “I was thinking that I love Make up your mind right now.
FOUR dark green shades used in an Apply between 7 a. m. and 12.45 p. m
Ambulance
Corps
guarantees
to
“What’s that?” Joan cried, step
Fifteen members of the Camera
office, for sale Can be seen at M. E.
you now—more than I ever have be There are important things to be
buy and ship the “Victory Club WOTTON * SON store. S.»Elizabeth ____________________________44 46
done. We will not waste any more ping back.
fore . .
Most of the buses operating in Club learned td print} and dry
•
44*46
MAN and wife wanted to work on
Thomas stood motionless, listen Guayaquil, Ecuador, now have ra snapshots Thursday. Gloria Has Ambulances to the far east for Nash. 16 Granite St.
The next day dawned bright and time. Mr. O'Malley.”
estate, she to cook, he to do general
1936
CHEVROLET
coach
for
sale,
ex

work
Apply STAFFORD CONGDON
“Suppose I do join you** Paul ing. The sound came again, fol
cold. Joan. Paul and Thomas wait
kell will demonstrate how to de $2,000 each. This means that a cellent condition. $300. TEL. after 6 Burpee
dios.
Furniture Co . City.
43-45
p. m. Thomaston 108-12.
43*45
ed in the living room. Paul was star parried. “Will you assure me of lowed by a soft clicking noise at
nickel
from
every
Victory
Club
velop
a
film.
INFORMATION wanted pertaining
the door. Joan extinguished the
TWO heavy milking cows to freshen
Joan's safety?” \
ing out at the other house.
The Freshman class will hold a member is almost enough for two soon; also 10 tons hay. VIRG MOR to the fighting Anzacs. CAMDEN
“Safety, yes. But if you want her light. The door slowly opened and
“I’ve got to, honey! There are
“I’d like to know what’s going on
THEATRE.
43 45
TON. Thomaston.
43*45
ambulances.
social Friday at Glover hall.
sent back to San Francisco, you are a figure entered.
some papers I want to get”
over there.” he said.
PIGS, apples, potatoes, beans and
GIRL wanted lor general house
Elizah Lovejoy," a radio play,
calves for sale. GLEASON HILL FARM. work. Call at 56 MASONIC ST 43-45
“But Karl and Mr. Mulford will
“Probably just as well you don’t asking the impossible—for obvious j “Paul!” Joan said in a tone whis
Union.
43-45
reasons.
You
are
not
buying
Joan's
per, reaching for the light switch.
was given recently by the Dramatic
know,” Thomas told him as he
hear you!”
A cook and a nurse wanted for small
7-ROOM house for sale In Thomas family.
spread out a deck of .soiled cards on release; you are merely saving her | “Don’t turn on the lights!” Paul
$12
weekly each.
Possibly
“Karl and Mulford are out like a Club. Stage setting and lighting
ton. garage and furnace.
Inquire mother and
daughter or two young
from . .
commanded. His flashlight broke light” Paul said. “I put a couple with suggestions given for the com
the table.
D. A H. hard coal, sac. stove, nut JAMES FELT, 26 Green St.. Thomas girls
.
Single
appll
;lrls.
application acceptable.
Paul silently clenched his hands. through the shadowy night “Well, of sleeping powders in their drinks
43*45 TEL. Georgetown 2-;3 or write Box 15.
Joan went to Paul's side. said.
per ton, del. Nut size and run ton.
ing senior class play have been $15-50
43-45
of
mine
New
River
soft,
not
screened
STOVES
of
all
kinds
for
sale,
ranges
Popham
Beach.
Me.
“Let us stop stalling.” Karl said they’ve come! Sooner than I expect They won’t come to for awhile!”
“Don’t worry, darling. You said
$10.25 ton del M. B. & C. O. PKRRY. $10 and up.
C. E. OROTTON. 138
dicussed.
impatiently. “In a few simple ed, but I think we can make it"
last night that you had a plan.”
PRACTICAL nurse wanted about
40-tf Camden St.. Tel. 1091-W.
As Paul slipped noiselessly back
42*47
Patricia Leathers and Theresa 519 Main St.. Tel. 487.
May 1
Write JOSHUA O. WENT
The cards fell from Thomas’ words, this is the situation. If you
“You mean help has come! But to the other house, Joan went into
THREE truck tires—one 32x6; two
WORTH. Appleton. Me
43*45
Huntley have returned to the 600x20. For sale or would exchange
hands. “A plan? Why didn’t you do not give us your assistance and where?” Joan cried in amazement. the bedroom to rouse Sybil.
for green wood. F. <3. PRIEST. Rock
the information you have about your
OIRL'S
lightweight
bicycle
in
good
tell me? What is it?”
unior
class.
“A plane, several miles from here.
port.
44*46
The small house was directly be
condition wanted.
Write BOX ?367.
Paul frowned and Joan knew that government's activities, Joan and Now listen to me very carefully. hind
Thomaston,
or
Tel.
35-11.
43*45
The
softball
team
has
been
prac

the larger one and no one
FARM for sale in East Untan, 42
he had not intended to tell Thomas. Sybil, too. will be taken to the coast I want you to go out through the
ANY person knowing how to knit,
ticing regularly after school. Games acres wood lot. 15 acres tillable, 7- net
could
see
the
three
figures
as
they
MOWING machine wanted. 5-foot
or wanting to learn, please come
tonight and put aboard a ship for bedroom window and straight down
room house, large barn. E. L LEN
, “I'm sorry,” she said.
cut. Ih good condition
R SAASTAwent
down
the
road.
Paul
was
wait

for the girls’ softball team are: FEST. 2 Chestnut St., Camden. * 30-tf to me. MRS. OSCAR LAWRY. 45 MOINEN.
“It doesn’t matter. He may as i another country. Is my meaning the road to the gate. There's noth
Tel. Rockland 1144 or write
Talbot Ave., City._________________ 45-47
ing.
There
were
two
other
men
with
R.F.D.
2.
Box
90,
Warren.
________
43*45
WONDERFUL outfit for boat yard
April 34. Warren at Appleton; April
clear?”
well know.”
ing to be afraid of. All the guards him.
MEDIUM: Two questions answered
for sale. Famous combination wood
_
Thomas' face was lined with emo
“All too clear,” Paul said. “You are out of the way. I’ll meet you at
28, Warren at Union; May 8, Wal working machine with 32“ band saw, by letter. Send stamped envelope. 25c.
SHOE clerk wanted, with store sales
“This way,” he said, taking the
tilting table. Rip and cutting off saw, RUTH MATHIAS. 12 Third at?/ Ban experience desired ENDICOTT-JOHN
tions—“Tell me!” he begged.
leave me ne choice but to accept.” the gate.”
doboro
aX
Warren;
Map
21,
Union
43*45
29*59 SON. 346 Main St.
tilting table. 12“ planer variety moid- gor. Me.
girls by the arm and leading them
• • •
Karl bowed slightly. “Congratu
at Warren; May 26, Appleton at er, with or without 5 H. P. motor.
“
You're
not
going
back
to
that
to an automobile
LIGHT
trucking,
waste
removal;
1 “Do you remember the radio op- lations! You have courage, Mr.
Apply to HYLAND MACHINE CO.. ■ewlng machine rrepeirlng.
Sied’fwHSd deUvered. T.
eali
other house now?” Joan asked.
_
Bt eoeMSW
Warren; June 2, Wajren at Waldo Spear’s wharf.
a . • -»
-J *
43*45 WATSON, TO1. 31444*» PJQ. 19 B(rob 9$., TeL $13-W. 40-tf
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$The Winners 4-H c
•Jtiursday at the home of
Mary Maker. The
were Lucienne Ledcux, J
iBscn, Dorethy Smith,
flOwyer. Dorothy Kelwiek
White and Dorethy Johns
Mrs. George Gray and
CBn’ie went Saturday
Island where Mr. Gray hi
tnent.
Mrs. Lora Hardison ha
home after spending th
with her daughter Mi
Kcch in Ea t Grange, N
Miss Rbecca Duncan
etudent nurse at the 0
City Hospital was weekcf her parents, Mr. and Mj
Duncan.
(Mr and Mrs. Leslie Sti
spending a few days in C.
Mrs. Regina Crewel!, Mj
Lloyd, Mr. and Mrs. Fine
son End daughter Ethel <1
spent the wc'k-end in to
Rev. and Mrs. C S Mit
among the visitors Frida
land.
The Opportunity and
incut Club met Friday at
Cf Mrs Linnie Smith. 1
Of plans for town improver
Continued from the prevnj
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Mrs. Eubertus Andrews.
Doris and Edith went Sa
Cambridge Mass., where
drew.s has employment.
Miss Mabel Erickson
spent the week-end will
ents Mr. and Mrs. Bern;
son.
Dr. and Mrs Herbert Si
Waterville, Mr. and Mr.
Hopkins and sen Paul of
Mess., were week-end guei
and Mrs. L. W Sanborn
Woodcock-Cacsie-Coom 1
A., met April 15 at the Lei
with Commander Johns'
ing. J. H. Roberts of Ph
a veteran of the Spanish
war was guest. Supper
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Tuesday-Friday

j all Civilian Defense C:mmittees
who may wish to use it.
I Miss Ruth Lyford came Saturday
««««
from Hartford, Conn., for a short
, visit with her mother, Mrs. John
MRS. EMMA -WINSLOW
Chilles.
Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Healey arThe Winners 4-H Club met : rived Saturday’ from Worcester
Thursday at the home of the leader for a few days’ visit with relatives.
Miss Mary’ Maker. Those present
Mrs. Fred Healey and Miss Jean
I were Lueienne Ledcux, Joyce Rob j Scrachan were Vmalhaven visiters
inson. Dorothy Smith, Gertrude ; Saturday in Rockland.
Sswyer, Dorothy Kelwick, Priscilla I Mrs. Alice Raymond was hostess
White and Dorethy Johnson.
Thursday to the Non-Eaters” at
Mrs. George Gray and daughter her home. Those present were Mrs.
I Carrie went Saturday to Clark ) Beulah Drew, Mrs. Branche Kit
I [ land where Mr. Gray has employ- tredge, Mis. Villa Sprague and Mis.
I ment.
Sada Rcbbins.
Mrs. Lora Hardison has returned
Mrs. Alfred Orcutt and daugh
lome after spending the Winter ters Laverne and Valerie went Sat- !
eith her daughter Mrs. Walter urday to Rockland where Mr. Or<cch in East Grange, N. J.
I cutt has employment.
Flcyd G, Robertson, Jr.
Ada C. Bray
■ Miss Rebecca Duncan who is a
Mrs. Flossie Webster who has
Salutatorian
Valedictorian
tudent nurse at the Cambridge been guest cf her sister, Mrs. Flcra
:ity Hospital was week-end guest Brown has returned to Springfield,
Miss teray, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bradford Bray, has a four
f her parents, Mr. and Mrs. David Mass.
years' average of 95.97. Robertson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd G. Robert *
iuncan.
Mrs. Mertie Dyer, who has been sen, Sr., has a four years’ average of 93.77.
visiting her daughter Mrs. Kenneth
day from Tilton, N. H. to spend the
WEST ROCKPORT
Hall in Bath has returned home.
schcol
vacation here and with their
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Stinsn arc
Mrs. Edith Perry, son Edwin Perry
‘'Billy” Bruce. Walter Lyford, Fred
mother,
Mrs. Amy Nutt in Fairfield.
pending a few days in Camden.
Chilles, Newman Walls and Rich and granddaughter, Dorothy South
I Mrs. Regina Crowell, Mrs. Jessie ard Walls who are employed at er, of Quincy, Mass., motored here Mr. Nutt expects to arrive in Wa
lloyd, Mr. and Mis. Ernest Nicker - Whitinsville spent the week-end at Thursday. Miss Scuther was guest terville early this week.
Mrs. M. A. Fcgler and May Fogler
Jen and daughter Ethel ol Boston their hemes here.
overnight and Friday of Miss Char
are
at their heme here. Mrs. Fcgler
■pent the week-end in town.
Miss Marise Gray who has been lene Heald. Mrs. Perry and son
has
been spending the Winter with
I Rev. and Mrs. C S Mitchell were visiting her father Hcmer Gray in continued their journey to Mar
among the visitors Friday in Rock , Bath returned here Saturday.
tinsville where they visited Mrs. her daughter Mrs. Martha Clark in
land.
Perry
’s brother. Sidney Dew. They Camden and May Fogler has been
■ Mrs. Hattie Coombs has returned
J The Opportunity and Improve- from Ncrth Haven where she spent all returned to Quincy Friday nignt. with her brother, William Fcgler
Inent Club met Friday at the heme the Winter with h^r daughter. Mrs.
Charles Heald who has been con in Philadelphia.
< f Mrs Linnie Smith. Discussion Lillian York, who also accompan fined to the house for several weeks
I f plans for town improvements w is ied her home and will spend a few
by swollen glands in his neck, had a
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
on tin ued from the previous meet- days with her.
card shower from his schccl-mates
Services
Thursday will be held in
ngs.
and teachers at Rockport junior the parsonage at 7.30. A special
Manford Mills,
high school. He expects to be able musical program will be held in the
Mrs. Eubertus Andrews, daughters Funeral services for Manford to return to school very soon.
'• church Sunday at 1.30 p. m. Cof
i)oris and Edith went Saturday to Mills. 58, who died suddenly Apr*
The
Mission
Circle
will
meet
I
fee will be served at 11.30. Friends
L’ambridge Mass., where Mr. An 14 were held Saturday at his home,
drews has employment.
Rev C. S. Mitchehll officiating. Thursday afternoon with Mrs. are urged to take coffee bread,
Annie Clark. The annual business cream, etc.
j Miss Mabel Erickson cf Boston There was a large number of beaumeeting
cf the church will be held
The Dorcas Circle of the Finnish
•pent the week-pnd with her par- itful floral tributes.
April
29.
Congregational
Church meets Wed
lots Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Erick- Mr. Mills was born in this town
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Crockett and nesday with Mrs. Ellen Nelson,
Ion.
son of Rodney and Addie <Flye>
Miss
Hazel Nutt arrived home Fri High street Thomaston.
j Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn of Milks, and had lived all his life
Waterville, Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm j here, where he was well known and
in Cummings Cemetery. The bear
Hopkins and sen Paul cl Worcester ! respected.
ers
were Ivan Calderwcod, Everett
He is survived by his wife,
Mass.. were week-end guests of Mr.
MAKE
■nd Mrs. L. W. Sanborn.
Geneva; two daughters, Mrs.-Al Billings, James Calderwood and
J Wcodcock-Cncsie-Coombs Post, A ' bert Columb cf Springfield, Mass, Merle Tolman.
EVERY
Those from out of town to attend
inet April 15 at the Legion Home Mrs. Arnold Barton of Vinalhaven;
PAY DAY
with Commander Johnson presid- two sons, Max of Springfield, Mass, the services were Mr. and Mrs. Al
Ag. J. H. Roberts of Philadelphia. and Lester of Vinalhaven; two bert Columb, Mr. and Mrs. Max
■ veteran ot the Spanish American brothers, Fred cf Vinalhaven and t Mills of Springfield, Mass., and Da
■ar was guest. Supper was served David of Camden. Interment was ; vid Mills of Camden.
tl;
the committee Hanley Dyer,
Ralph Doughty and David Duncan.
The Legion Heme is available to j
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BOND DAY

THEY PO EVERYTHING- PUT
WE'RE DRIVING
THESE AWAV, KENOWER
- SO YOU'D BETTER a
► SHOW US THE

Bit 0( Good News
Here Is Something Pleasant
To Read In These Days of
Financial Headaches
It is news when a man bites a dog,
and it is news in this year of our
Lord 1042 when you find any piece
of merchandise that is the same
high quality and retains the same
price that it did a few years ago.
But, believe it or not, that is the
status today of the world famous
DuPont paints, and the word comes
direct from J. A. Jameson of the
J. A. Jameson Co., local JDuPont
dealers.
Mr. Jameson has always been
vastly proud of his paint line, and
with the able assistance of Ralph
M. Choate has made an enviable
record in selling the product in this
area for a number of years. Na
turally he Is extra proud to have the
fine product maintain its quality
and popular price in the face of
present conditions.
Mr. Jameson does add a word of
warning though, in that priorities
and general war conditions have
forced a Scarcity of certain mate
rials which causes more or less de
lay in the arrival of the paints in
Rockland.
Consequently it be
hooves all persons who plan to
paint this Summer to order their
paint and supplies now in order to
be ready when they wish to start
painting operations.—adv.

UNION
The W.C.T.U. will hold a Tem
perance and Missions meeting
Thursday at 2.30 at the home of
Miss Mary Ware. The Missionary
Societies of the Methodist and Nazarene churches are invited. The
offering will go fcr the support of
W.C.T.U. missionaries.
The vacancy in the office of
chairman of the board of select
men caused by the death of Her
bert L. Grinnell has been filled by
the election of Herbert* Hawes, 43,
who for several years has been a
member cf the Union school com
mittee. At a special town meeitng
Monday, he received 69 votes to 27
for John Williams. Mr. Hawes re
signed his position on the school
board to accept the new office. The
other two members of the school
committee, Wilbur Thurston and
Mrs. Marguerite Payson, may ap
point a third member to fill cut the
unexpired term of Hawes. Leland
S. McElwee was moderator of the
meeting.

VOU ve GOT SIX
SPEEDS FORWARD
. TWO REVERSE .

J THAT SIXTH
SPEED MUST BE
FOR FLYING^

TRICKS ^«|1

TEST OR I VER DON KENOWER

— OR FOR
SWIMMING

OUCH?
"S.
right now i'd >
WALK IO MILES
FOR A CAMEL-AND
VI MEAN WALK?2

I'VE GOT A FRESH PACK
k. OF CAMELS RIGHT r----- y
T
HERE J

THIS IS MORE LIKE IT. Y VOU SMOKE
THE RIGHT BRAND,
NOTHING HITS THE
.
SPOT LIKE A 7 ! KENOWER. CAMELS
s ARE FIRST WITH
CAMEL
s
V ARMY MEN F*

IN THE ARMY
IN THE NAVY
IN THE MARINES
IN THE COAST GUARD
ACTUAL SALES RECORDS
IN POST EXCHANGES,

SALES COMMISSARIES,
SHIPS STORES, SHIPS

SERVICE STORES ANO
CANTEENS SHOW THE
FAVORITE CIGARETTE

„

B.

IS CAMEL

J. Reynolds Tob*r"> ( om pan;. W1 nslon • Salem ..North C arollna

IMPORTANT TO STEADY SMOKERS:
OFFICIAL TEST DRIVER
WILLYS-OVERLAND SCOUT
CAR DIVISION

Tfc
,

CAMELS ARE THE

]

BRAND FOR ME. THEY

1

HAVE THE

Jl

Mrs. Francis Lipovsky returned
Wednesday to Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Emery Wooster went Mon
day to Concord. N. H., called by
the death of Mrs. Charles Nutter
(Mary Wooster).

The time limit on Pyramid Teas
expires May 15.
Lawrence Pierce celebrated his
fifth birthday Monday with a
party at the home of his grand
mother. Mrs. Lester Stone. Those
present were his grandmother and
mother, Mrs. Leroy Pierce; Carol
and Eddie Beverage and mother.
•Mrs. Edward Beverage; Gertrude
Beverage and mother, Mrs. Carl
Beverage; and Evelyn Brown. Re
freshments of ice cream and
birthday cakes were served with
favors.
Charles F. Brown

The body of Charles F. Brown
was brought here Monday for
burial, from his home in Ruther
ford, N. J., accompanied by his
son and daughter-in-law Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Brown.
Mr. Brown was born in this
town Nov. 7, 1865; son of Robert
Ames
and
Izora
(Crabtree)
Brown. He was one of five chil
dren. His boyhood was spent in
North Haven where he attended
the public schools later attending
Castine Normal School and) re
turning here to teach for a few
years. He was married to Miss
Nellie Carver of North Haven and
three children were bom of this
union.
Mr. Brown was at one time mas
ter of the steamer "Vancluse” of
Islesboro, also operating a marine
railway there. He later returned
here where he was in the boat
building business for 22 years.
From 1910 to 1920 he operated a
dairy farm, after which he took a
position as superintendent of the
T. W. Lamont estate, from which
he retired in 1940.
In 1938 Mr. and Mrs. Brown ob
served their 50th wedding anni
versary. A few years ago they
bought a home in Rutherford, N.
J., where they spent their Winters.
Since his retirement Mr. Brown
had been in failing health and
died April 10. He is survived by
his wife and three children, Miss
Marion Brown of Augusta, Mrs.
Scott Staples, Rutherford, and
Robert Brown of Redbank, N. J.;
also four grandchildren; Robert,
Jr., David Brown, and Barbara
and Lyman Staples.
Funeral services were held in
the Baptist Church on arrival of
the boat, with committal- services
at the grave. Rev. Mr. Johnston
officiating.
Bearers were Lloyd
Whitmore, Albert Beverage, Gar
net Thornton, Dalon Brown and
Benton Brown.

Miss Phyllis Elinor Thayer,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
H. Thayer of Bath, was married
April 12 in Portland to Sherman
Bancroft Cooper of Lynn, Mass.
The marriage took place in the
parsonage of Beacon street Church
with Rev. diaries L. Kinney, per
forming the double ring service.
Miss Pauline Thayer, sister of
the bride and James Hook, Jr., of
Saugus. Mass., were the attendants.
The bride wore a traveling suit of
brown plaid, with red accessories.
Her sister wore a black and white
ensemble with rose accessories.
Following the ceremony, there was
a family reception at the home
of the bride’s parents, 7 Dike road.
Mrs. Cooper attended Bath
schools and Mr. Cooper is a gradu
ate of North Haven High Schcol.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Cooper of North Haven.
The couple will reside at Lynn,
Mass., where Mr. Cooper is em
ployed with the General Electric
Company.

smoke ef s/ow-bummy

■-'/li
/jA5

Thirty friends and neighbors of
Drummond Hemenway assembled
at his home recently, and gave a
party in his honor. Games were
played, and light refreshments
served. Ernest Ratten, in behalf of
Drummond’s friends, presented to
him a gift cf money A pleasant
sccial occasion was enjoyed. Mr.
Hemenway entered the army April
10.
Mr. and Mrs. James Nixon. Miss
Ruth Nixon, Mrs. Alleine Adams,
and Miss Martha Hartshorn were
business callers in Bangor recently.
The Woman’s Society held an allday meeting at the vestry Wednes
day in honor cf the birthday of the
pastor. Rev. Mary S. Gibson. A
covered dish dinner was served to 14
members and friends. A beautifully
decorated birthday cake was pre
sented to Mrs. Gibson by Miss Belle
Lowell. At the close of the busi
ness meeting Mrs. Gibscn was pre
sented with a sum of money and a
bouquet of sweet peas from the So
ciety and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Morse, Jr. and
infant daughter Mary of Waldoboro
were supper guests Wednesday of
Rev. Mary Gibscn.
Mrs. Hawkins, R. N., of Augusta,
Mrs. Nollett, R. N., cf Waterville,
and Mrs. Young, R. N., of Belfast
were business callers here Wednes
day.
«

FLAVOR THAT

Mut WOMEN if
MIO Ilf ME'
Suffer Distress
At This Time—
bis period In a woman’s life makes
i cranky, nervous, blue at times,
’er weakness, dizziness, hot flashes,
tress of "Irregularities”—
’ry Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
_________ ~

ALWAYS

HITS THE SPOT
than that off the four other largest-selling brands

tested—less than any off them—according ta

independent scientific tests off the smofce

/
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Plea For St. George

Begins in Waldoboro School Mr. Seavey Points Out That
May 4—Some Ques
It Is Well Equipped For
Shipbuilding
tions Answered
Sugar rationing in the towns cf
the school union of Waldcboro,
Nobleboro, Jefferson and Bremen,
.begins Mcnday, May 4. at 8 a. m.
! What are the hours? Mcnday.
the first day cf the registration, the
hours will be from 8 a. m. to 9 p. m.
I However, as many people ns pos
sible are requested to go as early in
the day as they can, in erder not to
j bunch up too much at the last end.
Also all those who can conveniently
go Monday are asked to do so.
For the the ether days (Tuesday,
Wednesday Thursday) the hours
will be frcm 2 p. m. to 9 p. m.
Where will tbe people go to reg
ister? In Waldcboro, they will reg
ister at the High School auditori
um ; in Jefferson at the town hall
and at the High School building; in
Nobleboro, at the Center School and
at the Mills Schocl; and in Bre
men, at the Broad Cove Schcol.
Can one person register for the
whole family? Yes as long as it is
the head of the family, or seme
other equally responsible member
That is very important, on account
of the severe penalties that result
from inaccurate registration.
What would happen if any did
not register during these four days?
Nothing, except that he wculd be
out of luck, as far as his portion of
sugar goes.
What would happen in case of
seme cne who can not get in to
register? If it is impossible fcr him
to come in person, he should write
to the teacher of the nearest school,
asking him or her tc call at the
home. However, this should be
done only in exceptional cases.
Will every member of the family
be able to have a card? Yes, as I
understand it, even babies.
How long dees it take to register?
About 15 to 20 minutes.
Why does it take so long? What
Is there complicated about it? In
order that there may not be duplicaticn of names or other confusion
of the government records, especial
ly where different people have simi
lar names, each person for whom a
card Is issued must be fully de
scribed.
Are there any particular cau
tions? Yes, if a person is to be
registered somewhere else, like away
frcm home, it must be fully under
stood by the family, in order that he
may not be included here. A very
careful recheck has to be made by
the tabulating staff.
What about stores, restaurants,
tourist houses, and so on? They will
register the week befcre, April 28-29
There will be further information in
the newspapers about this.
Hew many registration clerks wil’
there be? There will be, in each
town, all of the teachers plus as
many more with clerical skill as can
be obtained.
Will there be more infermation
for householders? Yes, It is hoped
that a facsimile of the card will ar
rive in time to be printed in thi’
issue, and that other questions not
clear at this time, may be given
further space.
Finally, I wish to add a personal
appeal for patience and tolerance
on the part of all cf the individuals
of the public, on account cf thc
many little irritations and incon
veniences which will be bound to be
experienced during the registration
period. It is something entirely new
and will no doubt indicate, to a large
degree, how our democracy will re
spond to many other similar situa
tions in the months to come.
A. D. Gray, Superintendent of
Schools, Local Registration Agent.

APPLETON MILLS
The home nursing class ended
Friday with a supper at Odd Fel
lows hall. A token of appreciation
was given to the instructor, Mrs
Alice Wilson, R. N„ of Hope.
Invitations have been received by
these officers of Golden Red Re
bekah Ledge, to attend Visiting
Officers’ Night: At Warren, the Past
Noble Grand, April 13 at Rockland
left supporter of the vice grand,
April 21; at Belfast, the Warden
and conductor, April 28i Past Noble
Grands Night will be» observed at
the next meeting of Golden Rod
Lodge. The supper committee is
Alice Rcbbins, Hanna Salo, and Na
talie Mink. Entertainment commit
tee, Carolyn Page and Alice Hall.
The committee for the next card
party Ls Carrie Cummings, Julia
Mitchell and Irene Mink. The
folic wing program was given at thp
latest meeting in charge of the
committee, Grace Brcwn and Eliza
beth Oushee; reading, Carolyn
Page; duet, Esther Moody and Helen
Simpson; jckes Alice Hall. Canay
was served by the committee. The
Ledge voted to attend church in a
body on Anniversary Sunday, April
26.
Mrs. Joshua Wentworth recently
suffered an ill turn, but is better at
present.
Miss Ruth Arrington returned tc
Pencbscot where she has a teaching
position, after spending a vacation
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W
B. Arrington. Their son, Cecil, of
South Portland, spent the week
end at hetne.

ROCKVILLE

38-52 old
4

Sugar Rationing

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Speaking of building ships, and
the location, I am very much sur
prised at the situation in St.
George.
I believe we have just what is
needed right here and it can be
made ready at short notice—name
ly some of our idle quarry decks,
with derricks all set, power and
all, rails all laid, cranes on the
raila, locomotives on the rails, flat
cars,
blacksmith
shops,
all
equipped, electric power, compres
sors, air and plenty of water at
the docks.
The best and driest locations in
any New England yard. 50 years
of accumulated granite chip foun
dation ready for ways. Our popu
lation shrunk at least 30 percent,
all working out of town ln other
shipyards. What lolly for any one
to look further for locations to
build the much needed bottoms!
This location should not be over
looked. All that is needed would
be band and rip saw tables and
pattern shop, the rest is ready for
the whistle.
The Government won’t buy our
paving blocks, but you can't duck
the fact that you can help our
situation by using this quarry
equipment and save a tidy sum at
the same time. This is by no
means ilde talk. If the govern
ment is looking for locations to
build ship bottoms here is what
it takes at least 50 percent
equipped. We want to work in th:s
town; we want to maintain our
homes and the American stand
ards. The past five years have
been very lean here. Now is our
chance for year round work, and
all we ask is the co-operation of
the government which under the
circumstances should be forth
coming. We will do the rest. We
have what it takes why look fur
ther.
St. George should not shrink
its population beyond recovery.
This was a shipbuilding town not
so long ago, and we are sure can
be made so again.
Remember these locations are
50 percent machine-equippedi to
start.
Fred Seavey
Port Clyde, April 16.

Plumb Disgusted
Charles Lawry Takes Excep
tion To Two Letters Re
cently Published
Fort McKinley, April 15
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I have read the two letters print
ed in April 3 and 10 issues and will
say that I was disgusted. I still
remember the fine banquet ten
dered Batteries E andi F of the
240th C. A. on the eve of our de
parture Sept. 23, 1940, by the citi
zens of Thomaston and 'Rockland.
It is not the opinion of any mem
ber of the outfits who left home
on that date that we have been
neglected.
Rockland and Thomaston are up
with the largest cities in New
England cn defense work. Knox
County should be proud of the fine
work carried on by their fire chiefs.
It is fortunate for Private Lusier
that he is not a member of the
old 240th as I fear the Kangaroo
Ccurt would) sentence him to many
days of K. P.
If any of thc letter writers feel
they can get more for their dol
lars abroad) we are not asking their
company. Rockland and surround
ing towns have always answered
the call before the days of ill ad
vised letter writers. If the visitors
do not like Rockland the door is
always open. Yours for good old
Knox County,
Charles M. Lawry
“Little Alcatraz Island.”

SOUTH THOMASTON
Mrs. Della Nortcn is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Joseph Haines in West
Newery.
Joseph Long and family have
moved to Rockland.
Laurence Dean of Portland is
guest of Frank R. Ma’.cney
Mrs. Bertha Sleeper entertair.rd
Wednesday at bridge, Mrs. Mary
Burgess. Mrs. Lucy Allen and Mrs.
Carolyn Davts.
The Women's Community Service
Club met Wednesday at Mrs. Stella
Elwell’s with 13 present. Each
member contributed to the dinner.
Mrs. Elwell was assisted bv Mrs.
Myrtle Makinen. In the afternoon
work went forward rapidly on va
rious projects. ThLs club will make
a paper and magazine collection,
the proceeds to be used to buy gifts
for lccal boys entering the service.
Those unable to attend meetings
may donate yarn, patchwork pieces
or other material to be made into
saleable articles. The next meet
ing will be Wednesday at 1 o’clock
at Mrs. Makinen's.

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

MILDNESS

THAT COUNTS AND
A

NORTH HAVEN

SEARSMONT

UNCLE SAM'S AMAZING MIDGET SCOUT
CARS ARE ROLLING OFF THE LINE DAY ANO
NIGHT. AND HERE'S THE MAN WHO PUTS
THEM THROUGH THE JUMPS FOR THE ARMY-

TAKE IT EASY,1
KENOWER.* WE'RE
u NEW AT THIS >

Page Five

Cooper-Thayer

FLY

COME ON OUT TO
THE TEST GROUNDSWE'LL GIVE ONE THE
fesa. WORKS

*

aapound —made eapeciallj/ for
nen —famous ipr helping relieve
tress due to tills functional dlsbance. Taken regularly—Pinkham’s
‘ ‘ ‘ build up resistance
ou due to
__
i thousands
____ i report benefit! Follow label
ctioas. Worth tryingI

The Knox Countly Baptist As
sociation monthly prayer meeting
will be held at the Rcckville Church
Thursday at 7.30 with Rev. Sidney
Packard as the speaker. All are in
vited. Rev. and Mrs. Overman
will sing a duet.
Mrs. Fannie Brewster who passed
the Winter with her daughter Miss
Emma Brewster in Bedford, Mass.,
motored here Saturday with Miss
Brewster and has opened her home
for the Summer.
Mrs. Lester Sherer, sen Dana and
daughters Marilyn and Nancy of
Pulpit Harbor. Ncrth Haven spent
Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. D. A.
Sherer.

Most of the motion picture equip
ment in Salvador is from the
United States.

VINALHAVEN
AND ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle an Haut, Swans*
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Sept. 16, 1941
Eastern Standard Time
FALL AND WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down
Read Up
PJf.
AJf.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 640
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 330
730 Lv. North Haven.
Ar. 2.45
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ly. 1JO
9.45 Ar. Rockland,
111-tJ

Tuesday-Friday '■
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returned North as far as Bethle public supper April 23 frem 5 to'
changed from Monday to Friday which is about 10 miles out of Hart- j
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Eliza
hem, Penn., where she is guest of 6.36 o’clock at the K. P hall. paui
Besides a new and modern
afternoons. Much work was ac i ford.
Chase of New York and other
Carleton. Tea was served by the
her sister.
home, they have built a wayside.
speakers
will be present.
complished
on
the
belts
being
mad?
Mr. and Mrs. P. Russell Fesmire
hostess. The first meeting of the
stand which is operated by Mrs.'
ftftftft
Shibles,
as
Mr.
Shibles
is
w:rking
in
for tlie air raid wardens.
Robert Mayhew, who has been (
club will be April 30 at the heme
and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fesmire of
NAOMA MAYHEW
a patient at the Lahe.v Clinic in I
of Mrs. Fred Overlock, with Mrs.
LEDA O. CBSAMFNBY
ADELLE M. ROES
Rev. H. I. Helt preached at the a munition factory fcr the “dura
Huntington
Valley,
Penn.,
were
Correspondent
”
Boston, has returned home. His '
Helen Carlson as speaker, whose
Correspondent
Correspondent
Appleton Church Sunday morning.. tion.
week-end guests of Rev. and Mrs. sister. Miss Evelyft Mayhew accomThe Johnson Society met Wed
ftftftft
ftftftft
subject
will
be
“
Chinese
Shrubs
ft ft ft ft
On the previous Sunday he supplied nesday night at the Methodist par
Melvin Dorr.
panied him.
Tel. 71$
and
Flowers.
”
at the Congregational Church in sonage with Mrs. F. Ernest Smith as
Tel.
2220
Miss Edna Fuller spent the week
Horace Robinson, a carpenter |
Tel. 94
has arrived in Pearl Harbor where I
Rockland in the absence of the pas hostess.
Mrs. Walter E. Bowe had as
end
in
Wakefield,
Mass.,
where
sire
Claus Erickson, who recently re
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pendleton
he will remain indefinitely.
Mrs. Alice Murray cf Providence, tor, Rev. Roy Welker, who Was ill. sumed home frem Ccmmunity Hca
The Baptist Ladles Circle will guests Sunday night Joseph Scan
visited Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hicks
Alvah Robinson, who is with the 1
and
son
Chester
and
Mrs.
Arthur
meet Wednesday for sewing in the lin, daughter Marie and sister and Mr. and Mrs. William Carter of
Waiter B. Calderwood returned to pital, is showing steady improve
and sen, Richard.
Coast
Guard Naval Reserves jn j
McNamara
of
Boston
passed
the
Portland, who were called here by Manchester, Mass., Saturday after ment. He is being cared for by Mrs.
afternoon, business meeting at 5 Lena of Dorchester, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Pierce and Portland. spent the week-end I
Elizabeth
Williams.
week-end
at
the
heme
of
Mr.
and
and supper at 6, served by these
Mrs. Orvel Williams entertained the death of George Heath, have spending a few days with his sister,
daughter, June of Clinton were with his family on Chestnut street.
Everett Merrill is again at his Mrs. Henry Pendleton. .
The Rotary Club has invited
Mrs. Charlotte C. Dillingham.
housekeepers: Mrs. Mabie Achorn, the Thursday Club at two tables returned heme.
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
place of business after being conRev.
George W. Shepard to speak ’
The
Fire
Department
was
called
Philip Spear ar.d family are mov j fined to the house for a few days by
Mrs. Olive Strout, Mrs. Emma of bridge. Prizes went to Mrs. Ed
Ralph Wilson was at home fro.n
Norman Fuller.
in the Opera House April 30 at
out
early
Frldt
y
night
to
answer
a
illness.
Stackpole, Miss Beverly Kirkpat ward Dornan, Mrs. George New Criehaven to spend the week-end ing here from New York and will
A son was born April 14 to Mr. 8.15. This is a community service 1
Mrs. Raymond MacFarland is em- call on Highland avenue. The home
rick and Esther Achorn.
reside for the Summer at the home plcyed
bert (substitute) and Mrs. Ber with his family.
as secretary in the High of Lawrence Carroll was burned be- and Mrs. George Kalb of New program and the public is invited j
Mrs. G. Edgar Wilson with her nice Knights. The next meeting
Mrs. Minetta A. Paul went to of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. True School office.
Rochelle, N. Y. Mrs. Kalb was for to hear this remarkable speaker.!
yend repair.
The
home
nursing
class
which
Spear.
«
will
be
April
30,
at
the
home
of
merly Vivian Eaton who resided His subject will be “The Battle tor j
Springvale Friday fcr a visit with
daughter Miss Harriet Wilson,
Freedom in Asia.” He will tell the 1
has
been
meeting
Tuesday
and
Thaddeus Hutchings is spending here for some time.
iMus Marion Weidman returned
her son-in-law and daughter Mr.
spent the week-end In Boston Mrs. Edward Dornan.
story of a land of 4<X),(XX).(XX) peo- I
Thursday nights at the Hoboken a few days in Boston
Saturday from a week’s trip to New 1 Schoolhouse, with Mrs. William
with her son Woodrow Wilson who
The Twilight Twelve will meet pie arising from the inertia of a 1
Mrs. L. B. Gilchrest entertained and Mrs. Ellie tt Merrifield.
Mrs. Lee Dickens spent the week- Thursday night at the home of Mrs. static past to a new sense of pur- ?
was having a few days' leave from a few friends at a luncheon party
Harbor Light Chapter O.E.S. will York State, including visits with her Butman, R. N. of Rockland as in
pose; of a China determined to ’
the U. S. S. Coloradan which is Monday at the Copper Kettle, hold its stated meeting tonight at aunt, Mrs. Gertrude Weidman at structor, tcok the final examination end with her daughter Miss Louise : Mary Joy
last
night.
They
will
conclude
the
'
Dickens
Boston,
fight
forever, if need be, in or-I
Marcellus,
her
cousin,
Fred
Cole
at
Rockland, with Mrs. William 7.30. afer which beano will be en
docked in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Bresnehan der toon,maintain
.course Tuesday when ranks will be I
m,.'
its independence
Lodgei
Rebekah
Rochester,
and
calls
at
Buffalo
and
announced.
The members are: • Malden cllff
and son, John of Pittsfield, Mass., and dignity. He welcomes any
Mrs. Marion/ Grafton, chairman Sharpe of Minden, Nevada as joyed and refreshments served, with
are guests of Daniel Dougherty.
questions for discussion.
There
Mrs. Marie Bisbee and Mrs. Marioij Utica, at the latter place, on Miss Mrs?” Amy Mille’r. Mis?? Mildred I meets Wednesday for rehearsal..
of training courses for Civilian De guest of honor.
Graffam,
Mrs.
Ruth
Graffam.
Mrs.
I
Miss
Althea
Rokes
has
returned
Louise
Pcmpeny,
a
former
Summer
will
be
no
admission
charge.
Miss Marjorie Steen is spending
Mrs. Walter E. Bowe and Mrs. Ingraham in charge. The Chapter
fense, announces that there will
Gladys Payson, Mrs. Elsie Hawkins,
after spending the season in a vacation at her home in Sherman
Mrs. Flora Robinson went Wed
be a course in nutrition beginning Carolyn Northrop, who spent 10 has received an invitation from resident here.
SS S’XXXrX.
She is enjoyed at Bey,,nesday to Boston where she will
Mrs.
L.
T.
Spear,
Sr.,
and
daugh

Station.
Thursday at 7.30, at Watts hall days at the former’s Knox street Grace Chapter, Thomaston to at
enter the Lahey Clinic for obser
under the direction of Miss Joyce home, leave Wednesday for their tend its meeting Wednesday with ter Thalice Goodridge who have Susie Auspland. Mrs. Alice Simon- , ton-McKay s. Miss Vivian Hodson, Rev. Henry Beukelmen of Fair- vation and treatment.
been visiting Ross Spear and family ton and Mrs. Barbara Wentworth. ■■ —-... —, field was recent guest of Rev. and
Mr. and Mrs. Howard C. Holton
supper at 6.30 and from Golden Rod
Johnson, home economics teacher home in Arlington, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Ryder cf nesday at the Good Funeral Hcane Mrs. Weston P. Holman.
in East Corinth, are expected to ar
of Philadelphia who have built
Chapter
to
attend
its
meeting,
April
at Rockland High School. Those
John Hubbard who has been em
Calais spent the week-end with her in Camden Rev. C. Vaughn Over
who are interested may notify ployed by the Raleigh Tobacco 24, with refreshments after the rive here this week for tlie Sum parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. man of the Rockport Baptist Mrs. Christine Staples will be hos the new cottagie on Shermans
Point, have been spending a few
mer.
Veazie.
Mrs. Marion Grafton or Mrs. Helen Company, has resigned to accept work.
Church officiating. Burial was in tess to the Methodist Ladies’ Aid days in town.
The
Jchnson
Society
will
meet
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Raymond
Rollins
of
family lot in Mountain Ceme- Wednesday at 2 o’clock at her home
Dana.
The Thimble Club met Wednesday Wednesday night at the home of j Augusta have returned home after, the
Hi-Y Girls met last Tuesday at
a government position in the post
tery
18 Limerock street.
the High School Building for a
Dr. and Mrs. Philip R. Green office at Lynn, Mass, and left Fri with Mrs. Evelyn Crockett. Lunch Miss Marion Weidman. Miss Weid a visit at the home of Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Ella Wallace
Walter J. Rich died suddenly business meeting and election of
featured a birthday cake, honoring man will also entertain tlie Metho Raymond Clayter.
leaf with their children, Mary and day to take up his duties there.
Mrs.
Nellie
Ballard
soent
Satur

last
night in New York City at officers: President, Janice French;
Private funeral services fcr Mrs.
Randall, are visiting her mother
Miss Dorothy Weeks of the High the anniversary of her son, Charles dist Ladies’ Aid for an all-day ses day with relatives in Winterport.
the
age
of 63. Funeral arrange vice president, Marilyn Greenlaw;
Mrs. Hariot Porter in Norway for School faculty leaves today for Herbert, who was the recipient of sion Wednesday.
secretary and treasurer, Isabel
Rev. Joseph Harrison, cc’pcrter Ella Wallace were held April 11 at
the Russell Funeral Home in Rock ments are not completed.
a few days.
Payson; entertainment committee
Portland to spend a vacation with several gifts.
The Methcdist Church is happy for the American Tract Society,
Mrs. Emerson Hansell returned chairman, Mary Meservey; pub
This honor roll for the Senior to report that through tlie gen- who was guest last week of Rev. port with Rev. F. Ernest Smith of
Col. William D. Cottam of West her parents.
of its members and friends, and Mrs. C. Vaughn Overman, was the Methodist Church cfficiatig. home Sunday from Community licity committee chairman, iNellie
Roxbury spent, Sunday with his
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Cross re Class has been announced by Prin. Ij erosity
Hospital. John A., five-day-old son Aines. Tlie installation of officers
the
$300
needed March 1 to complete
aunt Mrs. May Cottam. Col. Cot turned to Biddeford Pool Monday Gecrge Cunningham: Highest Hon I the budget for tlie year has been speaker Thursday at the Baptist Burial was in the Carleton Ceme
Church. He gave an interesting
of Mr. and Mrs. Hansell died Sun and induction of new members
tam was a Major during the first after spending the week-end with or, Constance Lane; high honors, received and all bills for the year talk on his experiences in connec tery Bearers were three sons-inwill be April 29.
day and burial was in tlie family lot
law,
William
Murphy,
Albert
Pack

Daniel
Andrews,
Norma
Hoyle;
hon

World War.
Mrs. Lee Lenfest of this town.
lhave
been
paid.
tion with his work, having just re
his parents Mr and Mrs. George
Miss Ethel Reardon and Mrs.
ors, Lucille Dean, Cynthia Eaten, I Mrs. Emma Small has returned turned from a canvass cf the South. ard, Walter Bowden and Donald at Mountain Cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Sullivan spent Cross.
A class in home nursing under the Francine Carver of Lincolnville
Harold Hall, Althea Joyce, Beatrice from Bath where she spent two He also spoke Wednesday at the Perry of Hope.
the week-end here. They will
Mrs. Evelyn Perron and sons
weeks with her grandson, Raymond West Rockport Church.
direction of Mrs. Kenneth Green, were among those who called Sat
Mrs.
Wallace
was
bern
in
this
urday on Mrs. Emma Frohock at
open the Scanlin house on Beech Duane and Bruce left Monday to Marston.
Small.
Rev. and Mrs. C. Vaughn Over
Fourteen were present at the Red Cecil Rhodes went Sunday to man and their guest. Rev. Joseph town, June 22, 1854, daughter of graduated Friday night. An at the Mount Pleasant Home in Bos
wood street for the Summer.
spend a week with relatives in
Cross rooms Friday for the weekly Connecticut where he has employ Harrison, Mrs. Maud Carleton and Augustus and Abigail (Washburn) tractive serving tray and a book ton. Mrs. Frohock celebrated her
Mr. and Mrs. Carl S. Dorr of Lowell, Mass.
Mrs. Abbie Davis attended the Bible Carleton and had always resided in containing Defense Stamps were 100th birthday anniversary from
sewing period, the time now being ment in a munition factory.
Boston were week-end guests of
J. P. Fuller of South Portland Conference last Tuesday at First the tewn cf her birth. She was presented to the able instructor.
3 to 5 o'clock and received many
Mrs. Francis Friend and daugh
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Davis.
calls
from relatives and friends.
ters, Helen and Margaret of cilia Robinson and Charotte Cady was guest Monday at the home of Baptist Church in Rocklalnd.
married to Capt. Arthur Wallace, Miss Phyllis Packard of Boston
Mr. and Mrs. E. Maynard Graffam.
Mr. Lovejoy cf the University of who was lost at sea a number of spent the week-end with her par A musical program was presented
John Smith slipped on the floor Skowhegan are spending the week of St. George, Ingrid Nelson of
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle met
including “Happy Birthday to
4-H Clubs spoke recently be
Monday and broke his leg in three at the home of Mrs. Friend’s Rockport, Amy Bracy, Hazel An- Wednesday afternoon at the home Maine
ents Mr. and Mrs. William Packard. You" to which the guest of honor
fore Grades 5-8 at the High School years ago.
places.
mother, Mi’s. A. J. Lineken. Dunn zalone, Mary Sprowl, Madeline Ed of Mrs. Christie Whitney.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Atkins and responded with many witty re
Building in the interest of heme
Near surviving relatives are three
munds,
Margueritte Harriman.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ccok and her gardens to aid in the victory pro- daughters, Mrs. Minnie Murphy of daughters Carol and Mary of Au marks. Refreshments were served.
After choir rehearsal Monday street.
Betty Barton, Betty Carter and mother Mrs. Hiram Robbins who gram. He gave out the usual 4-H R R t Mrs Nellie Packard of
Among messages received that aft
members of the Senior Choir of
Mrs. William Sharp who has Ella Andrews.
spent the Winter in Camden, re cards hoping that a number of the ! «0CKP°rt- Mrs- wellle ^acKara oi gusta were week-end guests of Mrs. ernoon. was one from the Pan
the Federated Church enjoyed been, visiting Mr. and Mrs. Don
They have participated in one turned home Saturday.
students would sign up for the vari- • Rcckland and Mrs. Abbie Bowden cf Julia K. Griffin.
American Review in Havana. Mrs.
a social hour honoring Gordon ald George for the past week left blackout and the alert test they
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker cus projects, and already 12 have Camden; one sister, Mrs. Carrie
Mrs. Arabel Leonard and grand Frohock spent most of her life in
Reed who leaves Friday for Ban Monday for New York enroute to had recently was successful. The spent Tuesday in Orono as guests pledged to raise a garden, chickens, Achorn; two brothers, Henry and daughter Prudence Weaver, are Cuba, but owned the property be
members were called at 11 p. m. of her sister, Mrs. Delia Ryan.
pigs, or similar projects.
gor to join the army. Refresh her home in Minden, Nevada.
spending a few days in Washing side the white church at Lincoln
Miss Lila Wallace is in Rocklar.d
and at midnight the work was
Guests at the home of Capt. Ray William Carleton of Rockport; three
ville Beach and is well known by
ments were served.
Mrs. Maynard Williams of Wal completed. Those loaning their for an indefinite stay with her mond Clayter and family the past granddaughters and three great ton.
many
Lincolnville and Camden
Star Circle O.ES. meets tonight doboro spent the week-end with beach wagons and panel trucks brother-in-law and sister, Mr. and week were Mr. and Mrs. Raymond grandchildren.
The Townsend Club will serve a residents.
with Mrs. Faye Stetson. On the her son and daughter-in-law, Mr. were Bud Sprowl, Richard Feyler Mrs. Albert Packard.
Rollins of Augusta, Mrs. Rcsalyn
Mrs. Hattie Kenney and her Pest of New York and daughters,
and William Gilchrest, the drivers
refreshment committee are Mrs. and Mrs. Percy Williams.
NORTH BRITISH *
same being Olive Fales, Mary mother, Mr^ Nancy Turner, went Nancy and Patricia, L. W. Dow of
Stetson, Mrs. Edna Young and
MERCANTILE INSURANCE CO. LTD.
Miss Elaine Boutelle left Mon of
Sprowl and Ella Anderson. The recently to Brunswick, the former Bath and Capt. Arthur Bainbridge
London
and
Edinburgh,
Mrs. Adelle Roes.
day for a two weeks’ visit with her Motor Corps works under the to stay with her son Verncn Ken of Connecticut.
Kingdom of Great Britain
Mrs. F. A. Collamore who has aunt Mrs. Richard Wyllie and her Medical Unit of which Dr. Fred ney, who has employment there,
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1941
George W. Heath
Stocks and Bonds.
$12,921,385 24
and the latter, to visit her daughter
been a patient at Knox Hospital, grandmother Mrs. Harriet Fors- erick C. Dennison is in charge.
Gecrge Warren Heath, 41 , died
Cash in Office and Bank, L726428 76
In a disaster the people will de Mrs. Jennie Simmons.
arrived home Sunday. Her daugh blom in Hartford, Conn.
n5T
nt
‘
X
Balances.
<
1.325.C11 61
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Raymond Monday in Bangor after a long ill
greatly upon the Motor Corps
Bills Receivable,
25.158 75
ter, Miss Alice Collamore of New
Mrs. Ralph Hoffsess of Augusta pend
ness.
He
was
born
in
Camden,
sen
Interest and Rents,
78 821 97
for evacuation, transportation of Gray have returned to Lewiston of George Frederick and Belle Mor- '
AU other Assets.
Credit 185'559 59
York City, arrived Saturday and spent the week-end with Mrs. medical supplies and disaster vic after a few days’ visit with rela
14
SCHOOL
STREET,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
row Heath, and spent the early part j
will spend several days with her. Garfield Dolliver.
Gross Assets,
$15,891,846 74
tims. They have had two dances, tives here.
Deduct Items not admitted, 376.738 49
E. Maynard Graffam, chief of the of his life there where he attended
Miss Carrie M. Goulding re
Lee Moran, is at home on 24- a third to take place Friday, one
the
public
schools
For
the
past
sev|
card party and a supper, the pro Pire Department with Chief .Allen eral years he has resided here. He
Admitted,
$15,515,108 25
turned to Newton, Mass, today hour leave.
,
Consult our Sub Agents in the following localities:
F. Payson of the Camden Fire De
ceeds to buy equipment.
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
after spending the week-end with
Mrs. Robert House Libby was
partment, attended the Fire Chiefs’ was a painter by trade.
Net Unpaid Losses.
$961,668 00
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
convention last Tuesday in Rum
her cousin Mrs. Kenneth M. Roes. week-end guest of her aunt Mrs.
FRIENDSHIP—RAY WINCHENPAW
Unearned Premiums,
7.072.366 30
Cushing Funeral Home wishes to
Evelyn Jenkins Heath and five chil- j
All other Liabilities,
840 791 52
At a meeting of the school board Mary Rogers, Portland.
deny rumors that it has gone out ford.
dren, George, Jean, Arlene, ShirDEER ISLE—E. W. PICKERING
Cash Capital,
Monday afternoon Garnoldi Cole
Statutory Deposit 500.000 00
Harris Shaw returned to Boston of business. Phillip Simmons who Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Shibles and lene, and Norman; a sister Mrs. j
UNION—J. C. CREIGHTON
Surplus over all Liabilities, 6.140.282 43
was named principal and Stephen Wednesday, after spending a few needs no introduction to the people sons Russell and Warren were visi Alice Murray cf Providence, and a
Thomaston, will act as funeral tors from Thursday to Saturday at brother, Charles Heath of Camden.
NORTH HAVEN—0. D. LERMOND
Total Liabilities and
Lavender will teach mathematics. days with his mother Mrs. Abbie of
Surplus.
director and embalmer. He has the home cf his brother, Lester H. Mr. Heath was a member of the
Shaw, Pine street.
41T45
$15,515,108 25
Walter Hastings was appointed
The Rook Club was entertained been with the firm since 1933.—adv. Shibles. The Shibles are pleasantly Baptist Church in Camden.
FIREMAN’S FUND INSURANCE CO
janitor of the Green Street School. Saturday by Mr. and Mrs. Warren
44*45 located in South Glastonbury Conn.
Funeral services were held WedSan Francisco, Calif.
THE PHOENIX INSURANCE CO
UNITED STATES BRANCH
Francis Tillson of Bath spent Knights, prizes going to Mr. and
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1941
Hartford, Conn.
Union Assurance Society, Ltd.
Mrs. Weston Young and Mr. and
the week-end with his family.
Real Estate,
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1941
$2,844,364 93
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1941
Mortgage Loans.
574.501 54
Mrs. Frank Lombard and Miss Mrs. William G. Maloney of Pleas
$567,557
04
24
2.500.991
Stocks and Bonds.
Stocks
and
Bonds.
31.666.558 70
ant Point. Other members pres
146 266 76
443.515 54 Cash in Office and Bank
Cash ln Office and Bank.
Frances Burns returned to Port ent were Deputy Warden and Mrs.
8.857,849 34
56,759.969 00 Agents’ Balances.
117.448 70
2.228.578 06
Agents’ Balances.
land today after being guests of Theodore Rowell, and Mr. and Mrs.
4
06?
266
76
BUls
Receivable.
44.762 70
Cash
in
Office
and
Banks,
2.722 21
Bills Receivable.
Interest and Rents,
138.317 34
Mr. and! Mrs. Ellis Young for the Albert Anderson.
3.219.00253 All other Assets,
14.104 00 Agents’ Balances,
Interest and Rents,
2,584,927 53
Martha, seven year-old daughter
34.05997
week-end.
6 074 57 Bills Receivable.
AU other Assets.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Jack,
is
a
Gross
Assets,
$48,939,860
14
of
Interest and Rents,
104,59362
Edgar Libby returned from Bos
GENERAL INSURANCE
$2,787,607 48
Deduct items not admitted. 810.719 79
Gross Assets.
pneumonia patient at Knox Hos
All other Assets.
175.42081
Admitted.
$48,129440 35
ton Saturday accompanied by Mrs. pital.
Deduct items not admitted, 178.736 80
Gross
Assets.
$66,267,324
71
Lucy A. Vermer who spent the
The semi-annual election of offi
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
Admitted,
<2 8®8 870 68 Deduct items not admitted. 516,894 44
Winter at Hotel Minerva. Mrs. cers of the Beta Alpha was held in
” Net Unpaid Lasses,
$5,084,254 88
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
TELEPHONE 77
375 MAIN STREET,
$65,750,430 27
,P,r„eJ?,*V.nis’
15.328.075 95
Admitted Assets,
$109,616 00
Net Unpaid Losses.
Vernier's cousin Mrs. George H. the Baptist vestry Monday pre
All, other Liabilities,
3 833.748 03
ceded
by
a
supper,
served
by
Mrs.
1427 4 63 25
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31. 1941
Unearned Premiums.
Cash
Capital.
7.500.000 00
Peters, also arrived Saturday and Ann Day, Mrs. Addie Jones and
ROCKLAND, MAINE
67.497
35
Net
Unpaid
Losses.
$2447.239
53
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities,
All other Liabilities,
16 383.061 49
will spend the Summer with her. Mrs. Lena Torrey. There were 19
500.000 00 Unearned Premiums,
10421.507 53
41T45
Statutory Reserve,
Total Liabilities and
Roland' Morse, manual training members present. The nominat
804 594 08 AU other Liabilities.
1,749,083 97
Surplus over all Liabilities.
Surplus.
$48.129440 35
~ Securities Adjustment
teacher at the High School is ing committee consisted of Mrs.
Total Liabilities and
Reserve,
5.500.000 00
GREAT AMERICAN INDEMNITY CO.
NIAGARA EIRE INSURANCE CO.
$2 608.870 68
Surplus.
spending a week’s vacation with Leona Starrett, Mrs. Vera Robin MERCHANTS & FARMERS MUTUAL
Cash Capital,
6.000.000 00 80 Maiden Lane, New York City, N. Y.
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
son,
and
Mrs.
Lottie
White.
These
New York, N. Y.
his family in Skowhegan.
Worcester, Mass.
ASSETS, DBC. 31. 1941
Surplus over all Liabilities 40.232.599 24
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1941
officers were elected: President,
THE HANOVER FIRE INSURANCE
ASSETS. DBC. 31, 1941
Stocks and Bonds.
$21.815406 00
Colby N. Wood of the High Mrs. Evelyn Perron; vice presi
Stocks and Bonds.
$13.182 046 00
COMPANY
Total Liabilities and
Cash in _otfice and Bank. 1.499.916 18
Mortgage Loans, (first liens). 20.050 00
Cash in Office and Bank.
5.010.800 84
School faculty is spending a vaca dent, Miss Edna Hilt; secretary, Stocks
New York, N. Y.
Surplus.
$65,750,430 27 Agents' Balances
909,591 43
and Bonds,
372.491 64
Agents' Balances.
2.141 024 21
Bills Receivable.
ASSETS, DEC 31, 1941
8495 17
tion with his parents at Ellsworth. Mrs. Ruby Hall, and treasurer, Cash In Office and Bank.
112.023 82
Interest and Rents.
54.975 00
STANDARD ACCIDENT INSURANCE
Interest and Rents
55.568 13
Balances.
44,055 33
$15,544 13
All other Assets.
303.705 77 Real Estate.
GRANITE STATE FIRE INSURANCE
Enoch Clark, Town Clerk is ask Mrs. Marion Lester. “These com Agents'
COMPANY
AU
other
Assets,
3.529 79
18.129 92
16.961.320 13
Stocks and Bonds,
mittees were appointed: Work, Interest and Rents,
COMPANY
Detroit, Mich.
Gross Assets,
2,170 97
$20,698,551 82
ing for volunteers to register the Mrs. Minnie Newbert, Katherine All other Assets,
Gross
Assets,
2.612.342
18
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank.
Portsmouth, N. H.
$24 306.506 83
Deduct items not admitted. 256.878 09
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1941
Deduct items not admitted.
40^442 90
843.688 06
Agents’ Balances.
Gross Assets,
$554,321 55
4th draft registrants for the aft Studley and Mrs. Faustina Carney;
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1941
$1426.462 38
Deduct items not admitted,
4,070 99 Real Estate,
Admitted.
$20,441,673
73
Bills
Receivable.
84
4
89
01
R
ea
i
Estate,
$129438 28
ernoon of April 25 and 26 and for sick, Mrs. Bertha Lovejoy, Mrs.
Admitted,
$24,266,063 93
Mortgage Loans.
1 245.093 84
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
Interest and Rents,
44.630 73 Mortgage Loans.
16 684.837 40
8406 70
Admitted.
$550,250 56 Stocks and Bonds.
LIABILITIES,
DEC
31,
1941
all day the 27th. Those wishing to Gertrude Lineken and Miss Chjs$7,662,328 69 AU other Assets,
6.800.967 44 Net Unpaid Losses.
Cash in Office and Bank.
236.666 31 stocks and Bonds.
3.930.265 84 Net Unpaid Losses,
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
$720,732 28
Unearned Premiums.
4.565.929 73
give their services will please no tine Moore .
Agents’ Balances.
3
662.763
95
525 355 24 Unearned Premiums,
$14,745 02 Bills Receivable,
Miss Elizabeth Henry of the Net Unpaid Losses.
6.338 4 90 12
1 000.335 59
$20,798,380
55 Cash ln Office and Bank,
127 933 55 AU other Liabilities.
Oross Assets,
.
i » sa AH other Liabilities.
tify Mr. Clark.
263.362 59 Interest and Rents.
1488.789 37
Premiums,
1 000 000 00 Deduct Items not admitted, 3.072,311 05 Agents Balances,
68.261 15 Cash Capital.
Maine Central Institute staff, Unearned
287.318
54
Cash
Capital.
10 022 62 All other Assets.
All other Liabilities.
2.000 000 00
^10.527 40 Surplus over all Liabilities. 6,213.079 72
Mrs. iLura Libby, principal' of Pittsfield is visiting her mother Surplus
------------------Bills
Receivable,
33.921 50 Surplus over all Liabilities, 14,018.352 16
over all Liabilities, 262420 33
Admitted,
$17,726,069 50 Interest and Rents
Total Liabilities and
Green Street School announces Mrs. Arthur Henry.
31,533 65
Total UaWlules ftnd
$30 526.847 11
Gross Assets,
LIABILITIESS. DEX? 31. 1941
Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
$20 441.673 73
Al! other Assets,
Deduct items not admitted. 836470 53
19,778 59
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot
Surplus,
that students have bought $454.55
$550,250
56
$24,266 063 93
Surplus.
$1,424,612 00
Net Unpaid Losses,
returned Monday after spending
Gross Assets.
Admitted.
29.690.676 58
worth of defense stamps.
MERCHANTS MUTUAL CASUALTY
$4
CALEDONIAN INSURANCE COMPANY
6.748 322 57
Unearned Premiums,
GREAT
AMERICAN
INSURANCE
CO.
the weekend with their daughter
COMPANY
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1941
1.732401 69 Deduct Items not admitted. 286,784 71
AU other Liabilities,
Mrs. Florence Gardiner leaves and son-in-law Mr. and Mrs.
I Liberty St.. New York, N. Y.
ASSETS. DISC 31. 1941
Buffalo, N. Y.
$10,665
315
93
Net
Unpaid
Losses.
4.000 000 00
Cash Capital,
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1941
Admitted.
$4,678,633 63 Real Estate,
Thursday for Hebron to attend the Charles Provonchee.
ASSETS.
DEC
31.
1941
$369,356 94
Unearned Premiums.
7.650.568 23
and Bonds.
$41.894.568 34 All other Liabilities.
3 483,935 28
LIABILITIES. DEX? 31. 1941
™™OndS,i T,
U
2 001.752 69 Real Estate.
$116,721 00 Surplus over ali LiabUltles. 3.821.033 24
Mrs. Addie U. Guilds arrived Stocks
wedding of her niece Miss Eliza
„„„_____
Cash in Office anti Bank
Cash in Office and Bank,
5.471.506 88 Cash Capital,
852.440 72
1.759 380 00 Mortgage Loans.
656,653 44
Net Unpaid Losses.
$220,028 94 Agents' Balances,
Total Liabilities and
293.459 15
3,338,019 04 Surplus over all Liabilities. 7.613 659 73 Stocks and Bonds.
beth Hunt to Lieut. William Hali- Sunday after spending the Win Acents’ Balances.
2.550.460 71
1,762.104 39 Interest and Rents
Surplus,
$17,726 069 50 Unearned Premiums
19.060 94
Bills Receivable.
76.084 03
ter in Daytona Beach, Fla.
Cash in Office and Bank. 1445.950 83
day of Rosiindale, Mass.
1.164 98
and Rents,
118,527 00
--------------- All other Liabilities,
Total Liabilities and
62,037 44 AU other Assets.
Agents' Balances,
412 019 67
Miss Mary Jordan of Cambridge, Interest
88,420 30
Surplus.
$29,690,676 58 Bills Receivable,
ROYAL INDEMNITY COMPANY
36 460 70
Mrs. Clayton Stewart went Sat Mass, is visiting her cousin, Mrs. All other Assets,
Cash Capital,
1.000.000
00
Gross Assets.
T$5
_____
019.418 01
Interest and Rents.
OF NEW YORK
15.512 22
Gross Assets,
Surplus over all LiabUltles. 1,634.412 86 Deduct Items not admitted? 34X460 23
urday to Biddeford Pool to join William J. Tobey.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1941
1.646 35
Deduct items not admitted.
Gross Assets.
$4.933 778 57
Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kilborn are
her husband/ who is in Service.
Admitted,
Total Liabilities and
$2,292,933 77
$4 675.957 78
Deduct items not admitted. 692.861 47 Cash ln Banks.
Admitted.
$50,086,481
24
Surplus,
United States Government
spending
10
days
at
their
home
$4,678,633 63
LIABILITIES. DEX?
1. 1941
Mrs. Stewart has a position at the
ROYAL EXCHANGE ASSURANCE
Bonds.
21559,610
49
"ABILITIES. DBC 31. 1941
in North Weymouth. Mass.
Admitted,
$4,240,917 10
Net Unpaid Losses.
$353,864 91
LONDON. ENGLAND
Other Bo'nds
Biddeford Post Office.
4 554 432 74
$2,342,093 00
SPRINGFIELD FIRE AND MARINE
Unearned Premiums,
1.909.897 41
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. McDon Ne* Unpaid Losses,
Preferred
Stoks.
2
275.250
00
UNITED
STATES
BRANCH
15498.674 53
All other LiabillfTPs.
Mrs. Guy Lermond and daugh ald returned heme Monday after unearned Premiums.
109.353 70
INSURANCE COMPANY
Net Unpaid Losses,
$1 997,904 53 Common S?C' ks,
3 099.600 00
2 400 156 91
111 John SL, New York, N. Y.
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital, Statutory
Unearned
Premiums.
1.313.035
59
Accrued
Inte
cst,
Springfield,
Mass.
155,552
98
ter Glenice left Sunday for a few spending six weeks at Fort Lauder Cash
8450.00
00
Capital.
Deposit.
500.000 00
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1941
A!1 other Liabilities.
129,431 67 Premiums 1
~our.se of
ASSETS. DBC. 31, 1941
Surplus over aU Liabilities. 21.995456 80
1.802,841 76
dale. Fla.
days visit in Boston.
Stocks and Bonds.
$4,388,252 28 Surplus over all Liabilities. 803.545 31
Collection 1 Under 90
$680,980 85
Days),
Cash in Office and Bank,
911 154 57
2.978.932 58 Real Estate,
Mrs. Wilbur Strong returned
Total Liabilities and
Miss Alcada Hall, supervisor of
Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilities and
486 528 16 Mortgage Loans (First
Other Assets.
627.285 77
Surplus.
$50,088,481 24 Agents' Balances.
Surplus,
home
Wednesday
after
spending
$4,675,957 78
Surplus.
$4,240,917 10
Interest and Rents.
18.420 77
music, at the public schools. San
Liens),
581.591 35
10 day’s with Mr. and Mrs. Walter
All
other
Assets.
62.400
60
Total
Admitted
THE EAGLE FIRE COMPANY
Bonds (Amortized
ALBANY INSURANCE COMPANY
ford. returned Monday after spend Warren, Waterville.
Assets.
$37,202 940 72
SUN UNDERWRITERS INSURANCE
OP NEW YORK
OF ALBANY, N. Y.
Values).
11.792.964
69
Gross
Assets.
$6
007.513
99
ing the past week with her par
LIAB’LITIES DEC 31. 1941
75 Maiden Lane. New York, N. Y.
COMPANY
Deduct items not admitted. 474.593 76
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1941
Civilian Defense Activities
Stocks
(Market
Values),
16.214.933
45
ASSETS. DEX? 31 1941
Reserve for Claims and
ASSETS. DBC 31, 1941
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hall.
$153 499 68
The Motor corps met at Watts
Suits.
$14,047,515 00 Cash in Office and Banks, 4 599 297 64 Real Estate,
Admitted.
$5,532,920 23 Stocks and Bonds,
and Bonds,
$3,391,99898
1.745.046 30
Mortgage Loans.
190.384 11
Miss Barbara Batchelder left hall Wednesday at which time Stocks
Reserve for Unearned
Agents’ Balances,
2,715.632
34
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank,
Cash in Office and Bank,
100.007 31
209
452
01
Stocks and Bonds.
2.222.208 40
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1M1
Premiums.
6.918.806 64 Bills Receivable,
Agents’ Balances.
99,93237
90 303 66
Sunday for a short visit in Boston. map reading was taken up under Agents’ Balances.
74.261 08 Cash in Office and Bank.
437,823 55
$1,000,972 53 Interest and Rents.
and Rents,
19 269 21 Net Unpaid Losses.
7,545 43 Reserve for Commissions o’n
120 180 67 Agents’ Balances.
189 330 94
3.282.438 75 All other Assets.
Outstanding Premiums.
533.675 00 Accrued Interest, etc..
Miss Lena Shorey returned to the direction of Mrs. Doris Lank- Interest
All other Assets,
27.68164 Unearned Premiums,
Cr 2.254 22
’
______
Interest
and
Rents.
16.187 31
AU other Liabilities,
330.606 01
Reserve for Taxes.
850.000 00
ton
of
Camden.
Barbara
Batch

All
other
Assets.
23.425 96
Total Admitted
Portland Monday after spending
Statutory
Reserve
for
Sundry
Ac

Gross Assets.
$2.050 097 18
Gross Assets.
$2,638,889 51
Assets,
$36,779,842 07
Deposit.
$500 000 00
counts.
370.000 00
Deduct items not admitted. 247.878 34
the week-end with her parents Mr. elder is first lieutenant, and Alta Deduct items not admitted, 114.501 90 Surplus
Gross Assets.
$3,232,859 95
over
Other Liabilities.
924.147 18
LIABILITIES. DEC 31, 1941
Noble, second lieutenant; .Cath
Deduct items not admitted. 362 807 42
and Mrs. C. E. Shorey. She was erine Carrol, secretary; Hazel Anall liabilities.
418.902 ,94 918.902 94
Admitted.
$2524.387 61
Net Unpaid Losses.
$1 982 497 16
Admitted.
1.802.218 84
$23,644,143 82
accompanied by Miss Barbara Jack zalone,
Admitted,
$2,870,052 53
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
LIABILITIES. DBC 31. 1941
14,768.122 95
treasurer.
Certificates
Total LiabUltles and
Voluntary Reserve.
6.058.796 90 Unearned Premiums,
$5,532
920
23
Surplus.
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
Net
Unpaid
Losses.
$73,723
00
953.714 25
Net
Unpaid
Losses.
$112,106
06
Capital
Fully
Paid
In.
$2.500 000 00 AU other Liabilities.
who is returning to Portland after have been awarded Annie Rogers
$55,964 00 I
Unearned Premiums.
539.902 99 Net Surplus Over All
Unearned Premiums.
709.354 39
General Voluntary Reserve. 500,000 00 Net Unpaid Losses.
spending the week-end with her and Olive Pales of Warren, Mar All other Liabilities, .
All other Liabilities.
35.850 00
50.182 34
Liabilities,
5.000.000 00
Unearned Premiums.
621.596 77 j
Cash
Capital,
5.000.000
00
garet Lewis of Port Clyde and Cash Capital.
Cash Capital.
600 000 00
1.000 000 00
All other LiabUltles,
116 217 49 |
parents Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jack. Catherine
Surplus over al Liabilities.
502.742 85
7 500,000 00 Surplus over all liabilities. 13.575.507 71 Cash Capital,
Carroll. Margaret Mor Surplus over all Liabilities. 652.742 82
1.000 OCX) 00 1
The officers and program com ton, Pearl MacFarland and Edna
Surplus over all Liabilities, 1.076.274 27 |
Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilitiea and
$37,202,940 72
mittee of the Garden Club met Keyes. Other members are Pris1.802.218
84
Surplus,
Surplus,
$2524,387 81
(Surplus to Policyholders $7,500,000.00)
$2,870,052 53
Surplus,
$36,779,842 07
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ROCKPORT

Tuesday-Friday

CAMDEN

I

MDOUGALL-LADD CO.
INSURANCE

ELMER C. DAVIS

I

The Pilgrim Homemakers
Congregational church m
night at 7.30 in the churcl
where the men engaged in
ter work for the church sch
Jects and tlie women in R»
sewing.
Word has been received
the birth, April 17, of a d:
Carol Ann. to Mr. and Mrs
E. Bicknell in Manchester, N
Bicknell was formerly of tli

Gail Grant was the gi
Claire Collins of Berlin, N
the week-end.
Mrs. J. Charles Mao
Beech street, is confined
home as the result of a fa.
cellar stairs of her home

Arthur P. Wardwell has r
from Lowell. Mass., where
Winter and will spend thi
mer with his daughter, Mi
aid Karl. He was accompli
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clen;
Lowell.
Mrs. Marjorie Glidden o
N. H., is visiting her sis
Eleanor Grover, Masoni
for a few days.
Mrs. June Decrow has
home after visiting her
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Cook c
street.

Complete line of Gossaii
Simplicity Foundation
front lacing corsets, cemt
etc. Expert fitting and alt
Mrs. I,. K. Mansfield, 232 .1
Phone 1100, Rockland.

Vesp>

THURSDAY
Al
A

Beautiful Sel
Lt
Su

Values to 12.95.

Values to 20.00.

Lovely Newl
for
Values to 5.98.

Values to 8.9 5,
Graduation and E

BEMBERG DRI
Sizes 14 to

Special $3.

SEERSUCK
DRESSE<
Sizes 38 to
Reg. 2.98. Sale
Reg. 2.39. Sale

blouse;
Pastel Shades.

Special 7!

Panties, Bloomci
Dover DuPont
Reg. sizes. Sale

2 for 89c
Extra Sizes. Salel

2 for $1

PHILIPPINE
While They

Special Value
“SCAMP
RAYON PAN
3 5c valui

Special 2$

Gotham’s
Regular 1.15.

S

Slacks, twilh

Vesp
366 MAIN STR;

Tuesday-Friday

'I

blic supper April 23 frcm 5 to
o’clock at the K. P. hall. Paul
lase of New York and other
eakers will be present,
tobert Mayhew, who has been
'patient at the Lahey Clinic in
jston, has returned home. His
iter. Miss Evelyn Mayhew aeeorninied him.
Horace Robinson, a carpenter,
is arrived in Pearl Harbor where
will remain indefinitely.
Alvah Robinson, who is with the
jast Guard Naval Reserves in
lortland. spent the week-end
(ith his family on Chestnut street.
The Rotary Club has invited
•ev. George W Shepard to speak
i the Opera House April 30 at
15 This is a community service
irogram and the public is invited
hear this remarkable speaker,
lis subject will be ‘’The Battle for
reedom in Asia." He will tell the
itory of a land of 400,000,000 peo)le arising irom the inertia of a
itatic past to a new sense of purxse; of a China determined to
ight on, forever. If need be, in orler to maintain its independence
ind dignity. He welcomes any
[uestions for discussion. There
'/ill be no admission charge.
Mrs. Flora Robinson went Wedlesday to Boston where she will
•nter the Lahey Clinic for obser
vation and treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard C. Holton
if Philadelphia who have built
he new cottage on Sherman's
>oint, have been spending a few
lays in town.
Hi-Y Girls met last Tuesday at
he High School Building for a
jusiness meeting and election of
officers: President, Janice French;
/ice president, Marilyn Greenlaw;
iecretary and treasurer, Isabel
’ayson; entertainment committee
■hairman, Mary Meservey; pubicity committee chairman, tNellie
lines. Tlie installation of officers
nd induction of new members
/ill be April 29.
Mrs. Lee lx-nfest of this town,
liss Ethel Reardon and Mrs.
Francine Carver of Lincolnville
/ere among those who called Satlrday on Mrs. Emma Frohock at
(the Mount Pleasant Home in Bos
ton. Mrs. Frohock celebrated her
[lOOtli birthday anniversary from
3 to 5 o'clock and received many
calls from relatives and friends.
A musical program was presented
including "Happy Birthday to
You” to which tlie guest of honor
responded with many witty re
marks. Refreshments were served.
Among messages received that aft
ernoon. was one from the Pan
American Review in Havana. Mrs.
Frohock spent most of her life In
Cuba, but owned the property be
side the white church at Lincoln
ville Beach and is well known by
many Lincolnville and Camden
residents.
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Tuesday-Friday

®SQCi ETY
Mrs. Donald Haskell entertained
The Pilgrim Homemakers of the
Congregational church met last members of the Busy Bees Wednes
night at 7.30 in the church vestry day night at her heme on Union
where the men engaged In carpen street. Beano was played, first
ter work for the church school pro prize won by the hostess and conso
jects and the women in Red Cro: = I lation prize won by Mrs. Elmer
Nute. Luncheon was served by the
Eewing.
hostess, assisted by Mrs. Freeman
Word has been received here cf Beal and Mrs. Vintcn Beal. A sur
the birth, April 17, of a daughter, prise birthday party was held the
Carol Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Chari-s latter part of the evening in honor
E. Bicknell in Manchester, N. H. Mr. of Mrs. Freeman Beal. Mrs. Beal
Bicknell was formerly of this city. received a useful gift frcm the
members of tlie club. Each member
Gail Grant was the guest of was given a piece of prettily deco
Claire Collins of Berlin, N. H. for rated cake cut by Mrs. Beal. Next
the week-end.
meeting will be held at the heme ol
Mrs. Velma Benson, Broadway.
Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald,
Mrs. Bertha Sanders cf Glouces
Beech street, is confined to her
home as the result of a fall on the ter and Miss Laura Tolman of Win
cellar stairs of her home Friday. chester were week-end and holiday
guests of Mrs. Fred Coiiamore.
Arthur P. Wardwell has returned
Danforth Adams, formerly of
from Lowell, Mass., where he spent
Winter and will spend the Sum this city and now of Portland, has
mer with his daughter, Mrs. Don- just completed a three-weeks’
uld Karl. He was accompanied by battle with pneumonia, but is now
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Clements of well on the way to recovery.
Lowell.
James Shepherd of Boston is
Mrs. Marjorie Olidden of Dover. spending a brief vacaticn at his
N H., is visiting her sister, Mrs foimer home in this city.
Eleanor Grover, Masonic street
Norma Curtis of Ash Point is an
for a few days.
appendectomy patient at Knox
Mrs. June Decrow has returned Hospital.
home after visiting her parents
Mrs. Mida Packard will entertain
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Cook of Beech
E.F.A.
club tomorrow afternoon at
street.
her home on Pleasant street.
Complete line of Gossard's Miss
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son's
Simplicity Foundation garments,
front lacing corsets, combinations, second floor, 16 School street, Odd
etc. Expert fitting and alterations. Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Mrs L. K. Mansfield, 232 Main St., Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
■
q-tf
Phone 1100, Rockland.
41-T-tf prices.
3 v

Vesper A* Leach
SEVENTH ANNUAL

U - Save Sale
BEGINNING

l' S lilflMII NORTH BRITISH &
MERCANTILE INSl RANCE CO. LTD.
London and Edin burgh.
Kingdom of Great Britain
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1941
Stocks und Bond-.,
$12,921,385 24
Cush In Office und Bunk. 1.72G.428 76
Agents' Balances,
1.325,611 61
Bills Receivable.
25.158 75
Interest and Rents
78 821 97
AU other Assets,
Credit 185.559 59

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
APRIL 23,24,25

Gross Assets,
$15,891,846 74
Deduct items not admitted. 376.738 49

A Beautiful Selection of Tweeds and Navies—

Admitted.
$15,515,108
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses.
$961,668
Unearned Premiums.
7 072.366
All other Liabilities,
840.791
Cash Capital,
Statutory Deposit 500.000
Surplus over all Liabilities, 6.140.282

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

Latest Spring Styles

00
30
52

Sizes 12-20—38-50

Gross Assets,
$48 939 860 14
Deduct Items not admitted. 810.719 79
Admitted.
$48,129,140 35
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses,
$5,084,254
Unearned Premiums,
15.328,075
All other Liabilities,
3 833 748
Cash Capital.
7.500.000
Surplus over all Liabilities, 16.383 061

88
95
03
00
4®

$48 129,140 35

NIAGARA EIRE INSURANCE CO.
Kil Maiden Lane. New York City, N. V.
ASSETS, DEC 31. 1941
Stocks and Bonds.
$21,815,106 00
Cash hi office and Bank
I 499,916 18
Agents' Balances,
909.591 43
Bills Receivable.
8.195 17
Interest and Rents.
55.568 13
All other Assets,
18 129 92
Oross Assets.
$24 306.506 83
Deduct items not admitted.
40.442 90
Admitted.
$24 266 063 93
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses,
$720,732 28
Unearned Premiums.
6.338 190 12
All other Liabilities.
1 188 7 89 37
Cash Capital.
2.000 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities, 14.018 352 16
Total Liabilities and
Surplus,

$24,266 063 93

CALEDONIAN INSURANT E COMPANY
ASSETS. DEC 31 1941
Real Estate,
$369,356 94
Stocks and Bonds.
3 483.935 28
Cash In Office and Bank
852.440 72
Agents' Balances.
293.459 15
Interest and Rents.
19 060 94
All other Assets.
1.164 98

<GrOsS Assets$5 019.418 01
Deduct items not admitted. 343.460 23
Admitted.
$4 675.957 78
LIABILITIES. DEC 31 1941
Net Unpaid Losses.
$353,864 91
Unearned Premiums,
1.909,8577 41
All other Liabilities.
109 353 70
Cash Capital. Statutory
Deposit.
50Q 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities, 1.302,841 76
Total Liabilities and
Surplus,

Sale........................................... $10.50

Values to 12.95.

Values to 20.00.

DRESSES
Lovely New Styles in Youthful Designs

for Misses and Women

(i
- Assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$3,232.85995
362 807 42

Admitted,
$2,870,05253
LIABILITIES PEC 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses,
$55,96400
Unearned Premiums.
621.59677
All other Liabilities,
116.21749
Cash Capital.
1 000 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 1,076.274 27
$2,870,052 53

Sale........................................... $4.75

Values to 5.98.

Sale.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Values to 8,95.

Graduation and Evening Dresses, size 12-20,

BEMBERG DRESSES
Sizes 14 to 44

Special $3.98

COLORFUL
RAYON DRESSES
Reg. 2.98. Sale
$2.69
HOUSE DRESSES

Sizes 38 to 50
Reg. 2.98. Sale
Reg. 2.39. Sale

7.50
$6.98

Sizes 12 to 50

SEERSUCKER
DRESSES

$2.69
1.98

Sizes 14-20—38-60
Reg. 1.59. Sale
$1.39
Reg. 1.98. Sale
1.79

CHILDREN’S
STRAW HATS

BLOUSES
Pastel Shades. 32 to 40

Special 79c

Assorted Colors
Reg. 1.19: Sale
890

UNDERWEAR
Dover DuPont Rayon
Reg. sizes. Sale
45c

Dover Rayon; Size 34-44
Guaranteed One Year
Tea Rose and White
Reg. 1.19. Sale
98c

55c

Extra Sizes, Sale

2 for $1.00
While They Last

Navy, Tea Rose, White

Value 1.00.

HARRIET

Above are shewn the members of
the six wcinan ambulance squad
that is new training with the Rock
land Fire Department for emer
gency duty in connection with
civilian defense. The young ladies
are not firemen, although they have
been shewn many phases of the fire
fighting art in the past few weeks.
They are a first aid and ambulance
unit which is ready to function at
the highest efficiency if and when
the need arrives for their services.
They have obtained a panel body
truck which has been converted into
an emergency ambulance and is
gradually being equipped with the
necessary supplies, blankets, stretch
ers etc. with the help of interested

Ralph Wentworth, Miss Dorothy
Crockett, Mrs. Grace Strout, Miss
Margaret Simmons, Mrs. Lester B.
Bradford, Mrs. Ellery D. Preston,
Jr„ Miss Alice Erskine, Miss Mabel
Spring, Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Hav
ener, Mrs. Phillip Howard, Dr. and
Mrs. Oram Lawry, Mr. and Mrs.
Kelly Crie, Charles Cuthbertson,
Lucien Green. Miss Burdell Strout,
Rep. and Mrs. William T. Smith,
Alfred Plcurd, Spiro Adams, Mr.
and Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Alex
Vardavoulis, Mrs. Elihu B. Washburne, Rev, John A. Cummings,
Rev. James F. Savage, Mrs. Henry
Bird. The program was:
Duet fr.r piino—Egmont.
Beethoven
Miss Dorothy Lawry and
Mrs. Alex Vardavoulis
Praeludlum and Allegro. Fritz Kreisler
Miss Bertha Luce
Tu Lo Sal.
Torelll
(Well thou knowest what love thou
owest to me burning and yearning In
vain.>
Songs My Mother Taught Me, Dvorak
£ea Moods.
Mildred Tyson
Miss McLaughlin
Obertass,
Wlenl°wskl
Reseda.
Frlml
Elegle (G Minor),
Kramer
v.
Miss Luce
visions,
Syoberg
Like Barley Bending.
Tyson
The Bitterness of Love,
Dunn
The Floods of Spring.
Rachmaninoff
Miss McLaughlin
Mrc Ruth Sanborn at the piano
The Star Spangled Banner.
Smith
Miss McLaughlin
Miss Luce
Mrs Ruth Sanborn at the piano
Mrs. Kathleen Newman at the organ
The audience was Invited to Join In
the singing

—By Katherine Veazie

MRS. EMMA THURSTON
Private funeral services were held
this morning for Mrs. Emma E.
Thurston, 81, at the heme of her
son Leforest A. Thurston, Old
County read Rev. Maurice Dun
bar, formerly pastor of the Nortn
Haven Church, officiated.
Mrs. Thurston was born at North
Haven daughter of Zenophen and
Rebecca Calderwood Leadbetter.
She is survived by cne son, Lefor
est A. Thurston of Rockland with
whem she made her home; a
brother, Freeman Leadbetter of
North Haven; a sister, Mrs. Annie
Beverage of North Haven and two
great grandchildren who make their
home in Chester, Pa.
The body wil! be taken to North
Haven where interment will take
place.
Miss Ruth Russell and Mrs.
Gladys Whitmore returned yester
day to their duties as operators at
the local telephone exchange after
two weeks’ vacation.

NEW JOY IN 1942’s

FIRST HARDY HIT!

More personasl on Page Two.

Charles M. Higgins of Portland
spent the holiday here with rela
tives.

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
WINGY MANONE

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
ike

MILT HERTH TRIO
ia

*

Snecial 29c

Value to 1.29. Sale 98c

Full Fashion Chiffon
Sale........................................ 98c

a pair

Slacks, twills and gabardine, sizes 14 to 44
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $1.69 to $3.98_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

• Vesper A, Leach
ROCKLAND, ME.

Word Of The Chapins
Former Rockland Family,
Still Held In Fond Re
membrance Here
Commander Nealy Chapin. U. S.
N„ son of the late Rev. E. H.
Chapin, former pastor of the
Rcckland Universalist Church, is
on two-year land duty in Wash
ington in the cffice of Chief of
Naval Operations, his department
being Chief, Executive of Navy
Operations. He is a gunnery ex
pert, has ,just been promoted as
head of nis department.
Commander Chapin's home is
in Arlington, Va„ 1603 North Edi
son street. He is married and has
two children. Mrs. Chapin, his
mother, leaves May 1st to visit him
until Aug. 1, when she goes to visit
her daughter Elsa in Duchess
County, New York. Miss Elsa
Chapin is on the faculty of Parker
Institute, New York City.
The mother of the Naval officer,
Mrs. Katherine Chapin of Mont
pelier. Vt., resides with another
son, Charles M. Chapin.

STANLEY-TATHAM
Winfred K. Stanley, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold F. Stanley of
Rockland and Miss Pauline M.
i Tatham, daughter of Lewis H.
Tatham of South China were mar
ried Friday afternoon at the home
of William C. Lufkin of Glen Cove,
grandfather of the bride. The
ceremony was performed by Rev.
| J. Charles MacDonald of the First
Baptist Church of Rockland who
read the double ring service.
They were attended by Miss Ber
nice Stanley, sister of the groom
and Lewis H. Tatham. Jr. brother
of the bride.
The groom is employed in the
machine shops at Sncw Shipyards
and is a graduate of Rockland
High School in the class of 1937.
The bride is a graduate of Rock
port High School in the class of
1939 and is employed in Rockland.
Following a brief wedding trip, two tall reeds. “Father," he called,
Miss Blanche Pease and Mrs. Alma
they will make their home with “come and1 see this bug putting up
Dailey
started on two weeks’ vaca
William Lufkin in Glen Cove.
a wireless.”—Exchange.
tion frcm the local telephone office
• • • •
yesterday merning.
Mr. and Mrs. George Ouellette
St. Petersburg has a Black Cat i
of St. Francis, Me , announce the Tavern, also a Treasure Island.
engagement of their daughter,
Laurette Marie to Verneley G.
How little one knows about
Black of Rockland, son of Mr. and whales except their value in oils
Mrs. George L. Black. Miss Ouel and bones. Whales have a pos
lette is a graduate of Caribou High sible life span of 5CO years.
Clothes Shop
School and Madawaska Training
School. Mr. Black graduated from
The American woman has made
- Rockland Rockland High School in 1937 and significant political, sccial and
is employed at Leighton's Jewelry economic strides under the pro
store. He is a member of Rockland tection of this Republic. Women
BLUE CHAMBRAY
Lodge F.A.M. No date has been possess nearly half the private
GOOD
GRADE
set for the wedding.
wealth in the United States. They
FULL CUT
own 40 percent of all real estate,
OTHERS
23 percent of all stock shares and
79c to $1.29
65 percent of all savings accounts.
TAKE THE
Women are the beneficiaries of 80
SHORT CUT TO
percent of all life insurance poli
JVERT
HEAVY COVERT
cies. receiving a billion dollars in
SANFORIZED
LOVELINESS
annual benefits. They inherit about
EXCELLENT
60 percent of all estates. Their
VALUE
collective holdings exceed $210,You Can’t Go Wrong
000,000.030. Women spend more
with a
than three-feurths of all money
HEAVY
spent for consumer goods. What
“BATTLE AXE’
ever
weaknesses
the
profit
system
GILBERT’S
of free business enterprise may
SANFORIZED
have, it has been generous to the
WHIPCORD
INDIVIDUALIZED
American woman. She would not
exchange the American way for
any alien elegy or ism that would
turn back the clock of time »o
EES”’’
“DUNGAREES
destroy the gains of her greatest
Complete for only
OTHERS
century. In home, school, church,
FOR
club, office, the influence of the
11.29 to >1.49
American woman has become es
sential to the preservation of the
American way of life and she
should guard it with iron clamps.

ECONOMY
WORK SHIRTS

$144

A
IBl I

WORK PANTS

Also

‘‘Mississippi Gambler”

‘The Man From Cheyenne’

Gotham's Gold Stripe All Silk Stockings

—By Staff Photographer.
people.
Tlie unit drills at least, once each
week and each member has been
schooled thoroughly in her work
With the unit members understand
ing the procedure of fighting a fire,
they can work .intelligently with the
department at all times and under
all conditions.
So far as is known, this is the
only group cf ambulance volunteers
attached to a regular fire depart
ment in the State.
In the picure are, seated in the
driver’s seat from left to right,
Capt. Dorothy Lawry, Mrs. Elsa
West and Miss Barbara Blaisdell.
In the rear row Miss Marion Ginn.
Mrs. Margery Lowe and Mrs. John
Luke.

A W.C.TU.. Institute was held Fri
day in the First BaptLst Church with
three unions represented, Mrs. Clara
Emery director.
MSss Margaret Crandon, ccunty
By K. S. F.
president, gave greetings and spoke
briefly on the state of tlie unions
| in the county. She announced that
The question has been asked i the county conventicn would be
often and seldom answered the held at the M E Church Camden
same way. This is the question: , May 7 Mrs. Augusta Christie. State
Name the 12 most popular hymns.! president, will speak In the afterI would suggest the following: ( noon. Mrs Estella Bozeman, NaSon of My Soul, Thou Savior Dear, j tional lecturer, will speak in the
Hark, the Herald Angels Sing, evening.
Abide With Me, Nearer My God To
Mrs. Helen Hyde Carlson spoke
Thee, When I Survey the Wondrous for the department of Literature,
Cross. Rock of Ages, Now the Day urging a greater interest in reading
Ls Over, Adeste Fidelis. These and and using the printed page for
many more are near to the heart spreading temperance facts.
of me.
Mrs. Susie Lamb, representing the
Red Cross, read an interesting
In the Pasadena section of St. artlcle cn ,.Our Mental Defenses,’
Petersburg, Fla. there is a com- | stressing the necessity of keeping
munity church started some years the mind calni and collected under
ago by a small number of citizens, all circumstances, any break of mo
some all the year and some Winter rale was a help to the enemy. Mrs.
menthers who felt the need of a Lamb also explained some phases
place of warship in this section of ' cf the civilian defense setup,
the city. Starting with a handful, I MK Lorna Pendleton favored with
they now number over l.OCO who r. solo, Mrs. Nellie Magune accome from far and near to seek companist.
Divine Help. On the church cal
James A. Stevens, High School
endar is this message:
coach, spoke on Health and Ath“This is a place of prayer dedi- letics, showing how the training in
cated to the worship of God. Let physical culture and sports build fcr
us enter its portals in quietness and better health, higher character and
reverence to spend the hour in strong morale.
meditation, prayer, and communion ’ A picnic luncheon was served,
with our Heavenly Father. May | Miss Edwina Jipson and Mrs Gerrthat mind that was in Ciirist Jesus rude Studley hostesses,
enter our very souls that our heart
A very attractive demonstration
may be cleansed, our faith may be fcr the department of Flower Msstrengthened, cur lives may be re- £f°n and Relief was arranged by
dedicated Then shall we go forth Mrs. Alice Kittredge and Mrs. Kate
refreshed in body and renewed in ' Erawn, the varous phases repre
mind. with the peace and joy of the ' sented were explained
Mrs.
Lord in our souls. Only so shall we ; Emery, and Mrs. Brawn told of the
prepare to help in bringing in the Flower Mission work done in the
glorious day of Gcd s Kingdom on . ^nox Hospital.
earth ..
j Miss Caroline Fenno Chase of AuDr J W Hamilton is pastor and RU£ta' corresponding secretary for
his sermons are so brilliant, so the stat« W.C.T.U., was presented
understanding, so full of divine and gave a talk cn Our Department
help and inspiration there has Wcrk
Miss Chase, who is well
been a demand for them to be known in musical circles and othrr
printed and their sale helps much j w“’s organizations, is a brilliant
and vivacious speaker, holding the
a vast number of persons who are | t
interested attention of her audi
unable to attend. Dr. Hamilton is
ence as she presents facts and fig
a leader of men and a power for
ures. She said that the W.C.T.U.
Christian fellowship. If churches was the first organization to use de
are not well attended it may be be
partment work, originated by Fran
cause the messages are not strong ' ces Willard and since wisely adopt
enough to inspire a desire to get I ed by other organizations.
the help needed from them. The | The two main objectives for the
text of this particular sermon I I work in 1942 was protection of our
heard was “For Whom the Bell £Ojdjers and caiiCJ-s and alcohcl cduTolls”. with absolutely no reference ' cation Thp passing by Congress of
to the bock with that
as ( the May bill for the curb ng cf pros
had not been read by this minister. tjtut,ion near the camps was one acTliis church was packed and v, in-, c0:xip’ishnient, but there was need
dews were open for crowds outside to continue urging the passage of
to listen.
the Shepard bill, S. 860, by the Sen
• • • •
ate for control of liquor sales in
Doctor: My dear sir, nothing
and near the camps.
but an operation will save your
Germany realizes the need cf
life”.
sober soldiers and has taken strong
Patient "What will it cost?"
prohibitory measures. Miss Chase
"Probably $5CJ or j urged the opportunity to teach tem
Dcctor:
abcut”.
perance in the Vacaticn Bible
Patient ‘“But I have cnly $100’’. Schools and get on the program
Doctor: “Well, in that case, we early.
will try the pills a little longer”.
The uniform narcotic law passed
• • • •
by the last legislature is proving
In Sumatra and Celebes the wild helpful in curbing use of drugs in
tribes consider exposing the knee the State.
immodest.
Maurice Duncan cf Newtonvllle,
Bug Wireless
Mass., was a holiday guest of his
Johnny, who had been taken to
pprpnts, Mr and Mrs. Oscar S. Dun
the country for the first time, saw
can, Main street.
a spider spinning a web between

WORK PANTS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
ROY ROGERS in

HOSIERY

White Ribboners
Hold a Successful Institute,
With Interesting
Speakers

%

PAJAMAS
Tailored; Asst. Colors

366 MAIN STREET,

■
the Queens
ond Kings of thp
Mvsi' Machinej,

FRIDAY, SATURDAY

Special 79c

35c value

Regular 1.15.

Thursday

JIVE-TIME
°f A LIFETIME!

This And That

1

SLIPS
Rayon Crepe; Size 34-44

“SCAMP”
RAYON PANTIES

AMBULANCE COMING, MAKE WAY!

CHARLES BARNET

PHILIPPINE GOWNS

Special Value $1.15

The annual Spring concert of
the Rubinstein Club was held Fri
day night at the Congregational
Church before a large and appre
ciative audience. Miss Kitty Mc
Laughlin was the featured soloist
of the evening, other features be
ing Miss Bertha Luce, viclinist.
Mrs. Ruth Sanborn, accompanist
and Miss Dorothy Lawry and Mrs.
Alex Vardavoulis, piano duet.
Miss McLaughlin was most at
tractively gewned in white with
which she wore a flame colored,
floor length cape and the applause
which greeted her appearance at
tested to her popularity in this
city and to her beautiful voice
which is heard all too seldom here.
Her numbers which ranged from
the lovely Tu Lo Sai to the more
familiar Songs My Mother Taught
Me were delightfully received and
for encores she gave, the beautiful
Ave Maria, by Bach-Gounod with
The late Joseph Dean Smith
violin obligato by Miss Bertha
Luce,
My
Message by Guy
Joseph Dean Smith, formerly of D'Hardelot and Ecstasy by RumRcckland,‘died April 2 at thej?onie mel.
of his daughter, Mrs. Carroll L.
Miss Luce who was gowned in
black
and aquamarine also gave
Pingree, 665 Broadway, Lowell,
two
greups
of numbers, her play
Mass., after a long illness, at the
age of 85 years. He lived in Rock ing also winning high praise from
land over 33 years. Moving to Nor the enthusiastic audience. For en
folk, Mass., he made his home for cores she gave Senenade Espagnole
about 14 years. Shortly after his j by Glazounow and Schon Rosmawife’s death he moved to Lowell. i rin by Fritz Kreisler. Mrs. Ruth
Mass., and made his home with hs 1 Sanborn also wearing black proved
daughter. Mrs. Pingree. He leaves a most sympathetic accompanist.
Miss McLaughlin was presented
another daughter, Mrs. Walter R.
Wood of Norfolk, Mass, and a son, with several bouquets of flowers at
George E. Smith, also of Norfolk, the conclusion of her first group
Mass. He leaves 12 grandchildren of numbers and' both Miss ^,uce
and 10 great-grandchildren. Tlie and Mrs. Sanborn were also pre
body was removed to Norfolk, Mass. sented with flowers. Preceeding
Mineral arrangements were in the opening of the concert, Miss
charge of Undertaker Leslie Wiggin Mabel Spring, president of the
club, extended a gracious welcome
of Franklin, Mass.
to the guests present.» Pots of
flowers loaned through the cour
ELIZABETH M. SIMMONS
Mrs. Elizabeth M. Simmons died tesy of Mrs. Harriet Silsby Frost
Wednesday after a short illness, at were used effectively at the front
the heme of her daughter, Mrs. John of the stage.
The opening number was a
Burns, 15 North Main street. She
was born in South Hope June 16, piano duet by Miss Dorothy Lawry
185f\ daughter of Phineas P. and who wore white and Mrs. Alex
Vardavoulis wearing blue, this se
Mary A. (Sdensparker) Rokes.
lection
by these talented young
Funeral services were held Sat
ladies
being
a mest fitting open
urday frcm the residence. Rev.
ing
for
the
outstanding program.
Charles A. Marstaller officiated and
The
final
number
on the program
the bearers were Donald Cummings,
was
the
singing
of the Star
Dana Cummings, Virgie Studley and
Spangled
Banner
with
the auJohn Burns. Interment was in
dience
joining
with
Miss
McAchorn Cemetery.
She is survived by two daughters Laughlin. Accompanists for this
Mrs. John Burns and Mrs. Sara were Mrs. Sanborn at the piano,
Sawyer of Rcckland, two sisters, Mrs. Kathleen Newman at the or
Mrs. Beatrice Dimon of Fitchburg, gan and Miss Luce, violinist. Ush
Mass., and Mrs. Arvilla Fletcher-of ers who were daintily garbed in
St. Petersburg, Fla.; two brothers, evening dresses were Miss Ruth
Frederick Rokes of Framingham, Emery, Miss Edith Clark, Miss
Mass.,.and Gecrge Rokes of Racine, Betty Fitzgerald, Miss Dorothy
Wis.; several nieces, nephews, Havener, Miss Polly Havener, Miss
grandchildren and great-grand Christine Newhall, Miss Elaine
Poust and Miss Leona Wellman,
children.
members of the Junior Rubinstein
club.
Mrs. Hazel Martin, who was for
The patrons and patronesses
several years employed at Newbert’s Restaurant as a waitress, were Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Mrs,
now is employed in a Bar Harbor Putnam iP. Bicknell, Mrs. Anna
Bickford, Mr. and Mrs. Charles T.
restaurant.
Berry, Mrs. Ray Eaton, Dr. and
The attention of every pedestrian, Mrs. Burton E. Flanders, Mr. and
motorist and householder of Rock Mrs. John T. Hughes, Mrs. Edward
land is respectfully called to the K. Leighton, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
"Blackout" advertisement on page McKinley, Mrs. A. C. McLoon,
one of this issue, referring to April Mrs. Ruth B. Spear, Miss Margaret
26, drill, and full blackout the night Stahl, Mrs. Blanchard IB. Smith.
Mrs. Fred Trecartin, Mr. and Mrs.
of April 29—adv.
Frank A. Tirrell, Mme. Luisa Francheschi Verna, Mr, and Mrs. Louis
E. Wardwell, Mrs. William T.
ROC KLAND
White, Mrs. Nettie Wotton, Mrs.
TODAY
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
2 BIG FEATURES 2
Wednesday and
• •*•••**

MURRAY HILLIARD

SLIPS

2 for 89c

A Large Audience
Enjoyed the Fine Spring Con
cert Given By the Rubin
stein Club

REN

Panties, Bloomers, Vests

$4,675,957 78

ALBANY INSURANCE COMPANY
OF ALBANY, N. Y.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1941
Real Estate,
$153 499 68
Mortgage Loans,
190.384 11
Stocks and Bonds,
Cash in Office and Bank,
437.823 55
Agents’ Balances.
189.330 94
Interest and Rents
16.187 31
All other Assets.
23,425 96

17.50

Sale........................................

$15,515,108 25

EIRE.MAN'S FUND INSU RANCE CO.
■San Francisco, C alif.
ASSETS, DEC 31. 1941
Real Estate.
$2,844. 364 93
Mortgage Loans,
574 501 54
Stocks and Bonds.
31.666 558 70
Cash in Office and Bank, 8.857 849 34
Agents' Balances.
2.228 578 06
Bills Receivable.
44 762 70
Interest and Rents,
138 317 34
All other Assets,
2.584 927 53

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

COATS

25

00
43

JOSEPH DEAN SMITH

Page Seven

OIL PERMANENT

Also Chapter 5

‘Dick Tracy vs. Crime, Inc/
DON’T FORGET

COUNTRY
STORE
Every Friday Night
SUNDAY-MONDAY
JUDY CANOVA in

“Sleepy Time Gal”

Plus NEW SUPERMAN
PARAMOUNT NEWS

TODAY

“KING’S ROW”

with .ANN SHERIDAN

4StXeuuk
BOCKLAND

OTHER
PERMANENTS
$2.50, $4.00, $5.00

97c

’3

UNION SUITS

GILBERTS BEAUTY SALON
375 MAIN ST.,

OVERALL PANTS

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 142
T-tf

- » • •

Yes, the Prime Minister has
donned formal attire, a very smug,
braided black coat and striped
trousers. Formal, do you call it?
I would almost say austere, but
not quite.

LIGHT WEIGHT
IGHT
SHORT
SLEEVES
LONG LEGS

88d
41Ttf

Old China, Our Ally

CAMDEN YOUTH GOES AFAR

Lecture By Mrs. Carlson
Gives Insight Into Mighty Horace
Republic
The lecture on "Old China,” given
in the Congregational Church last
Thursday by Rev. Helen H. Carlt:n, was well attended. She spoke
briefly cf cld China which has an
authentic history dating back 5000
years; ot the culture, integrity and
bravery of the people; of the beauty
and fertility of the country; and of
hew the three major religious sys
tems—buddhism Taclsm, and An
cestral worship have influenced
and moulded them as a people.
These systems, fed by idolatry and
superstition, led to the moral and
political decadence of the country.
For instance the mythical dragon
depicted upon their cld-time flag,
was very real and greatly dreaded—
he ruled the earth and all things
beneath it. Picturesque festivals
were held once a year in his honor.
Burials cculd not be made until n
Taoist priest selected a spot of
ground that would not be antagon
istic to the beast. Until the pres
ent the Chinese have never mined
to any extent fcr minerals cr ‘coal,
cf which there is an abundant sup
ply, because the operations would
be displeasing to the dragon.
Mrs. Carlson spoke briely of liv
ing c;nditions; cf government; and
cf transportation, between 1931 and

Realm Of Music
By Gladys Heistad

P. Chandler Has Had Many Strange * in honey of the 7Sth birthday
of Arturo Toscanini, which tock !
Adventures and Seen Much
place recently, Victor releases the

4*^

i

Oi

• i

T 3, when she resided first as a mis

sionary in Swatow, South China,
and later, 15CO miles inland, at Horace P. Chandler, the modern nomad, with his two faverites—his dog
and his gun
Ichang on the Yangtse River not so
far, by comparison, from Chung Off on another trip west of the folks back heme for several months,
king the present capital. At that Mississippi goes a ycunR man who jhe left California with a traveling
to Camden, having^?™’ accc™Pany1^ R a* ,far as
time there were no reads in China, is well-known
J
,
...
Oklahoma City. Fr:m Oklahoma
cnly narrow crocked paths from attended Camden High School. He ! city, he rode a truck to Lincoln,
place to place. But, during the last is Horace P. Chandler, son cf Mr. ’ Arkansas, thumbed a ride to Chitwo decades the Chinese have made and Mrs. James Chandler of the cago, spent sometime here and
a freight train as far as Al
great stRdes ahead until they now Hosmer Pond read. Leaving last • hopped
bany, N.
KT Y.,
”■ where
— *■*
he ---was almost
---- ‘
Saturday
with
enough
money
for
have wide cement or gravel rcad6
caught in the freight yard. The
leading between all important cen meals, he will hitch-hike his way next hop proved to be a long one,
from Camden to Portland, Bcston,
ters. hundreds of miles cf railways, New York and on to points West, bringing him into Boston When
• until taken by Japan) and airways where he has employment cn a Horace reaches Eoston he feels that
he is practically at home. He made
ranch.
as well.
„
.
. .
t A
.the trip across country from CaliChina, was a helplesss somnolent Horace has had very interesting fcrnja in jUSt five davSj and njghts
experiences, an educat ion in it- arrivlng hcmc two days b^g
giant, at the mercy of evgry nation self.
Although handicapped by Christmas
cn earth, until Sun Yat Sen, a poor eyesight and exempt from millAside ‘ from extensive travel,
young man of great courage; vision, tary service for that reason he will Chandler instructs airplane modand patriotic zeal decided tc do go on traveling the country over. , els rifle models( pictures of which
.•omething about it. He first ob He was born in Philadelphia and at he has sent to Li£ Magazine)> and
the age of 2 was found to be blind, | b intenseiy interested in aerenautained an education and finally and from that age until he was ten tks
a member of the
club f New York Cltv Handi.
graduated from a medical school. ears old, suffered from many eye A
d thcugh he L he ,eads a
He also joined the Congregational operations. When he was 10. he
entered
Perkins
Institution
for
the|^
interesting life.-by Naoma
Church in Hongkcng, and then Blind, and there learned Braille,
Mayhew.
went Ebcut his work of changing together with weaving, basketry and
the government from an empire to other crafts, remaining there fcr
a republic. This he achieved in five years.
Upon leaving Perkins, his eyesight
1911. the emperor peacefully abdi was
found to be sufficiently im
cating in his favor.
proved to do many kinds cf work
i Welcome Letter Comes
Today under the inspiring leader at which time he joined his family
in
Camden
and
attended
High
From a Rockland Hospi
ship cf the Christian Generalissimo
School
fcr
a year, of oral work. A
talized Soldier
Chiang Kai-shek and Madam Chi- sensitiveness that while he was not
rng. the Chinese are experiencing a blind, he could not see as clearly as
Walter Reed Hospital.
new birth. Though hard pressed others, prompted him to leave
Washington, April 16.
by the most cruel war the world has school and wander. Mr. and Mrs.
Ed'tor
cf
The
Courier-Gazette:—
Chandler
did
not
interfere
in
his
ever known they are working with wanderings. Each time he went
This morning I received my regu
renewed courage, for a better day in farther and farther.
lar bundle of Courier-Gazette’s,
In June. 1935 He race joined the
Chnia.
which
are read with great interest
Chiang Kai shek believes the war National Rifle Association, Junior
both
by
myself and my fellow pa
and from September of
•will not be won by force of arms Division
that year to December 9, 1936, he tients.
alone, but 70% of its winning will advanced from pro-marksman to
As you probably know I have been
be through the preparedness of the sharps hoc ter, second class. Follow
cn the sick list since October but I
people to carry on, providing for ing this he took the Adult Instruc
am nearly back to normal now and
tors
Course,
and
passed
with
a
high
their own needs and the needs cf rank. This gave him the title of
hope to be back on full duty in a
the nation. To this end the arti Assistant Instructor of the rifle. At
few more weeks.
sans; industrialists and craftsmen, the age of 19. he received his In
I don't, think anyone would enjoy
have formed co-operative groups, structor's model of the Junior Divi
staying in a hospital for several
sion.
and everyone seems happy in doing In 1937 he was accepted in the
months but we keep fairly busy
his bit for home and country—re Civilian Conservation Corps at
here
so we don't mind it too much.
gardless of pay cr long hours—al 1130th Company, at Cmaden. being
The
hospital
buildings are surround
though most, are earning good live- transferred very soon to 1127th
ed by beautiful gardens and walks
Company
in
Beddington
and
then
llhccds. This movement is called
on to the 192d Company at Prince so these patients who are nearly well
"Chinese Industrial Co-operatives," ton where he stayed until an eye
again spend the afternoons cut
or "Indusco." It is in no sense com injury befell him. He was sent to
walking. I am lying on the grass
pulsory, but through it every able Station Hospital, Port Williams fcr by the bandstand in front of the
treatment.
person has a paying job.
Nov. 12, 1937. he was honorably main building right now. The Red
Also there ls the "New Life” discharged from tlie C.C.C. and re
Cross has a large recreation house
movement, that the nation may be turned home only to start hitch
here. They have movies or some
rebuilt upon a spiritual foundation. hiking to Los Angeles, where he has
sort of entertainment for the pa
It is a resurrection of the spiritual a sister who lives there. Spending tients nearly every evening.
six
months
in
all
parts
of
Califor

life, a revival of religion. Says nia. working here and there to make
Now that I am almost fully re
Madam Kiang Kai-shek, "With our money enough to eat, he started
covered I can get passes from the
people spiritually mobilized, we can back for the East and Camden, re
hospital to visit Washington and
save our birthright and our race; turning to do farm werk locally.
vicinity.
During this last week I
In 1940. after a recurrence of his
we need never fear for ourselves or eye
trouble, he wrote to his friend have been doing quite a bit of
lie afraid or anyone.”
Father Flanagan, head of Boys’ sightseeing. So far I haven’t had
Surely we not cnly wish to "go all Town asking his advice about werk any difficulty getting into any of the
cut" to China, but from this older in the West. Father Flanagan buildings but I have only been to
race we may also learn much than stated in his reply that things were
moving slowly there at that time the museum and art galleries. There
is uplifting and fine.
but complimented him on doing as are armed sentries all over town so
w’ell as he had done considering the I doubt if anyone is allowed to visit
condition of his eyes.
IREE MEMBER OBLIGES
The year 1941 proved to be very- the more important government
Responds To ‘Tardnor’s” Request busy and exciting for Horace. Ob buildings.
taining employment on the Wyom
According to the new regulation
For Words Of An Old Song
ing Hereford Ranch is Cheyenne, officers and enlisted men are re
Horace again hitchhiked West. On
Editor of The Black Cat:—
the ranch he began as a spike pitch quired to exchange salutes at all
The hymn “Pardner,” of Thom er, pitching bundles of oats onto times when they meet. While I have
aston inquired about used to be wagons which are taken to thresh been downtown I have seen officers
ing machines. Then he was put in
sung a lot.' The words and music loading soy beans on trucks. From cross the street or do anything to
was printed in the old "Jubilee there he went to the show barns to avoid meeting an enlisted man. I
Harp”, a song book in use 70 years help with the cattle which were to do not consider it an inconvenience
ago. I have both the words and be exhibited at the show and on to to salute, in fact I am proud to have
the sale bams where auctions are
music in my head. Here are the held. The ranch was composed of the opportunity to do so. so I can't
wento:
approximately.61.440 acres. 400 miles quite understand the attitude of the
fence and is divided into
sec officers who do this.
of
When I can read my title clear, to
Mansions In the skies.
tions. TTiey have their own dairy
There is a patient in our ward,
I'll bid farewell to every fear and wipe of Holsteins. Chandler did quite a
a master sergeant fron} the 30th
niy weeping eyes
Must I be borne to Paradise on bit of riding during the months he Engineers, who was with Captain
flewery beds of ease
was there. The grain season was
While c tilers fieht to win the prise and over and done with by November Keryn ap Rice when the Army En
sail through bloody seas?
gineers went to Nicaragua to sur
When we've been there ten thousand and he was laid off.
Heading south to Colorado, he vey for a proposed canal.
years, bright, shining as the sun.
We've no less days to sing His praise. traveled this State and into Ok
I received a letter from Private
than when we first begun I
lahoma City where he joined up
It was customary to sii^g the with a show outfit on its way to Richard Harden the other day. He
last five words in each verse •‘re Port. Worth. San Antonio. Amarillo, is stationed way out in Geiger Field,
peat” and change the melody to Dallas. Waco. Houston. Texas. At Washington. I also have heard
El Paso he fell from a horse and from an English friend who is now
“Do. Re. Me. Me, Re. Re. Do.” (% was injured.
After recuperating
time).
from the fall, he jumped a freight in the Royal Navy.
Keep 'em flying!
train for Los Angeles. Selling his
Iree Member
heavy clothing upon reaching Here
Private Charles Libby.
ford Ranch, he was wholly unpre
An instrument has been invented pared
for the severe cold weather
Wii-vii accurately determines the which he found while passing
Four-fifths of the people of
value of precious stones by their through Arizona.
Egypt now obtain their living from

From Private Libby

colors.

Tuesday-Friday ’
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Realizing that he hadn't seen the the $oil.

sible developing music in the
present curriculum of the schools
of Maine, Mr. Gilson said: *We
must take the economic factor out
of music education and replace it
with the interest and ability fac
tors of the potential musicians.'
We must not stymie the desire of
our children to sing or play an in
strument if he has a desire to.”

COPIED FROM A PAINTING

THE LYRIC MUSE

The Old Doctors

Call MABEL F. LAMB, Tel. 1026

her family.
The army draft has caused a
shortage of teachers in New Zea
land.

Mgr., or your
travel agent.
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$3 — double from $5 — suites from $6
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466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgate West
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reservations, address
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Boom and bath

Sunday afternoon
2 o’clock the air ra
sound and the emeri
vrill proceed to their
Rockland will go on
wartime basis with
would or could occur
attack being assignee
various services.
This test should
lightly, with the im
it is just a test for
workers. It is a gc
your family and eve
man and child in Rc
you may1 learn by c
the defense units -in
save your life or the
family later on.
Some day, it may
or it may be two mor,
this coast, according
going to be attacked
commentators and n^
ler to the New Engi
expecting an attack
nr Summer, the
coast is you and youi;
with a million or tv
man beings from C
Quoddy Head.
A shell or a bomb
< tfective when tired
us as they have beei
and a Yankee can bi
as an Englishman
collected a few bo|
splinters in his hid^
hadn't learned the
a blackout or atta
them Sunday afternn
Wednesday night; w«
cials at work, note
fen.se system operates
with your neighborhi
warden and get hi
blacking out your ho

YPIZ 9MJ0V 0K0M0T. t09099ATIltt
ATTWTIOM

Ren your Miami Vacation

suites available. Garage facilities connected. No liquor sold.

Take It Seri<

0 yov Mrr M««rr
©

nished rooms with tub end
shower from $2-50 single end
$4-00 double. Sfeem heat.
The modern air cooled Coffee
Shop i« famous for fine food
-—«♦ moderate prices. The
eockteM Lounge is deservedly

Hara ia a hotel for
nt and transient guests o'
from
bustle of the commercial
in a quiet, restful atmosphere you'll
enjoy. Only 6 minutee to downtown
by rapid transit Family

SUNDAY

LOWl^OST

>

Canada.
Their daughter, Mrs.
Tomey, is in San Francisco with

TUESDAY
AND
FRIDAY

Established Ja

conductor's version of Brahms'
Blue skies and bare fields
“Symphony No. 1. in C minor, with
Publication Limited to Brief
And birds back with Spring.
the NBC Symphony Orchestra <MAnd all the promise of the year
Poems
875, five 12-inch records). A grand
Is In the song they sing
of
Original
Composition
—From “A Song for the Seasons”
birthday offering, for it is a mag
By Subscribers
by Margaret McGlffert.
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Toscanini keeps .on making rec- of birds. This album is the work
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He began the session with the gives them a delightful sense of From a painting by Emil A. Kessler in the Boston Post. A pen and ink
overture to "Mignon." He took a space and atmosphere. They evoke
sketch by J. L. Burns of Rockland
A SONG OF SPRING
full hour to obtain an acceptable the murmur and odor and contour
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pressing, going over some of the of woods, fields, and streams. As
Spring Is here, for ln the woodland
POLAND SPRING HOTELS
soft spots in the score. Then he a background to one bird you hear
I hear a robin call.
Lee Witney, general manager of I see the pussywillow.
made a recording.
That was a rushing stream; behind the voice
I hear a waterfall
played back through a loudspeak of the spotted sandpiper is the
Poland Spring Hotels, New Eng
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er near the stage, and Toscanini lapping of the waves of the sea.
E. H. Phiibrick Adds a Few land’s largest inland vacation re Likesnowdrifts
chaff before a gale.
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sort, announces the opening on The #eecy clcuds are drifting
To The Memory Man’s
aloud as they passed by. Another 'Cornell scientists (Professors A. A.
Lite ships with snowy sail.
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spell of rehearsing, and then an Allen and P. P. Kellogg) recorded
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other attempt at making the these songs, here is a description
Are bursting from the ground
augurating the 149th season of this
every hill and valley
Rockland, April 14
record, and this time there was a of their technique:
famous nationally known vacation And
The call of Spring resound
fluff by an instrumentalist, so
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playground. The formal opening I <ee the glistening raindrops
Toscanini started anew, and this sensitive microphone at the focal
I was greatly interested in “The
Upon my window pane
version seemed all right. However point of a 3-fcot parabolic sound- "Memory Mans” write-up of cld- of the Poland Spring Hotel will fol And
bird throats softly swelling
AIL tell of Spring again.
that was no guarantee that he will reflector which can be aimed like time doctors. It was certainly a low June 1st.
approve the recording when he a gun at the singing bird. The good one and not much can be
According to Mr. Witney, ad We shake off Winter s loneliness
That has seemed so drab and long.
gets around to hearing it again. sound waves thus intercepted are added to it. However, as he in vance reservations presage a better
And join ln Nature’6 chorus
He has a way of turning thumbs transformed by the microphone in vited anyone to mention those he
In a glad new Springtime song
down on his own work when ht to electrical impulses, much am might have missed, I am doing so than normal season. Every ad
Margaret Elwell
hears it days, weeks or months plified in a sound truck, and then
Spruce Head.
How could I forget Dr. Cole who vantage seems to favor these prop
later. There are no limits to his used to vibrate a delicate galvano gave me skunk oil and rum for a erties in a war year. Situated well
hunt
for
improvement,
and meter cn which is fastened a tiny cough in the Fall cf 1884? It was inland on a glorious 5 000-acre tract
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Brahms' First Symphony. His shining on this vibrating mirror is cary Shop near the Thorndike
"Mignon'' overture, Taubman as deflected to a 16-milimeter film Hotel. Now if Dr. Wiggin could versified by countless lakes and returned home Friday from Rock
sures us. will be a revelation for which passes from one magazine give Iree anything any nastier to streams, the property is afforded land where they spent the Winter.
its elegance and vitality.
to another at a constant rate of taste than *that. I would like to direct train, plane and bus con
Mr. and Mrs. Oram Simpson and
The Prelude and Liebestod of speed. Thus the bird’s song is know the name of it.
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children,
Donald and Ruth, have
“Tristan,” “The Beautiful Blue photographed so that the image
Then there was a Dr. Clark, al
Danube”.
“The
Star-Spangled or sound-track developed on the so Drs. Cock. Perkins, Chamber- j
arrived from Portland where Mr.
Banner,” and Samuel Barber’s film can be reversed- and made to lain and Albee. I have a faint ’
A SMART HOLSTEIN
Simpson has had employment
Adagio for Strings summed up the reproduce the song, which is then, recollection that Dr. Albee died I Round Top Farms of Damar several months.
afternoon's work. The National in the laboratory, recorded on a of diphtheria. I am not sure of
Rev. Anson, WiMiams, arriving
Anthem was done by Toscanini’s phonograph disk.”
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request. He is donating his royal
time can put me right. We have cow. Roto Inka Dutch Shepard, on the mission boat. Sunbeam,
Among forthcoming musical ac certainly been blessed with many which Just completed a record of held services here recently. He was
ties to the Red Cross. He ordered
536 pounds of butterfat from 14,233
every man in the orchestra to tivities in Portland are noted: On good doctors for many years.
pounds of milk. This is nearly three overnight guest of Mr. and Mrs.
stand during the performance, and April 22, the Portand Polyphonic
E. H. Phiibrick
times the production of the average Fred Tripp.
directed
by
Alfred
there was no audience in the hall. Society,
dairy
cow in the country, says The
Kenneth Wilson, a student at
Brinkler.
in
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second
concert
Thus Toscanini, who once refused
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Holstein-Friesian Association of Rockport High School, is visiting
to play the Italian Fascist hymn appearance cf the season; in the
in Italy, appeared in another act Sweat Memorial Art Museum On Defense Bonds and Stamps Being America. "Shepard”, as she is re his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lclan
ferred to by her milker, was 7 years
April 28. the final in the current
Sold By 15.0C0 Theatres
of faith and affirmation.
• < a a
6 months of age when she began Wilson at Hillside.
series of the Portland Ccmmunity
Harold Anderson was a visitor
Following a series of conferences her record and she was milked twice
Another famous musician made Concert Association, to be given
headlines through his birthday — by Rose Bampton, soprano, and in Washington and New York be daily. The testing was under the here a few days recently. He re
Dr. Walter Damrosch, who recent Lansing Hatfield, baritone, in City tween members of the Treasury supervision of the University of turned last Tuesday to Rockland.
Department and Joseph Bernhard Maine and The Holstein-Friesian
ly celebrated his 80th natal day. Hall auditorium.
and Adolph Zukor of the War Ac Association of America.
On March 26 and 27 Dr. Damrosch
Aurora, a town in Missouri num
tivities Committee of the Motion
conducted the Philharmonic-Sym
CUSHING
Aircraft manufacturers in Ger bering less than 50C0 persons, has
Picture Industry, plans have been
phony Orchestra of New York, with
Ida Olson has employment at formulated for the active partici many have a serious shortage of its own golf course with a total of
Kerstin Thorborg. contralto, sing
more than 400 members.
ing his new orchestral version of Gilbert's Beauty Salon in Rcckland. pation of 15 CCO motion picture workers.
his ballad after Kipling, “The
Mrs. Agnes Boynton has arrived theatres in the sale of defense
Looking-Glass". It was only nat home after a visit with friends in bonds and stamps.
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This all-industry effort aimed
ural that Dr. Damrosch was singled
out for special honor. This was Boston and vicinity, and with the at selling millions of dollars worth
shown by the prolonged applause Thompson family in Hamden.' of defense bonds and stamps is
being organized in such a fashion
when he appeared on the stage, Conn.
and the special demonstration be
Alfred Orne has had the tele that every branch of the industry
will participate.
fore the concluding performance phone installed, number 165-4
This all-out effort is being
of Beethoven's “Egmont” over
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ames and planned on a nation-wide scale so
ture.
It is to be remembered that 61 children Allan and Louise of Rock that in each State of the Union ex
years have passed since the youth ville, Conn., were guests of relatives hibitors and other members of the
War Activities Committee will
of 19 took charge of the concerts here the past week.
work direct with the State heads
of the Newark Harmonic Society,
The Eugene Killeran farm has representing the Treasury Depart
and 57 since the young man of 23
succeeded his father. Leopold been sold to the Augusta Lumber ment.
Damrosch. as conductor of the & Box Co. which has a portable
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
New York Symphony and the Ora mill there. One spruce tree made
torio Society, as well as at the 1167 feet of lumber.
Metropolitan. Going back otter
Mrs. Homer Marshall received
all this, what a vista must have
entered into the octogenarians x-rays and treatment Tuesday at
approach to his task!
Knox Hospital.
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Mrs. Eula Young has returned
Commlssioner
of
Harry v Gilson, told members of home from Rockville, Conn., where
the Western Maine Music Festival she spent the Winter.
Association in Portland last Sat
The S. H. Olson blacksmith shop
urday that "Music as a recognized was destroyed by Are last Tuesday
morale buider is a means of com
Enjoy Hm tplondor of blue
munication which today should be night.
diet and summer «••«-■ in
The first aid class. Clarence Lunt
utilized to the fullest extent as a
your own American tropics.
HAS THESE
means of bolstering the morale of instructor, meets Thursday nights
I
8 Comodoro Hotel effort
our armed forces.” In stressing the at town hall.
•II the facilities, «R the restful
necessity of keeping up and if posMr. and Mrs. Herbert Morse are
cherm end perfect comfort
♦o suit the most electing
enroute North from Daytona, Fla.
fade. Located in the heart
PIANO
They have visited nearly every state
of downtown Miami "just e
ve ar
in the Union as well as several
whisper" from eH activities.
This course ls lor the child under
There ere 250 ertisticely fur
seven years of age. ft ls really mu
places in British Columbia and
sical and Involves no kindergarten
apparatus. The three educational
channels—Ear. Eye. Touch—are co
ordinated from the beginning. The
music of birds, animals and things
ls correlated with pictures, songs
and Information as to character
istics. activities, and their part ln
the plan of nature.
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